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FOREWORD
The _tin _k_rietta Corporation, Denver Division _-_t_c-?.n_i
contruct _'or the GoddardSpaceflight Center entitled __,:_:'"..-:_= ._
Sy_temsPyrotechnic Shock Data (Ground Test and Flig!_u)". ;'i,_s
contract involved compilation and analysis of avaiJ._;]e :i.._.J_tr$ wide
pyrotechnic shock data. A total of 30 companies co___triou, ,_.
Becauseof the large volume of data available from Lockhe _: Mzissiles
and Space Company,they were awarded a subcontrac[, b_ the !!artin
._MariettaCorporation to compile and analyze their d_,_:i'_,_ni:hare contained
in VolumesIV and V. The results of these analyaeu h_ve een included
in the discussion contained in the summarydoctmler_t,Vol[_e I. In
addition, these analyses were considered iD the prepar_tien of the
Design Guidelines Document,VolumeVI.
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SECTIO_ NO. I!.C
REPORT NO,, !315 At_D 1336
_JBJECT :
PIN ACTUATOP_S
LOCKHEED MISSlLE_ _ SPACE COMPANY
• t. ltju _
S EC T IO N I I . C
..... | ,u
SUMMARY
Contained within this section are two reports which deal with pin puller shook.
Report No. 1315 discusses qualification of a sub-s_tellite for both booster
separation ant sub-satellibe pin puller separation. _,_al pin pullers at each
sub-satellite mounting lug provided the necessary ove_est for qualification.
_port No. 1336 deals with pin puller tests _a_ich were conducted to test various
isolation methods in an effort to r_d_ce the shock environment at the Velocity
_eter Accelerometer created by the nearby Horizon Sensor Rat Pin Puller. A nuaber
of techniques were devised to reduce the shock at the pin p_L!ler. Chief among
them fete: isolating silicon rubber washers, an energy absorbing s_bber, and a
force limiting spring bracket. The most successful method of shock reductio_
(factor of i0 re&Action _s measured at the velocity meter) was achieved with the
force limiting bracket. In addition to the significant shock re@Action, the
bracket was simple to fabricate, easy to install, and maintained the necessary
structural rigidity of the pin puller installation.
Also included in the two reports are a practical appllcstion of at_eraxation curves
to predict peak g shock and a study of the repeatability of the bracket shock
Rou_t.
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SEGT ION II . C . i
SUMMARY
The intent of these tests was to qualify a m_b--satellite for pyro shock which
originates frmn the booster separation event as well as a sub-_atellite pin
_dller event.
This was accomplished by attachLng a dual set of pin pullers
at each p_int where the sub-satellite attached to _in structure. The resultant
shock levels at reference measurements on the sub-sate]l_.%e st1_Icture were com-
pared to predicted booster separation shock levels.
A factor of 3.3 over test was achieved with the pin pu!ier shock. Thua the test
constituted qualification of the sub-satel!_te for the booster separation event.
It also constituted qualification of the m_b-sate]]ite for the pin puller even_
as two p_n pullers were used in place of the requirsd one for flight vehicles.
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II.C.I.!
Wl_tlt,_ l. MIIl: _II17 A
INTkODUCT ION
This report documented the rr_ethod of pyro sho('.kqualifyir_ a sub-
satellite which is located on the aft rack fc>z'the booster scparatlon
event and pin ptaller event.
The test shock environment was created by pin p___lers which were l_:a-
ted in pairs at the four mounting lugs near the normal pin p_ller
Locations. Pin pullers were us<,_dto ql_alify the _ub-satellite for
booster separstiorz because the shock environ_ent from the pin puller
event (sub-satelllte separation) was thougt_to be higher than the
enviror_ent from booster separation. To verify t]uis, the booster
sepa_-ation peak g shock level at reference pui_ts on the sub-satellifie
was established using the shock attenuation cu_rve for booster adapte_
separation joints. This peak g shock level was then z_duoed to acco1_at
for the transmission loss across tie !_4g p_, joints. The transmission
_as determined from the measurements taken at either side of the pin
joint during the pin puller pyro test.
The sub-satelllte was then subjected to the shock of the eight pin
pullers. All p_1 pullers were si_altaneously fi_'ed frc_ the sa_
reference signal. Shock levels from acce!erometers mounted on the
sub-satellite structu_'e reference points an_ obher locations on n_arby
structure were then compared to the predicte_ sh_,ck levels from booster
separation to establish qualification.
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II.C.I.2 ?T,qC_SSION AND ANALYSTS
I[.C.].2.1 Test Confi_arativn told In_t_z_entation
The _IL-satellit_ was s',spended by bun_ee cords for this pyro _hock
test. Two pin puller_ were attached to each set of angle brackets as
shown in Detail 2 of Fi_ire II.C.l.1. The angle bracket_ were bolted
solidly to the four mounting lugs.
The actual flight configuration of the sub-satellite is shown ix,
_gure II.C,l.2.
The acc'elerometers were located in the positions sho_ i_, Figurm
!I.C.l.1 and as indicated in Table !I.C.I.I. Acceleremeters I, 2 and 7,
lo_ated twelve inches from the lugs on solid str lct,Are, w_re the ref-
rence measurements.
II,C.I.2.2 Test Results
Results are presented in the _orm of oscillograms in Figure II.$.l._.
A su_ar7 of peak g levels is presented in Table II.C.I.I. The sub-
Jatellibe was inspected following the test and no structural or eq_p-
mc_t fai_ure_ were noted.
]I.C.I.2.3 An_lysls
_e distance from the separation j,,int to the closest lug of tRe s_b-
satellite was _8 inches. _.e closest referen"e me_urezent at which
the sh c_ levels were c_pared wa,; !2 inches _nboar_i the _b-s,_tellite
from the lug (accelerometer _, Figure i[.C.I.I). '_hus the to+_al
dlsta_,e frum the separation Joint to the nearest reference m_asurement
was 60 inches. At 60 inches from the se_aratlon JJint, the boos_
_lapter attenuation curve of _igure If. _.I 3 predicts a peak g le_l
cf [J'_ g's. _o determine the predlcSed :)oak g shock levml on the sub-
_atellite at the nearest r_ference p_nt due to booster separation,
tt _s flrs_ necessary to de+_rm_ne t_e tranm_iesion loss across _he
lug pin Joints. This was accq_1_] Ished _.'_rlng the +_st by !ocatin_
=ccelerometers L,_mdlately o:: e_.t,e:, _ie o._ th_ p!u Jo[_,_ _nd c_pa._,_g 1
the neas_r_ pin _ller _hock at the_ two l.,_tion_. Since t_
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accelerom_ters ware located very close to each o_her, distance atten-
uation was ignored and the ratio _:'the two shock levels yields the
transmission.
Table II.C.I.I indicates a peak g re_ding on the separation Joint side
of the pin Joint of 10,6OO g's (accelerom_tar I0) and a p_ak g reading
of 732 g's (acceleremeter 9) on the sub-satellite side of the pin Joint.
The transmission is: 732P10,600 = 7 pe_.cent.
Thus the expected peak g shock level from boo_ber separablen at the
nearest reference acceleremeter location would be ,07 x _30 - jO g's.
It wa3 then necessary to comuare this e_timated booster separation
peak g level with the act,Aal shock levBl which was obtained at the
reference locatioas @iring the pin puller shock to determine if the
_ib-satellite was qualified to sufficiently high levels. Table II.C.l.l
indicates that the peak g levels at measuremmnt loca_ions l, 2 al2d 7,
the reference locations w_re ]61, lO1 and 270 g's respectlvely.
Thus, esing the most cons.rvatlve value, the shock lev_l from the pin
puller test was a factor of 101/3'_ •_ times higher, a sufficient
overtest.
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II.C.l.3 CONCLUSIONS
The pin puller test constituted qualification of the subsatellit_ for
the booster separation event. The test also constituted qualification
of the sub-satellite for the pin puller evont since two pin pitllems
(as compared to only one in the flight configuration) were used at
each location. (The squib grain size of the t_st pin pullers and
the flight pin pullers was equivalent.)
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SECTION NO. II.C.2
R_EPORT NO_ 1336
_CgJBECT:
F!_ PUL!_R ISOLATION Sq_JDY
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SECT I0_ ',
SUMMAkY
The pt_ puller tests were conchcted with the intent of reducing the shock env_ron-
ment at the Velocity Meter
tonging the study, three methods of isoSation wmre attempted. In the first z_ethod,
sili_on _bber washers were placed between the pin puller and its H_ounti:_g loca-
tion o_ the Guida_Lce Module. Although early development tests indicated a good
reduction could be obtained by th_ s method, later ±ests at the SCTB facility did
not bear this ou_. The shock was reduced by only a factor of )_ at the Velocity
Meter in the Y ax_s. This factor is an average over the frequency rang_ of 100
to 2500 Hz. In addition to the poor shock reduction, the silicon _her arrange-
ment reduced the structural rigidity of the pin puller installation and was
difficult to install correctly.
In the second attempt, a snubber was designed to lessen the pin impact by slowing
the pln at the er_d of its travel with a series of copper washel'_ encased in a
housing. Very little shock reduction was achieved with the sr_bber alone .
(Average reduction was a factor of 3.4 at the Velocity Meter in the Y direction.)
Sklicone _bber isolators, similar to those installed in the SC_£B te_t, _re
instalZed i_ an attempt to gain the needed shock recb_ction. The shock was
reduced s_gnificant!y (by a f_ctcr of 10.5 at the Velocity !_ter Y axis mea_Are_
ment location) however tb_ installation wms _ch too fli_a_ and _t was decided to
develop another method of shock reduction.
'l_e final, and mosb successful method of shock reduction was achieved with a
bracket isolator. Not only was this configuration easy to install, it maintained
the needed structural rigidity and re_ced the shock considerably at all loca-
tio,_s. _yplcal of the shock reduction was the 10._l reduction at the Velocity
'Aster Y a_i_ location. This kind of shock reduction was obtained consistently
in a _,eries of _even demonstration tests.
"O_w L,_IIC II?@_.il
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IT. c.2.1 INTRODU';TION
This report is the result of a stu,,v whi, _ was _:,!_'-', _ken tc de,e_:n,_
the detz_nental effects of pin valler py_.o 3hocW on Lne PLgit,a! Velo-
city Meser. Subsequently a method w-as sought to i:_;iate the sh,ck at
its source; the horizon sensor bar pin puller. 2_ni_ pin p_!ler is
located on the same structure and .just a fe_ inches !istal,t fro_L the
Velocity Meter. When the pin muller was activated, tt,e resultant shock
transmitted through the c_mmon mmmtlng _;tz-lctu:'eacQ disr,lpted tt,e
Velocity M_ter counting mecL:anls_.. The _-e_ult was :_loss of guise
counts and a bias in the c(_/ntlng _ate. Thi_ in t_rn c_used event
sequencing (which was controlled b:; the fe!ocJty _,_te_) tr_ be dLsp.]aced
in time.
}_asJ<:al[y thrse msthods of shock i _olati,_n were e:_Olo_d here:
Figure rI.c.2.1 illustrabes cms first conf_gura!ion wi_[ch was te:,ued
for its isolating properties in Tests 2 and 6 at SC'i_. 5_ ]icon _ubber
isolators were inserted at the pin puller base at the mou:,_iz_g '_,oles
(net_i_ B).
T qe _e:'ond isolating mechanism, displayed in Fig,:re ][.C,?.J, :_;ta!: _,
referred to as a snubber. The intent here was to _._/_r_ t.he chock bj
_ra@ual[v arr_stlng the pin before _npact. To _cco_]ish this, a snubcer
which contained alter_at!/%g large a;_d sma]l soft cop_,= c ,,:a:ner:_, wa_
in_talled to absorb the energy of the pin by det'orm_Ad on (Test 15).
This configuration was also tested with the silicon z_bber washers
inserted at the base of the Din puller (Te_t 15). These +e_t_ were
conducted at the Sunn_-¢ale plant.
The third isolation technique is also illustrated in _urs 11.3.2.1.
The pin puller is mounted on an aluminum bracket. The bracket deflec_._
to allow cancellation of the pin puller momentum,. Test _7 was one of
seven tests conducted at 8unnvvale to collect information on thu final
bracket isolator config%_ratlon. Tests 2, _A and 7 w_re conducted _o
collect data from hard nounte_ pin v/lIer t'i_ings whl ch could be used
as a basis for c_:parlso_. _ s'um_ry of _he p_n _ul]er tests is
presented zn Table II._.2" .J.
II.C.?._
l::str_mentatioa locations are sho_n in Fig are :[.C.2.2 for both the
SCTB tests and the Bldg. 102, Sunnyvale te_%s. A b_'eakdown of _he
iastr_.entation locations and acce]erometer t[_,es _s given in Tables
[!._3,2.q and II.C.2.2. A schematic of tee dat_ acq_isit!_a syste_a is
shown in Section V.
![.C.2.2.2 Test Conditions and Re:_ults
11.C.2.2.2.1 SCTB Tests
Te_t P - Test 2 was con_-gzcte_l at Santa _;'uz T_3% _:,: [! ,' _lrpose o'
',!'.ist_6 and Test 1 ,_s Lo coll_¢t data w}t!ch r'_lld b3 u_J __ a basis
-_',rc_nparlson with late:' tests in which the p_. p_lle_" w_ tv be
isolated an4 to determine the shock env!ro_._ent at the ,Ie!o ity Me+_r
to evaluate the r_lative severit7 of" the_e shoe]: !_vels with those fr,_
other p_o events such as shroud separation and fai_'ing ejection. _e
pin puller w_s hard-mounted in the normal fashion _o the }uldance
__tLe _zasting as shown in _tail D of Figuz_ [[.C.2.2. The _vr_;_
• ,'be, which is controlled by a d_ped spri.ug mechanism, was ro_ted to
bemr against the pin puller pin as _t do,._sin f!igh't. The cocked
position, wl_ich is illustrated in F_tail C of _'!_dra [[.C.2.2, z_sul _ ._
"n a side lea% on the pin. This side io_d wa'_ applied i_ all tests.
The pendul_ o'_tput of the Velcc:ty '_etev was :_onltored to record sn:f
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anomalous pulsing resulting from the shock. The test set-up also
included a pulse counter/printer to record the vulse periods and deter-
nine any bias shift.
The results of this test are presented in Figures II.C.2.6 to II.C.2.12
as real time oscillograms and shock spectra at a Q of 25. Peak g
levels fr_l the oscillograms of this test are summarized in Table
II.C.2.4. The pendulum output recording indicated that 13 pulses were
missed beginning at the time the pin puller fired. The bias shift was
neglig_le ar_within specification.
Test 6 - Prior to Test 6 and concurrent with Test 2, varim_s schemes
for pin puller isolation were under investigation at another test loca-
t_on. Satisfactory results had been obtained by mounting the pin puller
with a set of silicon rubber isolators. This isolation schem_ is
illustrated in Detail B of Figure IY.C.2._ The snubber at the top of
the pin puller was not used in this schmle. A compression of the
bottom washers of IO percent had been determined to result in the opti-
mum shock reduction.
Five tests were conducted at SCTB using this cor_figuration. Test 6 was
selected for presentation in this report. The results of Test 6 asTee
well with those of the other tests of this shock isolator configuration.
}_ssults of the test are presented in the form of real time osclllograms
and shock spectra in ._gures II.C.2.13 to I!.C.2.20. A comparison is
r_de with Test 2, the hard-mount test, in Figures II.C.2.21 to !I.C.2.24
and _hgures II.C.2.5h to II.C.2.56. A stummary of the peak g readings
from the oscillograms is presented in Table II.C.2.4. The pendulum
output recording indicated that an average of 13 vulses were missed for
Tests 5, 6 and 7. The bias shift w_s again within specification.
Test 6 shock spectra from two representative locations have been com-
pared in ._igures II.C.2.3 and II.C.2.k to shock spectra from a hard-
mounted pin puller test in which measurements were made in the same
locations by octave bands. The isolator effectiveness was determined
by ratioing the hard-mounted pin _uller shock spect_A_ to the Test 6
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upect_a, P_igures II.C.2.3 and !I.C,2,!_ i!!_+rate that this con-
fig_'a' !on was ineffective in reducnng the shock levels in most
frequeucy bands. Although studies and tests were conducted to deter-
_i.ne the inconsistency between these tests and the isolator dev_]opmsnt
t_sts, which showed a significant reduction, no satisfactor_ conclusion
was reached. Rather than embark on a new series of tests of va_iatlons
of the same Iso]ation scheme, the decision was made to dev_lop a mol_
effective and a more fool-proof isolation m_thod.
II.C.2.2.2.2 Sunnyvale Isolator Tests
A largo n_ber of isolation schemes w_re suggested. ?_o of these were
selected for further development. They are shown in Details B and C
of Fig_re I_.C.2.1. The first scheme, the snubber of Detail B, con-
sisted of a series of alternating large and small diameter soft copper
washers which were contained in a steel cap. The steel cap w_s fixed
to the end of the pin puller and adjusted so that the pin penetrated
as many of the washers as possible without bottoming. The object was
to reduce the shock by absorbing _he momentum of the pin gradually.
The snubber tests were conducted with and _ith_,_t the jill cone _ashsrs
which had been previously tested at SCTB (Tests 13 and 15 of this
report, respectively).
The second scheme is illustrated in _tail C of _gure II,C.2.i The
bracket isolates the shock because it allows the pin _z_ler body to
move freely when it is fired. Thus the pin monent_m is cancel_ed by
the pin puller body momentum and very little shock is transferred
t?_ough the bracket. The bracket allows the pin _uller to move in
translation and in three, directions of rotation. At the s_me t:_m,_it
also provides the necessary struct,_ral r_gidit7 to _ur_iw vehicle
flight dynamic environments. This w-as demonstrated in a _erie_ of
dsnmndc tests of the pin puller bracket ",ssembly wr_ch slau]ated the
vehicle dynamic enviru_nent.
To determine the proper dL_ensions, ;_t_:'i,!s, etc., d_t _ad to be
used to build a bracket which wou_d allow the p_n F_!ler 'o ca.,cel It_
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own mor_entum with the least sacrifice in rigidity, a mathematical model
of tne pin puller and a cemputer program were developed. This program
modeled the dynamics of the pin puller assembly. (Refer to Addendum
of this report for application of the model and program to thi3 partic-
ular problem as w_ll as other applications)
A series of development tests resulted in an effective bcacket which
was demonstrated in seven tests. One of these tests, Test 26, is
presented in this report.
Prior to conducting tests of the bracket it was again necessary to
conduct baseline firings with hard-mounted pin pullers which could be
used to cc_pare the data from the bracket tests to determine the
bracket effectiveness.
At the time both ASI and MII pin pullers were available for testing.
_l pin pullers had been used in the fllght configuration but there was
some evidence that the AS[ pin p,zller might yield l_r shock levels.
_._s was based on the observation that ASI pin pullers dld not defo__q
the end plug as the MII pin puller did (the p_n i_pacts the emi plug
when it i'_ _'_ir_d). Thus it was deducted that the end vel(_ity of the
ASI pin must be less than that of the Mll pin a_La this co_Id conceiv-
a_,ly mean lower shock levels.
To verify the3, tests were conducted at 3CTB to determLne the end
_eloc_ty of the two pins of the Ell and ASY pin pullers. _[_gh _peed
photography was used to determine the velocity. At the _e tLme,
tests w_re conducted It. Sumn_vale of both the nard-mounted ASI and Ml[
pLa pullers. Tests 6A and 7 of this report are of the ASi and
hard-mounted pin pulle_,-_ respectively.
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Test 6A
_l]_s *ent established baseline data for the ASI pin puller. The feet
,,n.s pin Feller were rotated 90 degrees from their normal pc>%itioz
so that the pin puller could be _,ounted di_-ectly tc the C_idance ._t,_dtZc,
The _hock ::pect, rm and oscillogrs_m_ from this test are shown in
-_res II.C.2.25 to II.C.2.28 and are compared _o the spectm_ from
the h_rd-i]ounted pin puller test, Test 7, in Flg,_es II.C.2.33 to
II.C.2.36. The comparison indicates that the shock _om both pin
v_ller_ is very ccmparable. In addition, results from the pin velocity
dete_ai,_ation tests which wBre cond,:cted at SCTB sho,_ed that the end.
velocity of the two pins was the same. qherefore, the ASI pin puller
was not u_ed in any subsequent testing.
Test 7
_ _i pin pul!sr was hard-mounted zn the nor_ml fashion for this test.
Shock ,pc :tra with oscillograms are presented in _eigures !I.C.2.29 tJ
!I.C.2.32. This data was compared with data from the isolator tests i)
dote,_n!ne isolator effectiveness.
Test 13
Tills was the first successful test of th_ snubber de_ce J!luetrated
in Figure II.C.2.1, Detail B. in addition to the snubber, the pin
v_ller _as mounted on one-half inch diameter, one-quar_e_ • ]rich thick
s!!_con i_olators.
E_amination of the snubber arbor the test showed that t_m pin had pene-
trated most of the copper washers as dezlred. The results of this t_t
are presented Jn Figures II.C.2.37 to IY.C.2.40 in shock spect_nms amd
<scili0grams. The shock spectrums from this test are also caT,pared to
spectrtu_ _om Test 7, the baseline test, and Te_t I_, another snubber
te_t w_thout the silicon washers, in Figures II.C.2._5 to I[.C.2._8.
_L
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A su_Jary of peak g's from the osci_lograr_s are presented in Table
![.C.?.!:. The effectiveness of th_s isolatioz_ method is IJ_dicabed in
_%6_u'es II.C.2.3 and !!.C.2.L. These f_res indicate that this
isolator configuration was most effective of _ny of the isolator con-
figurations tested in reducing the shock levels, The average red_ction
/'actor over the fTequenc7 spectrum, based on Test 7 of the _m,rd-mounted
MI! pin p_l.l.er, was 5.2 for the pin puller Y axis meamlrement and IO.5
for the velocity meter Y axis meamlrement.
The snubber was not intended for use with the silicon isolators, but up
to to_s test very little isolation had been achie_red with the snubber
alone. Even tho_h Test 13 sho%-_d _ry good isolation, the snubber/
_so!ator w_she; configuration wa_ v_ry flexible due _;o a combination
of a heavy mas_ at the end of the ptn p _,ll_r and a flexible base. The
assembly euxhibited extreme susceptibility to vibratlcns such a_ occur
during vehicle boost fllght.
Test lb
in Test 13 the optOmmm copper w_sher arran%ement had been devised which
proviatd maximum pin penetration. Test 15 w-as com_,_cted ,dth the sa_e
copper washer arrangement to determine hcw much shock isolation could
be gained by use of the snubber alol_e. The pin r_allsr with sn_ber was
hard-m,_unted to %he module.
Chock s_e_'tra and oscill,_Krams from this test are presented in
Figures II.C.2.hl to IY.C.2.hh. The pe_k g,_ ar_ summarized i_ '
]'able _I.C.2.h. In ?i_res II.C.2.h_" to II.C.2.he, the shock _puetra
flr_n +,.histest _re compared with the baseline t_st, Test 7, ana the
snubber/isolator washer test, Test 13. %%ese fig_u'es indicate that the
snubber by itsslf was not nearl_ as effective ,3 the sEabb_r with
silicon w_shers in reducing the shock and that some measur_nts show
almost no red_/ctlon in shock below the baseline test. _l_/reB !I._.2.3
,and II.C.2.4 sh_w the isolator effectlv_z,ess by octave bands.
]ahle_ II.C._.5 and II.C.2.6 indicate that the average reaction factors
for fihJs configuration are 1.4 and 3.h for Dhe pin puller [ axis and
Velocity Meter Y axis location, respectlvel_.
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Test 26
Test 26 was one of a series of sevmn demonstration t_ts of the bracMet
shock mount which is illustrated in Detail C of Figure II.C.2.1. This
b_'acket had been devmloped in an earlier series of tests in which
brackets of other dimensions were tested to determine the optic= con-
figu_'ation which would allow the necessary deflection when the pin
puller was fired, ymt maintain maximum structural rigidity. Ease of
assembly was also an important factor of consideration in the design oi
the bracket isolator,
It was necessary to lengthen the pin puller pin alightly for these tests
since the use of the bracket increased the distance between the pin
puller and the module casting which also decreased the engagement length
between the pin and the horizon sensor bar ar_ (see D_tail C oE
Figure II.C.2.2).
P_sult6 of Test 26 are presented in Figures II.C.2.)_ to !I.C.2.53 in
t_Le form of shock _pcctra ;_n4real time oscillograJ_5. ?eak g's from
t_e osc'illograms are s_wuarized in Table II.C.2.4. The pendulum output
was monitored for this test. The pendulum out_:t recording inddcated
that only 3.5 pulses were missed (compared to 13 pulses missed in
earlier .hard-mount and silicon, washer isolator tests). Shock spe,zbra
from this test have been compared to spectra frc_ baseline Te,jt ?,
the SCTB silicon washer isolator test, Test 6_ and the SCTB baseline
test, Test 2, in Figures II.C.2.53 to II.C.2.56. Figures II.C.2.3 and
II_C.2.h show that this configuration was very effective in reducing
the shock. Tables II.C.2.5 and II.C.2.6 sh_w the average reduetlor
over the frequency spectrum to be a factor of 5.1 for the pin puller
Y axis measurement and I0.] for the velocity me ber Y axis measurement.
Thus the bracket isolator provided the necessary shock reductlcn with
little or no sacrifice to structural rigidity.
The seven demonstration tests showed that t_ isolator bracket provided
repeatable result,._ _,_e. Fi_Jv_e TT_..".2_•5 for 99th percentile, 5Oth
percentile, and max_ envelope shock spect:_ fez _ach _cao,n_m_ent
locations,
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II.C.2.2.3 Data Analysi
Most anai$_is of the pin puller was accomplished by comparison of shock
spectra, iTu[s is covered, where appropriate- in other sections of
this report.
In FT_Ares II.C.2.3 and II.C.2.h the different isolators i_ave been co_-
pared by means of an effectiveness ratio, which is the ratio of baseline
test shock spectrum g response levels to shock spectrum g response
levels from the isolator tests. The pin puller Y axis and Velocity
Meter Y axis were selected to give an idea of tim iso]ator effectiveness
at the source a_ndat the Velocity Meter. Figtu'es I!.C.?.B and I!.C.2.L
_ere derived, as shown in Tables II.C.2.% and I_.C.2.6, by averaging
the 1/3 octave data into octave bands for the baseline test, Test 7,
and the isolator tests, Tests 6, 13, 15 and 26. Since the Velocity
Meter _ad internal resonances below 2500 cps, onl} the frequency range
between 1OO cps and 2500 cps was considered. The octave band response
g levels from each of the isolator tests were then rasioed to the octave
band g levels from Test 7, a baseline test, to determine uhe isolator
effectiveness in each octave band. These values were thea plotted in
Figures II.C.2.3 and II.C.2._. The octave band values %_re also
averaged for each isolator test over the frecuency spectrum and are
presented in Tables II.C.2.5 and II.C.2.6.
Fignu_ II.C.2.5 Inddcates the repeatlbility of the _e_n bracket iso-
lator demonstration tests. The maximum shock s_cbra are an _nvelope
of the seven demonstration tests for each measurement location, l_e
99th and 5Oth percentile spectra are the result of a statistical
analysis of the seven tests. The analysis assumed a log-normal di_tri.
bution of the values since the measurements were fo',_d to eorrelat_
to the positive skew log-normal distribution.
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]I. C. 2.3 CO];CI;L%Y.ONS
:he pin v_ller shock levels at %he Velocity Meter _ere r_d:_ce_ on an
average by nore than a factor of I0 over the i_}(3to ?500 }_z _.*:ge by
th_ [,racket isolator. The effect of the sbo_k f,_o_zthe _,_n p_:ll_r or_
the Velocity Meter was reduced sufficiently to sllo_i operation: of th_
Velocity Meter within specification. There is no sacrifice of st_Ic-
t_Aral rigidity.
The silicon washer isolators tested at SCTB did not ex_ibit tl_e isola_
tion properties which a similar iso!ator confi_n'ation had demonstrab_d
in earlier tests.
Silicon rubber isolators were too flexible for tb_ pin vdler applica-
tion to be used with confidence. This was eup_?ial!y obvious in the
snubbe_/silicon washer configuration
'i[%,es:_bber did not significantly lower the shock ],_v_!s uz,le_s
it was used with the silicon rubber washers.
P_sults of pin velocity tests and pin p_ler firings indicated that t_
ASI a_d Mll pin pullers produce the sane s_ock levels.
The bracket demonstration tests were very repeatable as _]]_st_ted by
a statistical analysis of the _eve_ _e_(,nstratlon tes!;s.
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TA_,__ 1[.C.2.!
A2CES_R0_'_-TERS AND [D,_'AT!ONS
SCTB ZESTS 2 AND 6
Acc-: ! # "' •.. Mk (,Or
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TA_i _. II.C.2.4
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._ preliminary analysis was made to .:_.o@-e].the pin pu!l_r. [rl].tia!iy
this model was developed to evaluate the use of" vibration isolators '_r
the pin puller for reducing the pe_K response levels reco_'ded on veh!-!c
primary structure; : _,,,<:, t_'e m, Je! is general and may be used to
analy_e other par_m,._.ters a,_ :ell.
The reasoning used to d_,r_*v_ the model was that detonation of the
explosive causes the pin and the pin puller case to move in opposite
directions. The pin acts as a free body (i.e, no interaction betwee:_
pin and case) until it hits a stop on the case, which then acts against
the mounting structure. The mounting st_cture was modeled as a simple
spring attached to a fixed base (see Die,re I_.C.2_L.I). After contact
with the stop both pln and case were assumed to act as a single rigid
body. Initial conditions were determined by conservation of momentum,.
For the purpose for which this model was derived, the spring rate
between case and stmmture corresponded to the stiffneJs ,A" th,_ i,_,_)l_:-
tor_. For the more general case where the ca_i,,g l_ h_fd-mo_mt_d to
structure this spring rate would represent the l_Jeal st_ct_rai dufle,-
tion which could be obtained from a_lysls or tests,
Al:_o shom_ in Figure _!.C.2.1,.Lis the shape as:n_ned for tt,e preamlre
force which results front detonation. This shape wa_ a_:,_imw_ : _r
simplicity in analysis, and also because it yielded re_!ts f,_r pin
deflection t,hat agreed reasonably well wi*an experimental d_ta.
Digures IT-C.2&,2and ll.C. 2._.3shcw the rem_Its of the analysis t'or
which the model was originally derived. These fi_ires pSot the m_alm%m
deflection of the case, and the corresponding _vlmum force exerted on
the structure by the case as a Punction of the spring rate. Theee
result_ were used to pick _n optlm_ isolation system for the pin puller."
_._llar a_al_sis using this model c_Id be used _o (,bt_ir. int'_at!..m
relative to design parameters other than laolators. The mode'i car,
_,_lly be extended to include a more r_a_i_t;-, • for, _ng t_..nction as well
as interaction force_ such as frictlo__b_etween t h_ pin and case.
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!T.C.3 A_TALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Pin pullers are used at LMSC as a means of qualifying
or establisr, lng fltght confidence in equipments for a n'_ber of pyre shock
events. The reason for this method of shock testing is 0bvious. Pin[9_ll{ _s
_re cheap to use, readily available, require little set-up time and
satisfactorily simulate the pyTo event. The sub-satellite of Report 131_
was an exemple of a case where the pin puller could be used successfully
to establish qualification both for the booster separation event and the
sub-sate!lite pin puller separation event since the pin pullers produced
the more severe shock environment. It was only necessary to mount pin
_ullers at the sub-satelllte mounting hgs and compare the resultant shock
with the predicted shock From booster separation based on a peak g atten-
uation cu_e. The result wa:_ a factor of 3.3 ov_rtest. This was considered
enough of an overtest to qualify the sub-satellite.
A pin pal!er may b,_ reckoned to a lion in sheeps clothing. It doesn't
sound or look like it c_lld do any harm, but the effects of pin puller
:Lho;k c_n be devastating to sez_sitlve eqnip_,ents. Shock levels of several
thousand g':3 in the high f_equencles (l,qO0 to lO, O00 Hz) are common in
the near vicinity of the pin puller. Report 1336 6. cuments a study which
wa_ conducted to investigate methods of isolating the pin puller when it
w_s discovered that the sho3k from the horizon sensor bar pin puller was
di ;rupting the magnetic timer of the nearby velocity met6r. The resonant
freq_enries of the magnetic timer w_re in the high frequencies where the
pia ou!Uer produced its highest shock levels. It was imperativn that the
o: u culler shock levels be reduced by a very large factor.
After extensive testing of a number of different isolation schemes, an
isolator w_s devised which maintained the structural rigidity of the pin
puller installation. At the same time the '%racket" isolator allowed the
pin puller to move freely when activated in such a manner that its momen-
t_n was cancelled and very little shock was transferred to the velocity
meter. The fix requires v_ry little modification of the pin valler and
_s eaay to install.
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An anal_is of shock spectrum measurements at the velocity meter indica-
ted an average reduction over the frequency range of I00 to _500 Hz, the
range of major concern, by a factor of lO. This _as considered very
satisfactory. A series of seven tests were conducted with the bracket
isolator installation. These tests showed that use of the bracket
resulted in consistently low shock levels. This was demonstrated by a
statistical analysis of the repeatability of this data in which the 95th
and 5Oth percentile shock spectrums were computed. Several vehicles have
incorporated this fix, and ha_ flown sl/ccessfully.
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_I.c.L CONC LUSI 0NS
The pin puller has been demonstrated to be a satisfactory meth_d of
qualifying sub-assemblles for pin puller events as shown by the pin puller
tests of the sub-satellite of Report 1315.
The results of the sub-satellite pin puller test also condlusively
demonstrated the capability of the sub-satellite to survive the boosbe_"
separation event by virtue of the large _ertest factor of 3.3 (based on
peak g's).
Although the pin puller produces the sa_e type of shcck as a booster
separation Joint, it cannot, in general, be used to qualify equipments
for the booster s_paration event because of different frequency and
attenuation characteristics.
The pin puller tests of Report !336 demonstrated the damage potential of
pin pullers. Shock measurements .made during these tests indicated that
equipments located near pin pullers are subjected to high g levels with
the most severe shock o_urrln_ in the 4000 to 7000 Hz range.
Normal isolation methods which were prevloms]7 applied to isolate equip-
ment from shock did not produce satisfactory results when applied to the
pin puller. The bracket isolator reduced the shock level on an a=eragE
over the frequency spectrum of I00 to 2500 Hz by a factor of I0. The
bracket shock mount is sufficiently riEid to prevent excessive mo_ton
durin_ the ascent phase of flight but allows the pin puller to move
freely when fired such that its m_Lentum is cancelled Instsad of trans-
ferred to the surrounding structure.
The bracket isolator tests demonstrated a specific application of a brmcket
shock moRnt. What was most importantly _monstrated, however, was appli-
cation of the principle of an isolator that acts only under high g -
high frequency excitation (i.e. pyro shock near or at the source), and is
insensitive to low g - low frequency excitation (i.e. P000 and sine
transients) or low g - medium b_h frequency excltation (i.e. acoustic
e_cltatlon).
• 9_ <III¢ 17#?,1
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S EC T I O N I I . D
SUMMARY
_e two tests which are doctu_ented in the two reports which follow were conducted
for !.he purpose of qualif_d_ng two external pods for pyroshoek el, the SCTB barrel
_;ter. Because of the extreme length of the pods, two barrels were mated
together and hung in a test stand by bnngee cords. F_ch pod was then mounted
separately on the two barrels for testing.
Me su__ments were-.,taken on the barrel structure at the standard reference loca-
tion to de*_nmiu_ qualification of the shocks. Other measurements were made on
the p: i ::tz_;'ture and on pod equipment.
•_e_ttrement:; m_i_. on the fore, central and aft structure of the pod of Report &29
Jm.di,-ate that the 3hock transmission path is both tbyough the sllp joint and
through the _tructure on which the pod i_ mounted. Normal attenuatlon]distance
'_.,iation_h£_s _hich are used _o predict peak shock levels thus should not be used
for ;.,d <,.q_iL_,'_entbecause of peculiarities of the shock transmission path. Rather
,*.he,_nve!opes of equipment measurements as shown in Figure. T_ _ _ for both pods
_hc_!d be used to determine equipment qualification shock levels for each of the
pod_;.
The :_d qualification tests were accc_pllshed successfully. These tests demon-
_ _i the oracticality of testing extended st_,ctures on _abed barrels.
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SECTION I I. D. I
SUMMARY
'r"._e purpose of the test _ELch this report documents was to qualify a pod for. the
booster separation event. The pod contained 9unctlonal equipment.
Included in the analysis is a discussion of the shock transmission path through
both the pod atbaci_ment and mounting structure.
The pod was subj,_cted to s_fficiently high shock levels to qualify both structure
and equipment, An examination of the assembly after the test showed that no
failures had occurred.
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ll.D. _._'I D_RODUCTION
When the booster adapter separates from the vehicle high shocks are
generated and transmitted throughout the structure. These pyTo-
generated shocks can cause equipment and st_ictural failures. It is
thus necessary to subject vehicle equi_ent, or mo@lles containing
equipment (such as the pods), to shock levels above those which they
wo_d encounter in flight to establish theil qualification.
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IT.D.!.2 DZSCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
II.D.I.2.1 Test Confl_uration and L_strumentation
The pod is shown in Figure II.D.I.I in its normal mounting location
or_ the flight vehicle. To acco_m_odate this long structure on the
barrel tester, two barrels were mated together as shown in Figure
IZ.D.I.3. The assembly was then suspended by bungee cor_ from one
of the test stands. The pod was mounted to the barrel structure in
the same manner as it is moumted on the flight vehicle. The only
two pod attachment points are the sliding fit and the rigid attach-
ment a._t and forward ends as shown in Figure II.D.I.2. The test
was performed with a 30 grain per foot primacord and a O.190 inch
magnesium thorium separation skin segment. Instrt_mentation locations
were as shown in Fignlre II.D.1.3 and ontlined im Table I.D.L.2.
II.D.].2.2 Test Result s and Analysis
Shock spectra of the 16 measurements for each of the two shocks
are presented in Figures II.D.I.5 to II.D.I.35. Shock i is compared
to shock 2 for each of the measurements in Figures II.D.I.36 to
_I.D.I.50 to show the repeatability of the barrel tester between the
two tests. Figu_ II.D.l.h presents the shock spectrums fro_ the
radial, tangential, and longitudinal barrel measurements. These are
the reference measurements which are used to dete_nine qualification
_f the shocks. The shocks were both sufficient to qualify the pod for
pyro sho ck.
In Figure II.D.I.51 the envelope of the three shock spectra of the
barrel reference measurements is compared to the envelope of the equip-
ment measurements and the envelopes of structure measurements at both
ends and the middle of the pod. The figure is significant in Chat it
shows that the structure measumements from the end of the pod furthest
from the separition joint produced _hock spectrums of comparable level
to the structure measurements from the end of the pod nearest the sepa-
ration joint while the structure measurements at the middle cf the _'d
]
,%
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are considerably less than the end measurements. The figure also
indicates a large shock reduction between the reference location
and the structure measurement locations. This indicates that the
shock path is through both the slip joint and the structure on
which the pod is mounted. The normal _ttenuation/distance relation-
ships should not be applied to predict shock levels at pod equip-
ments. Rat_er, the envelope of all the equipment measurements,
as shown in Figure II.D.1.Si should be used to predict the pod
equipment shock levels for this pod.
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I I.D.I. 3 CONCLUSIONS
Testing was satisfactorily completed. The pod was subjected to
qualification level pyroshock. No structu_'al or equipment
failures were found after the test.
This pod test shows that the shock transmission path is
through both the slip joint and the structure on which the
pod is mounted.
r
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ACC _EROMETER
NO.
l
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
Io
IX
X2
13
_5
16
TABLE II .Dol.l
ACCELERCMETER LOCA_I ONS
DIRECTION
L
R
T
L
R
T
L
R
T
L
R
T
L
R
T
L
LOCATION
Eighth Bulkhead Aft C/L (_hzrtheet _ Bulkhead)
Eighth Bulkhoad Aft C/L (furthest F_ _zlkhead)
Eighth Bulkhead Aft C/L (furthest Fvd _ulkhead)
Filt_h ]_.k_ead Aft C/L(ndd paint of pod)
Fifth Bulkhead Aft C/#L(I_Ld pcrlnt of pod)
Fifth _lP.h_d Aft C/L(.dd _lnt of pod)
First _:l.khoad C/L (Aft EM)
First Bulkhead C/L (Aft End)
_i--st B_?dd,_sa_C/i, (tit Znd)
ECl_lzemt No, 1
Equipmemt NO. 2
Equipment No. 2
Equi_went Ne.
Equlpsmnt NO, 3
Equipm_nt No. 3
Equi_tent NO, 3
R - Radial T - Tangential
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1 307
2 307
3 307
36o
6 360
7 383
8 383
9 383
1o ]5_
II ]78
12 378
13 378
IA ]78
i_ 378
i_ :t78
TA_ II. D.I,2
ACC_I_ROMETER INFORMATI ON
DISTANCE
TOSHOCK
DIRFCYION SOL?,CE
__
L
R 86
T 86
L 33
R 33
T 33
L I0
R I0
T 10
L 38
R 15
T 15
h 15
p. 15
t 15
ACCELEROM ETER TYPE
Et_g&'VCO 2220
ENDE_CO 22_O
ZNDEVCO 22_0
E_DEVCO _20
ZNDEVCO 2220
_[ZVCO 2220
_DEVCO 2220
ENDL'VCO 2220
E?ID_CO 2220
_IDEVCO 2220
_ DEVCO 22_
mlDZVOO 22_
• .le£'voo 222o
ENDEVCO 2220
ENDE_CO 2220
_I_O 2_2_
A2-_ 318 L, R, T 15
'-;- . - L_'n_!t,:dina. _. - Radial T - Tangential
3 F3D_CO 22P5
I',)111_ L lllllC I1'III _ '
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SHOCK TEST ANALYSIS DATA SHEET II.D.I.4
TEST ITEM h29 PART NO. STRUCTUEE ,
SERIAL, NO. TEST DATE 7 MAR 1968
3HOCK AXIS IfJNG_ _D: TANG SHOCK NO. I
' : 1
! r :
T
I
O LONGITUDINAL
[_ RADIAL
<> TANC_TI AL
I
I
!
i
I
4
] r
• f
J l
_ T
: i
• i
i I
'I
I •
I '
I
i
_ T
i
i
4
I
I
..... t _-13
I
. __, .... 2
)
i
L i l
, [I
C
i ,
' r T
,.L i
10
8
7
6
5
2
I
r 10
8
i -" ' _ 7
i -7
- .-_ 5
o 80o0
RESPONSE 6-S
10000
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1000
6
5
4
3
2
100
e
6
4
3
2
lO
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SHOCK TEST ANALYSIS OATk g(1ET II.D.I.5
TESTITEM _29-30_ +'ARTNO.s_t_':T'um+
SER[AL NIL- ..........__ TEST DATE+[_+ +_ I?_-'-
SHOCK AXIS J,._[Q]T'_u__+__.._.L SHOCK Iq@.: __
7
+
3120 630 12'50 2500 5000 I0000
200 400 000 t600 311'00 6310
250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
t'
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J,
• E_'_NSE G-S
10000 t +!f"
4t "
._
2
1000 '
8 -
7
6
5
4 "
3 '
2
t
,oo ,t
6-------
!5 o
4 ,
SHOCK TEST ANALYSIS 0ATA _4EET II.D.I.6
TEST ITEM 4_9__-]05.... P_T NO: STRUCTU[___
SEe I AL NO. TEST OATE. 7 _ _,_L_
.s_,_KAXlS_i__mm. sv_cKNO. _ _
3
O
6 .
q
I
10
$
7
6
5
4
3
2
......!_3
2
10
- l--i"
6
5
" 4
3
2
. -°
..
8
10
o....::_ .........
12.5 202,350' 4C eO 160 320 630 1290 2_00 5000 100001 O0 200 400 800 1600_ 3200 6300
16 32 63 129 2'50 500 1000 2000 4000 |000
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SHOCK TEST AMALYSIS DATA SHEET
TEST ITEM _29--3C9 __
SERIAL NO.
SHOCK AXIS _,_TT_/L! --
0
0
o
1
,
IO
I
• ÷
100 200
12'5 2'50
8
'7
6
5
4
3
2
10
I
?
g
5
4
3
2
• 10
II
7
__.... i,. i .... J
320 _3o _o _i6" so_)o zoooo
4oo eBB moo 3_oo _oo
_oo _ooo zooo 4ooo COBB
J'l
I0000
t
8
6
3 -
1000 - _-.
8
?
5
4 •
2
tO0
J
?
6
4
3 "
2
tO
8
7
6
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SHOCK TEST ANALYSIS DATA SHEET II.D.I.8
TEST ITEM. k29-297 ....
,S[R|Al. _ .......
SHOCK AXIS LONGITUDINAL
• °
0 0
÷ _ + -
_o ....eb....so-""_2-0 6S-o""tno'--'_o6"-_-ooo"ioooo
so _oo 200 _oo eoo _oo 3200 6_oo
32 63 t2"3 250 _00 %000 2000 4000 0000
FI_0UENiCY _
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tO000
8
7
G
5
4t
1000
8
7
6
5
tO0
T -T
v¢
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TEST _ALYSIS 04_TA SHEET
TEST ZTEN 229-298
SERIAL NO.
_CK ^XXS_ T_OE_I_r_
II.D.I.9
pAoT MR STRUCTURE
014r_ i i_@VEST_TE--V_____7 _3_-
StuCK Ne...._...........
T •
.÷
6 -
)
O
O O
t0
'7
G
O
0
I_
_0--i,_" 40 -"--co _0 32o_ =630_ _0 ;2s00 ;_000;soooo
_2.s _ _0 _00 20o ¢00 eoo _soo 32oo _00
16 32 63 12'5 2_0 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
FI_JENCY _
.0
II
7
G
5
-4
r
0
÷
0
4
3
2
2
eo i_o 32o; :v_o-"-[_o _ __o0 _ooo"-_ooo
soo 200 4oo eoo _6oo, 32oo v_oo
125 2'50 500 1000 2000 4000 itO00
tI-
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SI40C_ TEST AN,'M.YSI$ DATA SHEET
TEST !TEH _29-309
_RI^L NO.
_SPOe_S_ S-S _ AXIS_ _b.p_It-m_A_z
10000+ ' '_ r ' '
F
++.+_-t-,+-
I
+
1000 ........ ' +
--4+. -----+...._.
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I i
. .-_ .
+ -
+_ _..--._ ..... +. -_- J{
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__+_+_!c
O
I
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: i _ -
r,p
• I
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i5t ............... *--
'_t, ...... I ...... ++-
1
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0
0
} t: r'"
i
g
I
II.D.I.II
P_aT _. ST_UC_-_
TEST l:)ATIE____MA_l_!?__8__
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: B
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--++---'+...... _ 2
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.... + ! +: +._ 4
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O_O _ '
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: .... +_ [ _ i L _-+,- _. : i
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+ Ii....... .........L_..... , __t____'L_.L
7._ 40 e0 16¢ _20 6:30 12
:,2.5 .'.:!_ 50 100 230 400 +BOO
!
I
4
-- +i
J- + ..... + -7
, + + ...... 6,
50 2500 .'JO00 I0000
t60+ 31_PO0 I_00
6:3 _'2_ 2'50 500 1000 2000 4000 100@
'_v _
RESPaNSE G-S
+-4
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SHOCK TEST Nd_L'¢SIS DATA SI,EET II.D.I.12
TEST ITEI_ g20-310 PART NO. STRUCTURE
S_EERIAL N0. TEST OA___
!
- +.t ......T .........
_o4) --e-f- ........
i+_.L[:R--
0 20
2.5 2'5
t6
!
8
?
5
I I
40 10 160 320 630
SO tO0 200
3:Z 63 1_ 2_r,
FREOU£1'4CY I,+,
I
400
5O0
tO
S
5
4
3
2
10
$
- + .... " _ ; .... tO
' ' 7
_+-_-.-+-_-+++ ,FL.L__+ +_-
1250 2'500 5000 10000
800 ISO0 3200 6300
1000 2000 4000 8000
ItE_ 6-S
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SHOCK TEST ANALYSIS 0ATA SHEET II.D.l.13
f •
T
, L
4
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SI40CK TEST ,_IALYSIS OATA SHEET
TEST ITEH l_-__ __
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DIOCK TEST ANALYS|S DATA Sl,l_T _T.D.].2;
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SECTION NO. II.D.2
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SLrB_ECT :
_JALYFICATION OF EXTERNAL POD FOR
PYROSHOCK WITH BARREL TESTER, POD 2
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SUMMARY
The pur_ose of this test was to qualify a pod for booster separation on the SCTB
_arrel tester. Th,_ pod contained Punctional equipment.
Qualification was successful. The pod and its equipment survived testing
without failures.
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Who:r, tf_,,boo._ter adaptJ, z' :_(,paz'ate_;1'r'_m,the v,_hJ r ]_:,hJ_')_shocks
ar,: i,qn,Jrat_d by the s,;paration ioJnt which trart:mlit lhr_,,J_h thr:
:;tr,J:tur.. Th,;se pyr,,-#,en_:rated :b_,ck:; ,:ar cau_f_ _;quipIT_entand
:_tr_,:tural failures. It i:_ thus necc.:Jsary t,, :;ub_,;ct vehicle
,J_,Jjp_er,t, or module,'_ r:,_ntaJnln_, equi[m,f,.nt(:,_ah as th,_.pods), to
_h_'k levels above th_,;e which they wo_]d er_count_.r in ('light to
estaLliuh their qualJt'Jcation.
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[ }.1).2.? ,_, ,,,,,, ON A_U} MZAL£SIS
IT.]).2.2.] l'esb ConfiRu_a_,ion and ]nstcumentation
The, barrel :;tructure on which the pod wa_ rrLounted is shown in Figures
]J .[J.2.2 arid II.D.2.3. The structure wan made up of two five foot lonL,,
five toot diameter barrels which are normally u_ed separately fr,r per-
forming pjrroshock qualification te:_ts at SCTB. For this test they wer_
mated together and hung by bungee cords from one of the test stands.
The barrels were modified to accept the pod in the same manner as it
is J'itted on a flight vehicle. The pod attaches by means of a sliding
joint on the end near the bocster separation joint and is fastened
solidly at the opposite er,d of th8 pod as indicated in Figure II.D.2.2
The separation joint consisted of a 30 _ain per i'oot primacord and a
0._90 inch ma_neslum thorium separation _;kin se_nent.
Seven _%e:ce]erometers were located in the pod as indicated in Figure
l] .D.2. l These locations are detailed in Figure} II.D.2._ A 3tumuary
|
ot' the accelerometers, including distance from the shock source and t_
accelerometcr type_is presented in Table ]I.[).2.1 • Accelerometers 1
and 2 were located on stz_,cture near the pod i uberface while the rest
of the accelerometers were located at pod equipment interfaces.
II.D..2.2.2 Test Results apd Anal_rsis
Two shocks are reqaired to q_alify equipment for p_roshock. Shock
_p,.cbra of the shock from %he seven accelermaeters are presented im
Figures !1.D.2.6 to ll.D. 2.19 for shocks I and 2. Shock spectra from
shocks I and 2 are compared in Flgu_es !l.D._.2Oto II.D.2.26 fnm eae_
accelerometer location to show the repeatability of the two shocks.
Figure ll.D.2.27compares the shock spectrum levels from %he two struc-
ture measurements (I and 2) and the five equipment measurements to t_m
barrel reference measure.mn%. _e referenc_ measurement was used to
confirm that the shock levels were suffici-ntly high to produce %he
overtest as r_quired. _xe shock transmission path is through both the
slip joint and the struct,,re on which the pod is mounted.
The envulupe of the eqaipment shock spo(:tra are a maximum equipment
enviro[ment and can be used as a basis for qualifying future pod
e= uivmen_%,, ................
._PORT _SC/A955903 ....
.... ss-1"_86-.6262
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPAC. E COMPANY
20 A_gumt 1969
pase 825
CO_CUIC!ONS
Testing was completed sue(:essfully. T_.e pod was subjected to qualifica-
t,ion ,_ho_:k !evils. No ._tz_2ctt%2al or e_ipment failu2es were noted.
/
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IT. D.3 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Structural mJasuremnts of the pod of P_port 429 wore made at both ends
and the middle of the pod to determine its attenuation characteristics.
Comparison of the shock spectra from these measurements (Pig_re
II.D.I.51) showed the shock levels at the end of the pod furthest from
the separation Joint to be vet7 much the same amplitude as the shook
levels from measurements on the end of the pod nearest the sepe_ation
Joint. Kaasureamnts of the structural shock at the central section of
the pod indicated that the shock was attem_ated. Comparlson of the
structural measurements to the barrel reference meamArement IzKticatee a
large reduction between that meas_urement and the structure measurements.
These observations indicated that the shock path was through both
the slip Joint and the structure on which the pod is mounted. The
shock was significantly attenuated through the slip joint which would
account for the similarity in shock amplitude at the two ends of the
pod.
Because of the pec,_ shock t_ssion path, attenuatlo_/dil_ee
relationships as dezived else_ in this re_ort can not be al_lled in
this case to de_ shock l_els at different equli_ent in_s in
ths pod. Rathor, tho enyo_e Of all oqui1_ont _lsure_ont ghoc_ 8poc-
tnnm for each of the pods should be umdasa consmwative estate of
tho shock envi_ommnt for ant indtvi_ual piece of e_Apmnt uithtn _o
pods. Ymvelopes of the eq_ipmeat _te for the pods of
h29 and [1_7 az,s plPll_r, ted in _ r_.D. 3.1 fOr this p_oee.
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II.D.h CONCLUSIONS
The two tests which are documented in Reports _29 and 4L7 successfully
established qualification of the two pods for pyroshock.
Comparison of the barrel reference measurement and the structural measure-
ments on the pod indicate_ a large r_dmction in the shock. This is
attributed to the transmission loss across the slip Joint and the atten-
uation through the mounting structure to the far end of the pod.
The information of Reports 429 and b_7 can .be used for predlctlr_ the
pyroshock environment on systems of t_is type.
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SECTION NO. YI.E
REPORT NOS. 353, 456, 535, 543, _h7, 562
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SECTION I I . E
-- • m,
SUMMARY
|l |
This section contains six reports (No. 353, }_56, 53_, 543, 547 and 562) covering
series of bests performed on the pyrotechni_ barrel tester for either develo_nt
or qualification of equipment.
The barrel tester philosophy and mode of operation are described in Section V of
this report. Typical pyrotechnic environmental characteristics are presented in
Section II.F.2
Except in special cases, it is standard practice to perform two successive shock
tests with the specimen rotated by 180 ° for the second shock.
The subjects of each report contained in this section are briefly revi_d belDw:
Report No_.353 covers qualiflcation testing of two boxes: one mounted _Lrect_
onto a second bay removable pan_l! the other _aving vibration isolators. Both
boxes 8urvlved the test.
_ort No. _56 covers qualification testing of three bo_s! one nested
onto a second bay _au_v_ble _ne_, the two orbits baying vibration iso_t¢_.
All bo_se survived the test. Some ditfic_l_hDe were expol-Aoncod in 4dl da_
recording and a tev acoelerometer results are questionable. Hoverer, t._ _ of
the data is reliable.
_rtNo. 53_ _seribes _oets pertomed _o ohe_ the strength of struetm_l
bonds under pyroteohnic environment. 7he parttoular brand oF e_ unde_ cmudd-
oration was found inadequate for this _N.
_s_ort No. 543 covers si_cXatl¢_ of actual flight condltlous t_ um eF •
reduced exploelw charge and thinner separation pXate (barrel ba_ 2).
l_m_t llo, _? co,we c_alif_Aee%ion _es_ of •Reaetton Nodule |Mt_. to t_
envi_lment of ba,'_Jl ba_ 1.
--- _ ii I i
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Report No. 562 covers qualifa-cation tosting of a vibration isolated Velocity
Meter whose sensitivity along one axis was cnitioal. The vibration isolators
provided adequate atten,_atL on to proteot thi_ delioate instrument.
The results of the_e tests show evidence of the excellent repeatability of the
shock environments.
These reports were selected for this section because in addition to the _tandard
barrel instrumentation, additional measurements were made on the equipment under
_est.
Further barrel testing for special cases is presented in Section ll.Dwhich makes
use of double barrel arrangement.
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SECTION I I. E. 1
SUMMARY
The barrel tester was used for the pyrotechnic qualification testing of a Trans-
ponder box weighing 5._ pounds and a Telemetry box weighing I? pounds.
t
I
In order to reoroduce the environment to which these boxes would be subjected in
flight, the two bexe_ were mounted exte_ally to the barrel second bay, and a
30 Gr MDF explos[vm was used in combination with a .19 inch magneslum-thori,m
separation plate. Each box was mounted on a pair of Z brackets attached to the
barrel removable panels. The Transponder attachment to the Z brackets included
vibration isolators made from wire mesh material. The Telemetry box was simply
bolted onto its Z brackets.
Two tests were carried out vlth the boas rotated 180 degrees for the second tests
All accelerometers provide good data. One set of three accelerometers monitored
the e.vlrom.ent at the barrel removable panel while two other sets monitored the
enviroraent %0 which the boxes _e _JOct_i.
Both mounting braokets provided about 80 percent atte_uation at high freq_umoi_.
The isolated Tra_onder installation _evides subetar, tial attenuation th_t
the frequency range while the hard mounted Telemetry box shows amplification
below about 300 cps.
Information provided by this type of tert fo_a a bac_ of 8xpe,'t, mnt41 dlmt,a
which is useful in _redioting the attenua%icm which _y be obtained with similar
installation.
im ,
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II.E.I.I im'Roi crlON
| Jl
Two electronic boxes, a _.5 pound transponder and a 12 pound Telemetry
box were subjected to pyrotechnic qualificatlon tests on t}_ barrel
tester. These boxes were attached with Z brackets to the barrel second
bay removable panels in order to simulate the appropriate flight
envirom_ent. The fransponder box was mounted on vibration isolators
made from wire mesh material while the T_lemetry box was simply bolted
onto the brackets.
The standard tests were perfoz_ued with the boxes rotated 180 degrees for
the second firing. The tests were carried out with 30 O_ MDF charges
and .19 magnesi_tm-thorium separation plates.
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II.E.I.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
II.E.I.2.1 Test Configuration and Instrumentation
A standard barrel tester as described in Section II.F.I was used for
this test. The general test arrangement is shown on Figure YI.E.I.I.
The box installation Z brackets were rivetted to the Darrel second bay
removable panels as shown on Figure II.E.I.2 and II.E.I.3.
The instrumentation included nine accelerometers in sets of three to
read longitudinal, radial and tangential acceIerations. One set
(accelerometers No. I, 2 and 3) was placed on the removable panel near
the Transponder box Z bracket. Another set (accelerometers No. 4, 5
and 6) was placed on the Transponder box, Just above the Z bracket.
The third set (accelerometers Me. 7, 8 and 9) was placed by the manu-
facturer inside the Telemetry box, thus the exact location and attach-
ment structure is not known.
Accelercmeter "B" was used for standard tee% monitoring (see Section
II.F.I for environment) but this data was not included in this section.
Acceleraaeter data is given on Table II.E.I.I and a summary of the tests
on Table II.E.I.2.
Shock spectra for each accelero=w_er and each test are presented
Ficure TI.E.I.5 to XX.E.I.22. Bopea_abillty is shown on Fif_re
IX.E.l.23 to II.E.I.31 which oeR_rothe _u_dLings of each accelerator
for shock I and 2.
II.E;1:2.2 Tecl_gloal msousll,am
Upon completion of the test, imq)ectton of the speci_n shoed that no
failure occurred. The acceleramter record= were considered reliablm.
Reductio, of t_= tarot data waa pe_femed on the _]r_VAC IiO8 after
_IEitizir_ the e=aloff tape.
POJt_ ._ _¢1C 19e7 a
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I!.E.I.2_3 Analysis
Since the two test specimens survived the shocks without damage, two
considerations are of interest:
a. Attenuation provided by the % brackets and vibration isolators.
b. Repeatability of the environment provided by shocks I and 2.
The attenuation provided by the Z brackets is shown by comparing the
environment at the r_ovable panel (accelerm,eters No. I, 2 and 3) with
that measured on the boxes. Experiencewith _ barrel tester has
demonstrated that the environment at the removable panels for similar
weights and types of installation is not significantly affected. There-
fore, the readings of acceleromebers I, 2 and 3 can be used as a basis
for comparing with both boxes. This comparison is presented on
Figure II.E.I.4 which is plotted from the data presented on Table
II.E.I.3. Both brackets provide attenuation at high frequencies and
the effect of the vibration isolators on the Transponder provide atten-
uation over most of the range of interest. The Telemetry box data
indicates that amplification occurs below about 500 cps. However, since
the detail of these internal accelerometer installations is not known,
it is not possible to determine whether the amplification is dne to the
box mount or to same local component inside the b_.
Repeatability of the envirommnt is sh_ to be good for all accelero-
meters on Figure II.E.I.23 to II.E.X.31. Turning the bozes a_ by
180 degrees has little effect on the sho_-k Isvel and the differences
between data polnts nmy be attributed to normal scatter.
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II.E.I.3 CONCLUSION
i
Both boxes withstood the environment provided by two shocks without
failure oP any Mind.
The vibration isolators fitted to the Transponder attachment were effec-
tive in reducing, by a significant amount, _he environment level to
which this box was subjected.
TPm TeIImetry box data indicates attenuation at high frequencies and
amplification at low frequencies. Since the internal accelerometers
were installed by the manufacturer, no details of their locations are
available. Since the box withstood the en_ror_ent without damage, it
may be concluded that this amplification was not harmful.
Repeatability of the environment recorded by all accelerometers for
both shocks was found to be satisfactory.
:.'_+
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TABLE rl.t.l.1
ACC_ROM£TI_S AND LOCATIONS
Accele_ometer Box Directlen Loom%ion
Number Bay ShooMeo_ree
1 Panel L I I 30
2 Patrol R II 30
3 Panel T lq 30
4 Transponder L II 30
Transponder R II 30
6 Yransponder T YI 30
7 T/M Pack L YT 30
8 T/M Pack a H 30
9 T/M Pack T r_ 30
Distance to ke_eXe_mMe_ T.,_e
Endevco 222_;
£ndewco 222_;
Endeveo 222_
Endeveo 222_
£ndevco 222_;
Endevco _225
Eadevco 2220
Endevco 2220
Endevco 2220
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:'_t:; reoor', covers the si.multaneou_ testing of three electronic boxes mounted on
,_uoo,_rti_,_br:_cket_; on the barrel tester second bay removable panels. A fourth
hr:_(w_'_ .-,,o_ntedon the remaining removable panel but its data was not recorded
i,g thi:; te:_t.
One, or' t_e +hree boxes monitored in the test was hard m_anted (18.5 pound box) and
contained a set of three internal accelerometers located by the manufacturer.
7'be t_o otLTor boxes were mounted on vibration isolators made from silicon elasto-
:Ter. -_,7._J pound box had one external set of three accelerometers while a six
oo_:_d box 7_d t!_ree _ts of three acceler_ueters: one on the removable barrel
panel, oze on t_:e box and the third set internnlly located by the manufacturer.
St_dard .!_ irish magnesium-thorium separation plates and 30 Gr MDF explosive
charges were used for the two tests performed. Some recordi,_g difficulties were
exoerlenced in this test and fi,re accelerometers gave questionable data. The
boxes were rotated by 180 degrees for the second test.
All boxes survived the tests without failures of any kind.
In o_der to determine the attenuation provided by each box mounting, the envelope
o_' e;_:h set, of a_:celerometers is compared to that of the removable panel set.
Sub:_t;_r:t'ia_att_,nuation is evident in all cases at high frequencies while at
fr'equeucte:_ be_,,w ,?')0 cps, some amplification may occur.
_h_ test provides some insight about the transmission of pyrotechnic shock
tLrough box mounting brackets and vibration isolators. Results of this kind add
_ L_e background of experlmenta_ data which is useful in predicting the attenua-
tion: _rh_ch N_y be obtained with similar installations.
]e _...._,I _ eouG te_tin_ of several boxes provided a substantial cost savings
_:'_r_',:t!_': oro_ram _ithout decreasin_ the quality of the test enviror_ent.
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T t.E.2.] INTRODUCTION
Three electronic boxes, weiRhing respectivell 7.5 pounds, 18.5 pounds
and 6 pounds, w_re subjected to pyrotechnic qualification tests on the
Larrel tester. The 18._5 pound box was ha_d m_mted, the two others
were n_ount_.4 or, silicon_ elastomer vibration isolators. These boxes
were attached with Z bra_ ket_; to the barrel second bay removable panels
in order to simulate the appropriate flight environment.
q_o standard tests were performed w__th the boxes rotated 180 degrees
ror the second firing. The test3 were carried out with 30 Or MDF charges
and .19 inch magnesium-thoriunl _eparation plates.
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II .E._.2 mso ss oN ANALYSIS
TT.E.2.P.I Test Configuration and Tnstrumentation
A standard barrel tester as described in Section II.F.2 was used for
this test. The general test arrangement is shown on _igure YI.E.2.1.
The box installation Z bzackets were rivetted to the barrel second bay
removable panels as shown on _gure YI.E.2.2 which also shows a typical
s_licone elastGmsr vibraLion isolator.
Accelerometer B was used for standard test monitoring but the data is
not presented in this section of the report.
The instrumentation included a total of fifteen accelerometers as
detailed on Table IIeE.2.1 and located as shown on _Zgure II.E.2.1. It
will be noted that the sets of accelerometers (No. 7, 8 and 9, and IO,
II and 12) w_re placed inside the boxes by thelrmanufacturers. There
is no available information regarding their exact location and mounting
L
structures.
A summary of the tests performed is given on Table II.E.2.2.
Shock spectra for each accelercmu_ter and each test are presented on
Figure IY.E.2.7 to II.E.2.36. Repeatability is shown on Figures
II.E.2.3 _ to II.E.2.51which compare the readings of each accelerometer
for shock 1 and 2.
II.E.2.2.2 Technical Discussion
Upon completion of the test, inspection of the specimen showed that no
failure occurred.
The +_st results w_re generally good but sevmral accelerometer rQadiags
suffered from dist_urbances such that this data is questionable.
Disturbances occurred mostly during the first firing, affecting accel-
erometers No. 6, 11, 129 14 and 15. During the second firing, only
accelerometers No. 6 and 15 were affected. The origin of these dis-
turbances could not be ascertained. The da+m is presented here for the
sake of coRpleteness.
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Reduction of the test data was performed on the UNIVAC 1108 after digi-
tizing the analog tape.
II.E.2.2.3 Analysis
Since the test specimen survived the shocks without damage, two consld-
erations are of interest:
a. Attenuation provided by the box mounting.
b. Pepeatability of the environment provided by shock 1 and 2.
The attenuation provided by the box mounting is shown by comparing the
environment at the removable panels (accelerometers I, 2 and 3) with
that measured on the boxes. Experience with the barrel tester has
demonstrated that the environment at the removable panels is not signi-
flcantIy affected by similar masses and installations. Therefore, t_e
readings of accelerometers I, 2 and 3 can be used as a basis for c_n-
parlson. Figures II.E.2.3 to II.E.2.6 sh_4 the relationship between
the various groups of accelerometers on the basis of shock enviromaent
envelopes for the more reliable data of shock 2.
Figure II.E.2.3 shows the shock level reduction provided by vibration
isolators to the 6 pound box. It will be noted that acceler_aeter 5
data is questionable as well as accelerometers 4 and 6 below 200 cpe.
Nevertheless, a _ignificant trend in environment level reduction is
evident.
Figure YI.E.2.4 shows similar data for the 18.5 pound box. Since the
readings of accelerometers 7, 8 and 9 were not affected by disturbances,
the attenuation shown in this plot is reliable. However, accelerometers
7, 8 and 9 are internal. Their instal_ation is unknown so that perti-
nent conclusion cannot be drawn.
Figure II.E.2.5 shows data comparison for the internal acceler_,eters
of the 6 pound box. Some similarity can be seen with Figure II.E.2.4.
However, pectinent conclusion cannot be drawn for the reason cited
ab ore.
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l_Anzro ]I._:.2.6 present:_ tho data comparison for the 6 pound b_.¢ exter-
n;11 a,:celer_neters No. 13, lh and 15. Due to disturbance in accelero-
m,}t,nr 15 readings, the data is questionable below 250 cps. However,
the _dbratlon isolators provide a substantial reduction o£ the shock
level through most of the frequency range.
I_epeatability of the environment is shown to be good for all accelero-
metern which pro_rlded reliable data. Figures II.E.2.37 to II.E.2.51.
_rnir,_ the boxes around by 180 degrees has little effect on the shock
levels and the differences between data points may be attributed to
nermal data scatter.
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Y].E.2.3 CONCLUSION
The boxes withstood the environment provided by two shocks without
failures of any kind.
The vibration isolators fitted to the 6 pound box and to the 7.5 pound
box were effective in reducing, by a significant amount, the envlronmmnt
levels to which these boxes were subjected.
The internal accelerometers placed in the 6 pound and in the 18.5 pound
boxes recorded significant attenuation of the shock levels. Although
the lack of information about accelerometer installation prevents draw-
ing pertinent conclusion, this data is important to the box malRtfac-
turers for design purpose.
Repeatability of the environment recorded by the reliable accelercmeters
fur both shocks was found to be satisfactory.
The simultaneous testing of several bo_es provided a substantial cost
savings.
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TABLF. II.£°2.1
ACCE'LERCHETEESAND LOCATYCNS
Acceleromet,er
Numt er
B¢_ Direction Locatlon
1 Soft Ma_nt ed L
2 Soft Mounted 'R
3 S_ft Mounted T
7.5 lb. Bex
Soft Mounted L
5 soft  mted R
6 Soft Mounted T
18.5 lb. Box
7 Hard Mmmted L
8 Hard Mounted R
9 Hard _ount_d T
61b, BOX
IO Soft Mounted T_
Ii Soft Mounted T*
12 Soft Mounted T*
13 Soft Mounted L
14 Soft Mounted R
15 Soft _nted T
Barrel
Barrel
Barrel
BQX
Box
Bcx
Box Internal
Box Internal
Box Internal
Box Internal
Box Internal
Box Internal
Box
* Internal - Silicone Rubber Mount_
Test Configuration
Number
TABLE 1_.E.2.2
SUMMARY OF TESTS
Erplo_v_ T_t
Sire ._se
1 I* 30 G_./ft HD? BO_._L_.,
4t.
2 2 .30 Or/ft _3F
/
f
Bc_es rotated 18C ° for test 2.
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Di_ to Accelercmeter
Sr_ckso_rce TYpe
30 Endevc_ 22_
30 Endevco 2225
30 Endevco 222_
30 E_h_vco 222%
30 End_veo 22?5
30 E.d_vco 2225
30 Endevco 2220
30 Enaevco _220
30 Endevco 22_0
30 End_vco _T_O
30 Ende,veo 2220
30 Endevco 2220
30 Endevco 2225
30 Endevco 2225
30 Er_evco 2225
Be,res
l
t
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5
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SHOCK I_OPE ACCKLER_EES NO. I, 2, 3
SHOCK ENVELOPE ACCELKR_IETERS NO. h, 5, 6
SHOCK ENVELOI'E ACCELEROMETER NO. 5 (1OOO-5OOO Hz)
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7
6
5
!
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SHSCK TEST ANALYSIS OATAD4EET
TEST ITIM. 1+56-_3J+? __
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Sl4_K TEST ANALYSIS 0ATA SHEET II.E.2.13
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TEST ANALYSIS DATA SHEET II,E.2.1_
TEST ITEfl. 456-._9 __ PART I_. 7.5 LB BOX
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_4_K TEST ANALYSlJ OATA SHF_T IY.E.2.16
TEST |TEH 456-351 _ PART NO. ".5 LB BOX
SERI^L NO. TEST OATE 20 OCT 19_i
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gMOC_ TNT ANALYSIS 0ATA gM_T II.E. 2,18
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II.E.2.19
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IIHOCK TEST ANALYSIS DATA SHEET II.E.2.20
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TEST ANALYSIS DATA SHEET II.F_,,2.22
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SECTION NO. II.E.3
REPORT NO. 535
SUBJECT:
EFFECT OF PYROTECHNIC SHOCK ON BONDED JOINTS
BARREL TESL"_ER
l
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY RFP3R_
5.-13.86-_ 62
20 Aug.,19__,9
page, 968
S U M M A k Y
In this series of pyz'ot_chnlc test.s, an attempt is mad,. to ,._val,,-te the strength
of epoxy bond in a shock environment. The test was s,_.tup to simulate a propos,._d
flight installation.
A barrel tester with a .19 inch magnesium-thorium separation plat_.• and 30 Gr MDF
e_losive charge; produced the shock or, a honeycomb panel straddli_g first and
second bay removable panels. Three small brackets supporting mass,._n simulasing
buxes were bondtd at select_d locations on hhe honeycomb panel. A triax acceler-
ometer" was also bonded at the center of the panel.
All test data was found to be reliable for both shocks but the; strer_th of the
epoxy bond was not sufficient to _sist the shock levels and failux_; occurred.
Rigid fasteners were required for the _hicle design fix.
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11 ._.3.1 ltJ'rRODU,3rlON
A set of' t_ef: small brackets a_id masses simulating, boxes wen eubj,Jcted
to pyrotechnic shock tests in order to evaluate the practicality of
epoxy bonding onto hon_ycomb mate,rial. A barrel tester was equipped
with a honeycomb panel as sha_n in Figure._ II.E.3.1 _upported by t_o Z
brackets rivetted to rcmovabl- paneL; of Bay L and I[. The panel was
held to the Z brackets hy screws and the spec_[,nenswere bonded to it
with epoxy in a proposed flight configuration.
Two standard tests were performed with .19 inch magnesium tb_rlum sep-
aration plates and 30 (_r MDF explosiw; charge.
Tho epoxy bonds were unable to withstand the shock.
i ml ii
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TI.E.3.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
_ ,| , ,
II.E.3.2.1 Test Configuration.and Instrumentation
A standard barrel tester, as described in Section II.F.I, was used for
this test. The general test arrangement is shown on Figure II.E.3.1.
The honeycomb panel Z brackets _re rivetted to bay 1 and bay 2 removable
panels as shown on Figure YI.E.3.2. The small test brackets and loading
mass are also described on Figure II.E.3.2. These brackets were bonded
to the honeycomb panel w_th Shell EPON 921 structural epoxy.
The instrumentation consisted of one set of three accelerometers, as
described on Table II.E. 3.1, mounted on a triax block bonded at the
center of the honeycomb panel. A _ry of the tests performed is
given on Table II.E.3.2.
All data recorded was free from disturbance.
Prior to testing, the natural frequency of the test set-up was _easured
to be approximately 156 cps.
Shock spectra for each accelerometer and each test are presented on
FAgures II.E.3.4 to II.E.3.9. Repeatability is shown on Figures
II.E.3.10 to II.E.3.12 which compare the readings of each accelerator
for shock I and 2. Data frmm acceleromJter A was available but accel-
erometer B used for standard test monitoring was not recorded for the
purpose of this test.
I_I,E.3.2.2 Technical _iscuseion
In both firings, the strength of the epoxy bond was found inadequate and
one or more brackets separated from the honeycomb panel.
The test results recorded by the accelerometers were not affected by any
kind of disturbance and the data is reliable. _ction of the test data
was performed on the D_AC 1108 after digitizing the analog tape.
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II.E._.2.3 Analysis
Since the test specimen did not survive the shocks, it is important to
determine whether the honeycomb panel provided large amplification.
The envelope of measurements from accelerometers I, 2 and 3 is compared
with the envelope of measurements from Triax A2 which provide bay 1
levels and the nominal environment of bay 2 taken from Section II.F.I,
Thi_ data is presented on Figuz_ TT.E.3.3 which shows that significant
amplification is present around 350 cps while some attenuation
exists at high frequencies.
Repeatability of the environment was shown to be good for all accelero-
meters. On Figure II.E.3.10 to II.E.3.12, the differences between data
points may be attributed to normml scatter.
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IT.E. 3.3 CONCLU_ON
,,,
gall:re of the structural epoxy under pyrotechnic shock enviromuent
indicates that thi_ hard bonding agent is inadequate for this purpose.
The results of this test suggest that a more resilient type of bonding
agent might be better able to resist the environment levels under
ccnsideration.
Repeatability of the environment for the two shocks was found to be
satisfactory.
A design rix used fasteners to attach the bracket to t_,eHoneycomb
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TABLE II.E. 3.]
ACCELEPOMETF_S A_) LOC_TIr_IS
Accelercme ter Bc_
No,
Direction Location Distance to Accelerometer
Shocksource Type
i Test Brackets L
2 Test Brackets R
3 Test Brackets T
Honeycomb
Panel
Honeycomb
Panel
Honeycomb
Panel
30" 5ndevco 2225
30" Endevco 2225
30" Endevco 2225
TABLE II.E.3.2
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SECTION II . E. 4
m, |i ,
SUMMARY
A special test is the subject of this section where the standard barrel tester is
used to sO mlate a predicted flight enviro_uent. This was achieved by using a
thinner than usual separation plate and a smaller explosive.
A .050 inch separation plate was used instead of the u_ual .19 inch and the explo-
sive charge was reduced from 30 Gr to 5 Gr. The rem_!tirg enwirom.ent correlated
well wlth the prediction.
The test specimen was subjected to only one shock and no failure occurred. All
test data was found reliable for both shocks and repeatability was satisfactory.
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II.E.L_.I !NTROIIJCTION
One electronic box was subjected to a special test representative of
flight conditions. The barrel was fitted with an available flight
installation structure for the best test simulation. One set of three
accelerometers was used to recor_ the shock level at the box interface.
One single test was performed with a .050 inch magneslum-thorium
separation plate and a 5 _ M_F explosive charge. Prior to perfoz_alng
the test the environment was predicted based on data shown in Report 831
in Section II.F.2 of this report. See Pig_re II.E.4.4.
, .......... , , , i -- i i
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D!SC_SSr0N AND ANALYSIS
II.E.4.2.1 Test Configuration and Instrumentation
The test configturation is shown on Figure II.E.4.1 and II.E.4.2. A
standard barrel tester is used with a flight structure attached to two
of its main Iongerons in such a manner that it be subjected to the
envirorment of bay 2. The test specimen is attached to the flight
structure as shown on Figure II.E.4.2.
The instrumentation included the standard B mohitoring sets of accelero-
meters (Triax) and another set of three accelerometers mounted as shown
on Figure II.E.4.3. Accelerometer characteristics are given on Table
II.E.4.1 and a stmstary of the test performed on Table II.E.4.2.
Shock spectra wer_ established for the specimen and for the B sets of
accelerometers. They are presented on Figure I!.E.4._ to II.E.4.10.
II.E.4.2.2 Technical Discussion
,,, , t
Upon completion of the test, inspection o_' the test specimen showed that
no failure occurred.
The test results were good wi_h no disturbance except for acceler_,eter
B3 (_angentlal) whose low fre_ncy _ta appears somlwhat questionable.
Reduction o/" the test data was perfor_md on the U}ff_AC 1108 after digi-
tizing the a_alo I tape.
zI.E.4.2.3 kna_
Since the tran_missi_ility of the Flight structure added to th_ _'-_i
was Laportant in this test, a c_artson of the barrel second bay 1A_I
with _hat experienced at the specimen interface is of interest.
The envelepe of aeceler_ters 1, _ an_ ) _a_te is c_sqm_ed on
_gure II.E.4.4 with that deri_ed from measure_nt o_ bay 2 e_viro_t
fr_ acceler_ters B. It can be Hen th_.t wiU_In the e_q_ed data
scatter, the two curves _re alaost colnclden_.
i im ,, i i,
O_D*A UlI¢ @3'4"
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Another matter nf interest concerns the shock level provided by the
reduced explosive charge and thinner separation plate. The reduced
environment can be estimated from Pigure II.E.4.4 where the second bay
nominal envirors_nt has been added for the standard case of 30 _ MDF
and .19 inch separation plate.
i i
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CONCLUSION
This test shows tna5 the barrel tester is not limited to qualification
testiug of more or less standard items but can be adapted readily to
simulate other environments.
The test reported here shows that a specified envirorment may be dupli-
cated with reasonable accuracy.
This test improved our confidence in the reliability of this delicate
piece of equipment.
¢
• i
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SECTION II.E._.
SUMMARY
This report covers the pyrotechnic t_sting of a specimen representative of a
Reaction E_glne Module performed on the barrel tester.
The specimen was mounted through a special removable panel i_ bay I of the bazTel
in order to be subjected to the appropriate environment level. Two accelercmeters
were mounted on the specimen to record radial and tangential acceleration.
The data reduction included the "A" barrel monitoring accelerometers. No data
recording difficulties occurred.
Standard .19 inch magnesi_-_orlum separation plates and 30 _ MDF explosive
charges were used for the two tests performed.
The specimen survived the tesba without dmaage of any ki_d.
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INTRDDUCTION
-- , J,, i
A Reaction Engine Module weighing about 9 pounds including its fiber-
glass flight Jacket and mounting angles was installed through a special
barrel tester r_novable panel. The whole unit was placed in bay I of
a standard barrel tester.
Two firings were carried out with a .19 inch magnesium-thorit_, separa-
tion plate and 30 _ MDF explosive charge.
The specimen withstood the test without failure of an_ kind.
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ZZ.E.5.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
II.E.5.2.1 Test Confi_ratign and Inst_entatign
A standard barrel taster, as described in Section II.F.2, was wed for
this test. The general test arrangement is shown on Figure II.E.5.1.
The REM specimen is _ntad through a ChAt out in a 1_ay I removable panel
together with its fiberglass flight shield. The two aluminum angles
normally used for flight installation _ere rivette_ onto the Irmer face
of the removable panel duplicating closely the flight installation.
The instrummntation consisted of one set of two accelerometers, as
described on Table II.E.5.1, reading radial and tangential accelerations,
In addition, the S_Lndard A triax accelerometers w_re recorded %0 pro-
vide barrel tester bay I environment. Accelerometar readings wero free
from disturbance.
Shock sp.:ctra for each accelerometer and each test are presented on
Figure II.E.5.4 to II.E.5.7. Repeatability is shown on Figure II.E.5.8
and II.E.5.9 which cm_pare the readings of each accelerometer for
tests i and 2.
I I.E.5.2;2 Technloal DiscussJ.on
Upon co_pXotion of the test, Inrpec_ton of the specinon shored that no
failure occux'_d.
The test results were good with no disturbance affecting any of the
accelerometer readings.
Reduction of the test dat_ _s performed on the UNIVAC 1108 a_
digitizing the analog tape.
!!I,E,* 5e2 • 3 .J_la.'_rl|is
P
Since the test specimin survived the shock's without damage, two consid-
erations are of interest.
&,
b.
L
Attenuat_om provided by the specimen mounting.
Repeatability of the environment provided by shocks l amd 2.
• l _ _ ml . , 1 lml • -- -- •
I
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The attenuation _rovided by the EEM m_mting is shown by coal_ring the
environment read by accelerometer_ No. I and 2 with the barrel ba_ I
environment from the set of accelerommters A. The envelope of these bwe
mea_rements are presented on Figure II.E.5.3 which shows a very sub-
stantial attenuation over the whole frequency range.
Repeatability of ¢he environm: it between test I a_d 2 is presented on
Figure IT.E.5.8 and II.E.5.9 _LLch show excellent correlation. Diff-
rences between data points may be attributed to normal data scatter.
¢rO_'_ I,.MII¢ 11717 _'
_ • ... -
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II.E.5.3 CONCI_SION
_he P_M specimen withstood th_ envirorment provided by two shocks with-
out fail_re of any kind.
The _nstallation provided a substantial shock attenuation, although no
vibration isolators were fitted.
Repeatability of the enviror_ent recorded by all accelerometers for both
shocks was satisfactory.
Information provided by this test adds to the background of experimental
data which is useful in predicting the attemzation which .my be obtained
with similar Installati_.
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TABLE II. E.5.1
ACCEXJ_UMET_ AND L_ATIOWS
Accelerometer Bc_
_hueber
_t_on Location instance to
Shocksource
Aeeeleraw_r Type
I Speclme. R Bay I
2 3pe_ T Bay I
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SECTION NO. II.E.6
KEPO_T NO, 562
SU_kTECT•
ELECTRONIC BOX TESTS ON BARREL TESTER
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SECTION II.E,6
ml mR n m •
, S,UMM A,RY ,
This report covers the qualification testing of a Velocity Meter box installed on
the barrel tester by means of a structure simulating actual flight hardware.
The Velocity Meter box was mounted with silicone elastomer vibration isolators.
Instrumentation consisted of two sets of three accelerometers mounted one on the
Ouidance Module near the bo_Imodule interface and the other on the box itself.
Standard .19 inch magnesium-thorium separation plates and 30 Or MDF explosive
charges were used for each of the two shocks performed,
No data recording difficulties were encountered. The Velocity Meter box survived
the tests without failure of any kind and repeatability of the envlror_ent between
shock I and 2 was good.
3
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II.E.6.1 _DUL'I"_ON
An 8 pound Velocity Meter box mc_nted on the side of a Guidance Module
base was subjected to pyrotechnic shock qualification testing. This
box was attached in three points fitted with silicone elastcmmr vibra-
tion isolators. The test arrangement was a close duplicate of %.he
flight hardware.
Two shock tests were performed with the box being subjected to a func-
tional checkout after each shock. The tests were carried out with
.19 inch magnesium-thorium separation plates and 30 _ MDF explosiwm
charge s.
O"_ L'_C St@t #
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II.E.6.2 _SCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
, i ,m
II.E.6.2.1 Test Configuration andlnstrumentatlon
A standard barrel tester as _described in Section II.F.2 was used for
this test. The Ouldance Module base was attached to two of the barrel
longerons as shown on Figure II.E.6.1. The Velocity Meter was installed
on the side of the Guidance Module base by three machined brackets
containing the vibration isolators as shown on Figure II.E.6.2. The
vibration isolators are commercial type made from silicone rubber by
Marshall Research and Development Company as indicated on Figure
II .E.6.2.
The instrumentation included a total of six accelerometers in two triax
located as shown on Figure II.E.6.1 and II.E.6.2. Standard barrel triax
A and B were used for test monitoring but their data was not recorded
for the purpose of this test. Characteristics of the instrumentat$on
are given on Table !I.E.6.1 and a summary of the tests performed is
given on Table II.E.6.2.
Shock spectra for each accelercmeter and each shock are presented on
Figure II.E.6.4 to H.E.6.15. Repeatability is shown on Figure
II.E.6.16 to lI.E.6.21which compare the readings cf each accelarcmeter
for shock I and 2.
The recorded data was found to be free of disturbance hence its reliabil.
ity is good.
II.E.6.2.2 Technical r,scussion
• • , |--
Upon completion of each shock test, the YelocityMeter was mAbJected to
complete functional tests which showed no detrimental effect of any kind,
The test results _re good and all acceler_meter readings were tellable.
I
l
Reduction of the test data was performed on the UNIVAC 1108 after 4higi-
tizing the armlog tape.
J
i
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A.=lpis
Sinco the test specimen survived the shock without damage, two consid-
erations are of interest.
a. Attenuation provided by the box mounting.
b. Repeatability of the environment provided by shock I and 2.
The attenuation provided by the box mounting is shown by comparing the
environment recorded by the two sets of accelerometers (I, 2, 3) and
(4, 5, 6). Since this box was very critical along the longi%udir_l
axis, the attenuation is computed separately for each axis taki_g ratios
of accelerometer readings paired as follows: (I, 4), (2, 5), (3, 6)
then considering the average value of the two shocks (Table II.E.6.3).
these results are presented on Figure II.E.6.3 which shows good atte_lua-
tion provided for the longitudinal axis (accelerometer No. I/No. 4).
The other axes show amplification for a small frequency range above
I00 cps which is attributed to a normal mode of about 120 cps (tangen-
tial).
Repeatability of the environment was good for all accelercmeters. It
is presented on Figure II.E.6.16 to II.E.6.21. Differences betimen data
points may be attributed to normal data scatter.
Oi.#M LI.e'_ C @7@'
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YY.E.(_.3 CONCLUSION
, m
The Velocity _ter withstood the environment provided by two shocks
without failure of any kind.
The vibration isolators provided substantial attenuation especially
along the critical longitudinal axis.
Repeatability of the environment recorded by all accelerometars for both
shocks was satisfactory.
Information provided by this test add to the background of experimental
data which is usefUl in predicting the attenuation which maybe obtained
with similar installation.
, ,,m,, Jl, II
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Accelerometer Box Direction
Nmeber
Loca_on Distance to
Shocks_ce
Accel_ter
I VM. L
2 V_ R
3 W. T
4 Guidance module
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5 Guidance module
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6 _idance module
base T
Bcmc2
Bax 2
Box 2
B_ 1
Bax 1
Saxl
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Endevee 2211
_.ndeT©o 2223
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Erw_vco 2223
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51 .E.7 DZSCUSSION
The sets of six series of test presented in this section give a good
survey of the barrel tester practical usage.
Although there is little basis of comparison among these test, the
excellent repeatability, from shock to shock, of the environments must be
noted. This repeatability is such that the enwironmental data remained
within normal scatter range in all tests reported here. Thus, once a
specified environment has been set up usi_,g simulated hardware, the
actual equipment can be tested with complete confidence that it will be
subjected to the appropriate shock levels.
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IT.E.8 CONCLUSION
The Pyrotechnic Barre] Tester has proven to be _ reliable ana ver:_:iti],:
instl'ument for the development and qual[ficatir,,_ testing o" space(:r_/'i
equipment and structural componentr;. The exce]l,mt repeat%bility J_" i .:
shock environment is of considerable importance in the establisr_ment o<
specified environment levels.
J
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Report No a32 documents a series of" tests which were c':::_ct,:! tc :,.t,e_oine tb
I
feasibility of simulating p_/ro sho,;k to quali_ ._"'" , t ........ ,.q.lpme.: hv mean.'-: of a ,n-_,,_-,-,_
cially available drop tester and an T743C develops,! flr_u_sf'ertable. I
Although the Transfer Table produced r.ore satisfactory re,:ultz than ,)the;"medrL,,- i
ical testers because it was able to produce complex _ibr_'.ior.: wit}_ut (;z_e_;,:iv.
low frequency amplitude_ it had a number of disadvlnt%ge_ whi<'b,mad,. it inde:;i:- ,
able for use as a pFro shock qualification te_t Facility. qh;ef _m,,n;[ *,!o_;,_.'c: 1
the inability to produce a sufficient overtest, the llr,,t%*io.,, of *,r_,:_i.:_ )f " e
specimer, which could be tested, the influence of the Tran_Ker -able mode s_%pe ,r.
the shock respon:3e spectrum_ and unknown factors in the a.'tua] pyro :;ho('?even _
which made it undesirable to simulate pTro :_hock Ly artificia'! mean . _:, th_:
basis, the Transfer T able was not given further c_nstder%t[on as a oy'ro ho.:k
qual_fication test facility.
Report No. _31 presents the results of a program to develop t!.e bar:'el test 'a_ ,l..
ity to qualify equipment for pF1rot_chnic shock• ""he ::arrel Tei-_ter i ; o_'ba:;_c:_]ly
the sate construction as the vehicle with a shock generating 'clot ;it one end
which sinulates the vehicle booster separation Joint. A total of 32 tests were
conducted to develop the Barrel Tester in which the shock amplitude was controlled
with various explosive slses And separation Joint thicknesses and the shock spec-
tmlm shape was obtained by chan_In_ the Joint configuration.
i_h,e barrel was able to produce a shock envlro._nent very simi!'_r to that produc_.!
by the ac+,ual vei:icle booster separation Joint. A sufflc[e-t _vertest
was ach"eved to establish the "rrel Tester as a qualification t_r_' _ac!lity.
The _arrel Tester has the capability of qualif)dn_ v_hlcle equlpmen' wltn almo, t
no size l_Ftitation. 31nce the barrel slr_ulates the vehicle, the mode shapeu
associated w_th the bar_l c_ate the desired respon3e ,.t the eq_iipment. BarT,!
te_t repeatability was found to be satisfacto_/ for equipment qualification. ._.
statistical anaiy_is performed _n 97 <.f the latest barrel sho_ks in li,a'_-! _ha-
"he -,hc,:ks w_re repeatable to wi" in _ _et:- _f l." at [:ay " and "- v:" . _
fla_',r _f' !._:; _t }_a:,',qbased on ":e ?:"h ar.d "':;';,t)errenti!e v%l ...... , :fl_.t["-
' tza] _nal:_is of _he tests.
. *+ ,. + .., . - .....
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SECTION II.F.I
SUMMARY
Experlments were carried out w_th a modified coRmer':ial[y available tester wnic:_
simulates pyrotechnic shocks by means of a mass which drops from specified heights
onto a Transfer Table. This device produces complex vibrations without excessive
Icw frequency amplitude and thereby lessens the risks or' damaKe to equipne_ t.
Although some specified flight environments could be reasonably simulated, the
device suffers from several limitations as follows:
I. Although the Transfer Table could reproduce some parts of the flight envirtn-
ment, it was unable to produce adequate overtests because the degree of _oL-
trol over the amplitude of the shock environment is limited.
2. The size of the test specimen is restricted to the volume of a I0 inch cube.
This lJ_ts the testing to small components, excluding structures.
3. The excitation to which the specimen is subjected is dependent on the mode
shapes of the Transfer Table which may tend to obliterate the desired response
h. The differences between the shock effects produced by a drop table and that
produced bM a pyrotechnic device as unknown. The validity of the simulation
is therefore questionable.
This met_ d of testing has been superseded by testers using pyrotechnic shock
devices.
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II.F.I.I INTRODUCTION
Simulation of pyrotechnic shock by purely mechanical means appears to be
an attractive proposition since it would eliminate handling of dangerous
exp!osivesand also utilize standard available equipment. A commercially
available shock tester was modified by adding a transfer table setup in
order to reduce the low frequ6ncy overtest which normally results from
the drop mass velocity change. A series of development tests was
carried out with this device which is shown in Figure II.F.I.I. The
transfer table was designed to absorb the low frequency shock and pro-
vide a reasonable duplication of the flight pyrotechnic shock spectrum.
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II.F.I.2 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
II.F,I,2.1 .Test configuration and instrumentation
_e standard cmm_ercial drop tester was modified by the installation of
a transfer table as shown on Figure II.F.I.I. The Transfer Table con-
sists essentially of a heavy aluminum plate mo,_ted on solid supports
bolted onto the drop tester seismic mass. Inoermediate supports
(T fixtures) are added between the table and the seismic mass to 9urther
modify the shock response by reducing cross-couplings. The specimen to
be tested is attached to these fixtures.
Instrumentation consists of a set of three accelcrometers reading X, '"
and Z axis accelerations. (Table II.F.L1). They are pla<;{:d on Lhe T
fixture near the specimen interface.
For all tests, the shock duration progra2m_er of the drop tester was set
for a .12 millisecond shock. For each configuration, several shocks
were performed in order to check the installation; the la_t shock accel-
erometer data was recorded on magnetic tape. Data reduction was
performed on the UNIVAC 1108 after digitizing the tape. Shock :p,,;tr;_
and oscillograms are shown in Figure II.F.1.2 to II.F.I.5 for v_rious
combinations of fixtures, drop heig_s and specimen weights.
II.F.I.2.2 Technical Discussion
, • , j
By careful design of the transfer table modal frequencies, it was found
possible to reproduce in a satisfactory _nner the shape of a pyro-
technic shec_ spectrum curve. The data under consideration was obtained
from a _,_ of Transfer Table No. h - Figure II.F.!.I. Shock _;pcctr:_
and oscillograms are shown on Figure II.F.I.2 to II.F.I.5. 'T_le II._.12
Figure II.F.I.2 presents the results of a test carried omt with a
5.5 pound specimen, a drop height of 8 inches and a T fixture installed.
Figure II.F.I.3 presents data similar to that of Figure [I.F.I.2 with
the T firture removed.
Figure lq.F.l.4 shows the effect of specL_en weight and _gure [!.F.!._
the effect of dro p height. •
L .
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I!.F.I.2.3 Ana]Jsis
From an examination of Eigure II.F.I.? and I!.].].), it c_n b_ :;een
that the shock response is strongly directional, i_he vertical X _ci:
response is signficantly higher than that of the two oth(_r _xe_;.
On Figure IY.F.I.4, the effect of vatting npeci_en weight _how_; rela-
tively small effect on the response levels. Tt wdll be noted _ino trs_t
the shock level increases with the mass of the specimen. _hi_ ic in
contradiction with what was expected since for _ fixed for_e level, _
higher mass would correspond to a lower acceleration.
Figure II.F.I.5 shaws that the drop height has Little effect o:_ the
response of the system. For drop heights varying by a f_ctor ) , :I,
the shock levels remain virtually wizhin the erpecte_1 no_na] data
scatter.
L _),,_ ..., • "6 ' •
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II.F.I.3 CONCIZSION
The transfer table method of sLmulatlng pyrot_,chnic shock appears to %e
so limited in scope that it is not acceptable for acceptance and qual_fi-
cation testing of components. Although it way be u:;e_al for diagnnostic
and comparative testing, it is not suitable a:; substitute to purely
pyrotechnic testing for the following reasons:
I. The shape of the response curve is dependent on the geometry of the
Transfer Table. Modifications, therefore, would require redesign
of table and fixtures.
2. ."_e maximum shock level attaipmble was unable to prey/de for over-
test requirements.
3. The size and weight of specimen is very limited.
h. The mode shapes of the Transfer Table assembly have considerable
influence on the test results.
5. Significant differences may exist between the effects of the shock
transients produced by a drop table as compared to that of a pyro-
technic shock. The validity of the simulation is therefore
questionable.
The Transfer Table S hock Tester cannot seriously be considered for the
simulation of pyrotechnic shocks.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY REPORT
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ACCELEPOMg/TE_S ;_:DLOCAT!_,NS
Accelerometer DirecMon Accelerometer
Number _y_e
I X Endevco 2225
2 Y Endevco 2225
3 z Endevco 2225
Test
Number
Specimen
Weight,
LB
TABLE II.F.].2
Sm@L_RY OF TESTS
Drop Accelerometer
Height I 2
IN X Y
8 * *
8 *
8 *
8 *
6 *
8 *
12 *
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
5.5
0
II
5.5
_._
4_
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7
Flat Fla_e
T
T
T
T
T
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SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a de_lopment program which was performed to
produce a test facility which would be capable of qualifying equipment for pyro-
technic shock environments.
The test facility, or Tarre_ Tester, which resulted from the investigation is a
barrel type ;_tructure five feet in diameter and five feet in length. Located at
one eud of the barrel is t_m shock generating Joint which contains an explosive
and a metallic separation plate. Detonation of the explosive fractures the mstal-
lic plate and the cc_bined fracture and explosive detonation produces the desired
pyrotechnic shock environment.
A total of 32 tests were conducted to develop the _arrel Tester with various
explosive sizes and separation Joint thickness. Control of the envirom,ent was
accomplished through the proper selection of euxplosive and separation Joint thick-
ness. A 30 graln/foot MDF in combination with a .190 inch t.hick separation Joint
provided the needed shock levels for equipment qualification. The test program
indicated that the shock spectrum shape, once established by the geometry of the
separation Joint and _arrel stricture, cannot be significantly altered without an
extensive development program. The shock amplitudes ca_ howev_ be easily modi-
fied by changing the explosive quantity and separation Joint thickness.
The life of the explosive cavity was satisfactory for 20 to 30 snock tests using
30 grain explosives with a .190 inch separation Joint. The life of the ring, with
the addition or a hardened steel cutting edge is good for over ?OO firings.
A statistical analysis which was performed on the most recent 22 barrel tests
shows t_at the test level9 are repeatable within a factor of 1.7 for Bay land a
factor of 1.55 for Bay rIbased on the 25th and 7_th percentile deviation. Thus,
the objectives orlgin_lly set forth in the Cevelopment program were achieved,
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IY.F.2 .I INTRODUCTION
Pyro shock devices use explosives which have rapid burning rates and
produce high shock input to the vehicle structure. The most practical
method to date of dealing with pyro shock is by a test which simulates
the actual event. A very realistic test method which has been developed
here at LMSC is the Barrel Tester which is used to qualify equipment for
all pyro shock events.
The test environment that was to govern the development of the Barrel
Tester was obtained frmn flight vehicles by measurements taken at
strategic locations on vehicle structure during the nose fairing,
vehicle/booster separation, and horizon sensor fairing jettison events.
The transient structure response was then con_rted t equipment quali-
fication test criteria by use of shock spectrum analysis.
Tentative criteria wer_ then established which could be used to deter-
mine equipment qualification for pyro shock. These criteria are out-
lined in Section TV.3.4.3.
The _arrel Tester duplicates the environment by virtue of similarity to
the flight vehicle in diameter, skin thicknesses (although the barrel
structure was a compromise between a substantial structure required for
a test facility and a structure that approximated the flight vehicle)
and excitation mechanism. The similarity of the flexibility between the
barrel and the vehicle structure provided for essentially the samm path
for the pyrotechnic shocks to travel to component packages. The mech-
anism of excitation is similar to that in the vehicle system in that
both use explosives and both fracture a metallic separation Joint.
Experience gained with explosives cnprevious progrua had shown that the
shock event was very repeatable. The problem was, therefore, to devise
a test system that could control the shock amplitude. The development
program which this report docurmnts was undertaken to investigate thr_e
variables which were _nown to provide for a limited degree of control
over the shock environment. The three variables were:
• • °, .° • .,.
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I. Distance from shock source.
2. Quantity of explosive used (5, lO, 15, 30 grains/foot).
3. Separation joint thickness (0.05, 0.092, 0.125, 0.190 inches).
• im in iR _ _ i [Jr ..... L U
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II.F.2.2 DISCUSSION AND ANAIIrSIS
II.F.2.2;I Test Configuration and Instrumentation
. i i iii i i i _ _ !
Bar_el .,Dosig[l
The _rel Tester is basically an alumim_L cylinder five feet in diameter
and five feet in _ength (see Figure II.F.2.1).The substructure consists
of eight sy, me+mically located 3 x I x 3/8 inch aluminum channel long-
erons which terminate at either end of the structure in 3 x 3 x 1/2 inch
aluminum angle rings. Equally located between the two angle rings are
two additional 3 x 3 x 3/8 inch aluminum T section rings. The angle and
T-ring sections then separate the barrel in the longitudinal axis into
three symmetrical equipment mounting bays. The barrel substructure is
then circu_ferentially symmetrical in eight quadrants and three bays.
By alternately installing 0.090 inch welded and bolted panel sections in
the eight symmetrical quadrants, the barrel was divided into four sec-
tioz,s containing removable equipment mounting panels. In each equipment
bay there are four panels available for equipment qualification test.
The entire barrel structure is a continuous weldment with the emception
of the twelve bolted panel sections. Since all panels in a particular
equipment bay are identical, the environment exposures for panels in
that bay are also very si_ilar. The requirement was, therefore, to
calibrate the barrel in tr Ks of explosive content and separation
Joint thickness so that the shock environment at various ve_icle
locations could be duplicated in a particular equipment bay on the
barrel tester.
Shock Generating Joint
The use of an explosi_s Joint as the shock generator was the basic
requirement for the _arrel Test_ approach. It was also _ requirement
that the Joint structure be useful ov_r a long period without degradatior
of performance. The two requirements were achieved successfully in the
design shown in Figure II.F.2.1.
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The Joint construction consisted of three parts. The first and most
difficult part was the explosive cavity. The explosive cavity was
constructed from a 3/8 x I I/h inch strip of 5130 steel that was heat
treated to 190,OOC psi. A O.125-inch groove was machined into the
steel to retain the explosive cord. The second part of the joint
assembly is the separation plate which covers the steel insert and
explosive cord. The third part of the shock generating Joint is the
basic structure which m_pports the steel insert and the separation
plate. The basic Joint structure also couples the shock to the barrel
structure.
ThR operation procedure consists of inserting the explosive cord into
the Joint cavity and securing the separation plate in the basic Joint
structure with 32 5/16-inch machine bolts. The ignition of a detonator
at one end of the explosive cord starts the explosive propagating (at
a speed of approximately 20,000 fps) in the separation Joint around the
circumference of the barrel. The detonation then fractures the separa-
tion plate and thereby produces both an acoustic shock wave and a
bending wave in the barrel structure.
Barrel Development Test Instrumentation
The response of the barrel structure was then measured with the same
type inst_'n_mentation as was used during flight tests. A summary of the
instrumentation and locations is given in Table II.F.22.A sketch of
the expanded Barrel Tester is shown in Figure II.F.22. T"ae equipment
mounting bays and measuring locations are indicated on the sketch.
II. F.2.2.2 Development Tests
Tests I through 15
The first fifteen tests of the full ring Joint assembly and barrel were
performed to evaluate Joint configuration B which is illustrated in
Figure I!.F.2.3. Tests I through 6 were conducted with no equipment
mounted to the barrel and with a range of explosive sizes of from 5 to
15 grains/foot and a range of skin thicknesses of from .033 to .125 of
an inch as illustrated in Table !I.F2.!. Tests 7 through 15 were
..... ss- ,)86-62621
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conducted with equi_ent mounted _n the barrel in BAys I am ii to
determine tho effect of the addition of equipment on the shock levels.
As for te_ts I throuFh 6, tests 7 through 15 vere conducted with a range
of _losive sizes al:d skin thicknesses as illu_trated in Table II.F.2.1.
The results of tests I through 15 are presented in Table II.F.2.3
and Figu_ II.F.2.9. These are the peak g readings fr_ the osci_-
lograas. A comparison of the tests o_ equal grain size and skin
thickness _th and without equipment tncEicated very little difference
in shock levels. Photographs which were taken of the Joint after
the 15 tests showed that Joint deeigrA B had sustained o_siderabl_
da_ during the program. Ln addition to Joint back-up struct_e
c_gej the bolts which held the clamp rir_ (Figure II.F.2.3) were
severely damaged dLtr!_g the tests.
After reviewing the rem_Its of the 15 _est series it was evident that the
sho_k envlrorment would have to be Increased before the barrel could be
used as a test facility0_ _trapolation of the Joint thickness a_d grain
size corresponding to iheir respectlve shock environments indlcate_ that
a 30 grain/foot _DF explosive in c_bination _Ith a .19C-Inch Joint
material would be needed to ?rod.s a nmltabl_ qualification shock lovel.
Rather than attempt to aodi_y the Joint B o_figuration, it was _eclded
to d_lign a stronger separation Joint before continuing with the testing
program to aec@n_odate the large_ o_?loeive.
Thes_ _eete were p_rf_mod to _lt_te Joirr_ o_flg_ratien D il1__
in Figure rl..F.2.S. The tests w_¢ c_@ted with a range of e_lo_Ivo
sine and eMin t_AoMneee ae Indioa_ in Table II.F.2.1.
PO_ t.odl¢ qHPO_.I
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Although Joint C provided a sufficient overtest in the higher frequencies
the spectrum shape below 3000 H= wa_ considerably lower than the flight
data.
The explosive chamber and back-up structure of configuration C were not
affected by the 30 grain explosivm, however the clamp ring bolts were
damaged and required torquing after each test. A greater skin thickness
was needed for optimum utilization of the 30 grain/foot MDF. Also, the
clamp ring structure needed to be eliminated to prevent the explosive ga_
from driving between the Joint _ack-u_ structure and clamp ring and
stretching the clamp bolts.
The peak g read_8 from the osoillograms for configuration D, tests 29
through 35, are _esented in Tab_ II.F.2.3.
The data from location AI, A2 _ the barrel was compared with the max_
vehicle enviror_nent by means of shock spectrums. The comparison showed
that the barrel spectrum exceeded the maximum vehicle spectrum except in
the 350 to 2500 Hz renge.
The spectrum closely resembled the Joint C spectrum with the exce_ti(m o:
tho amplitude. It thus z_mained to reshape the shock spectrum.
A study of the shock spectrum o_lwms of Joint C which had the clamp
and Joint D which had no clamp ring shc_ed that the shock envirc_snt Is,
changed only in amplitude and not shaped by the modification to the ClAm
•Ing assembly. The only mmaLl.n:Lttt difference between Joint B and Joint
that oouXd cause the _ chanp in t,_ shook spectrum shape was elt_
the construction of the explosive back_ structure or the addition of
the ba_oe lho_ in Figure II.F.2.3. A otudy of t_e design co_si_atAon
of Joints B and D indicated that alt.hou_,, the local strength of Joint D
is Briefer, the bending stiff_s@ is probably dd_,41ar to that of Jolsrt B
and _t, __, _ ba_ce _ be _spca_ible for the shock _ee_r_
_Iffeaw_ee and r_% t_ back-_p _otw_ design change. The theary was
that _ _r_oe _buted the lee_l bemding (which r_ulted from the
..... .,,. m ,.m I _ _ lUl |
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detonation) over a large area and this reduced the _mplitud_ of the low
fre_Aency bending wave shock. It _5 der,L,led _o remove t_hebraces which
had been added to the upper rlng d_ring f_h_}Joint C tost_.
Peak g level_ from the real time osciliograms for tests 36 through 40 and
test 47 are presented in Table II.F.2.3 and Figure YI.F.2.9.
All of tests 36 thrc_,gh he and test _A7were conducted with a .19e-inch
skin thickness and a 30 grain/foot MDF. No equ_ pment was mounted on the
barrel during these tests.
Comparison of the Joint D shock spectrum to the modified joint D shock
spectrum shows more excitation for the modified Joint in the I00 to
12OO Hz region while the spectrum was reduced in the 1200 to F5OO Hz
regi on.
The shock envir_nte which were produced by Y,hemodified D Joint
considered satisfactory for equipment testing.
The modified D Joint deteriorated after about 20 tests and both the
explosive cavity and the ring had to be replaced. Although the explosive
ca,-_ty _s relatively easy to replace at _11 cost, the ring required
extenslve time to replac_ at a ,_xch greater cost.
A hardened steel _tti_ edge was added to _h_ ring (Figure II.F.2.3).
T_ cutting edge extea_ed t_e llfe of the ring fr_u about 20 to well over
200 firings. This addition was accomplished without affecting the barrel
_erfor_anoe.
II:F.2.2.3 _m
A statistical I_il_T_ll of the _ resent 22 barrel tests was _n_f_
for the purpose of the sh_ck stu_. One of the results of this stu_ is
pre_ente_ in F_ _1.F.2.4. The 50th percentile and + I si4_a values
oo_p_t4d fo_ _14 lo__, r_d_al and _m4_ntial shock _40_
of maurlRn_t, B _Ja B4_ II of the b_c_l to show the repeatability of
the bar:w1 in eae_ a:cll. Tho8o l_ectr_u show that the re_tabillty is
very _ch _e am,,- f_ all axel and that the _pectam_u are very similar.
L- J_ _ _ nl • , ,_ m n
,.mlm,m_m.mmm_
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Thus the envlromwnt at a particular location on the barrel is best
d_fined by a composite spectrum of _iI axes at that location. The _Ouh
percentile cumposi_e spectrum, also illustrated in Figure II.F.2.4, is
not a c_poeite of the 50th percentile in each axes, but rather a 5Oth
percentile composite based On a statistical analysis on all 22 measure-
ments of all three axes taken collectively.
The statistical analysis was completed only for measurement location A
for the composite spectrum on the assumption tbmt the repeatability
for each axis at location A was slm_lar to the repeatability for each
axis at looation B. The oomposite spectr_u_s for locations A and B are
presented in Figure II.F.2.5. The 5Oth percentile c_posite spectra
for measurements A and B are also compared in _gure II.F.2.5. The
comparison spectrum is a good indication of the average envlronnent in
each location and of the attenuation from location A in Bay I to loca-
tion B in Bay II as a function of frequency.
The repeatability of the barrel tester at locations A and B based
the composite spectrums (composite of all _s) of the 25th and 95_h
percentile spectrums is shown in Table II.F.2.5 and in Figure II.F.2.6.
The figure imiloates that the maximum deviation is + a factor of 1.7
for the 25th and 75th percentile and a factor of 3.5 for t_ 95th per-
centile for location A, Bay I, and _+ a factor of 1.55 for the 25th
and 75th percentile and a factor of 2.9 for the 95th percentile for
location B, _y If.
Figures IX.F.2.7 and XI.F.2.8 compare the maxiw_m whicle engine cone and
aft rack envirorJsent w_th the barrel test environments in Bays I and II.
The aaximum vehicle environments are based on measuraaents taken during
ground and flight tests of fully e_pped vehicles (Sections II.A.I,
II.A.2 and II.A.6 of this study).
The _u_el t_ envirem, ent is baaed on the eame j_atletical a_ of
_l _l_l _Gl_ 22 of _ latest teStS aS referred to above.
The aha_ arm flu betwee_ the 25th and 75_h pereentile valuee of
e_mpe_ite _c_ f_ _eaeurments A az_ S. The percentiles refer
the _lit_ ef ebtainLng a shock _ectr_ g level l_r than s_
_._C I_-_ ' ' -
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value (at any particular frequency) in one test. For axample, Figure
II."_ izAdicates that there is a 25 oercent chance that the shock spec-
trum l_vel at 200 Nz will be below 370 g's and a 75 percent chance that
the level will be below 950 g's in any one test. It should b_ noted
that the two tests .increase the probability of reaching a desired shock
s_ctrum g level. This factor has not been evaluated in this analysis.
Thus, one of the reasons for conducting two tests to qualify a piece of
e_ui_ment for pyro shock on the barrel tester is to give added confi-
dence that an overtest will be aohieved.
238 tests, whlchh,lve qualified some IIQ items of equlpmen_have proven the
test envlrom,ents satisfactory for all of the vehicle equipment which was
tested. Section VI deals with these tests and with equipment/
component failures that have occurred during pyroshock qualification
testlng. In addition, a number of tests hav_ been conducted for outside
_@ndor f3.
u ,| • , ,,p@,al I,,._ C 0909.|
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I!.F.2.3 CONCLUSIOWS
The barrel tests achieved all the objectives originally required by the
test program.
The shock envirorm_nt created by the Parrel Tester is very similar tc tR
vehicle data. This was observable in the shock spectra as well as the
acceleration-time history.
The _arrel Tester provides a sufficient overt@st in every octave band to
qualify equipment.
Significant changes in Joint thlckne,s and grain sise result in only
relatively small changes in shock amplttude (see analysis, Section ZIY.B
The installation of flight _qulplnt packages on the Barrel T_ster does
not significantly change the baz_._l envirormmnt.
An analysis of the last 22 barrel tests shows that the test levels are
repeatable within a factor of ÷ 1.7 at location A and within a factor
emD
of + 1.55 at location B based on the 25th and 75th percentile composite
m
shock spectra (composite of radial, tangential and longitudinal axLs).
This repeatability is adequate for an environmental test facility.
The present useful llfe of the explosive cavity insert (Figure II.F.2.1
is about 30 tests. A hardened ste_'l cutting edge has increased the
llfe 0£ the separation ring such that owr 200 testa have been
cor_bActed without a ring failure.
The barrel test environment has proven satisfactory for qualifying ll9
Rparate items of vehicle equipnmn% In addition, a nuad_er
of tests _ve been conducted for outside vendors.
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TABle] II. F.2.1
TT,BT CONF_(K[RATION AND TE(;'['ING SEQUENCE
Test JUYNT CONDITI QN
Number E_ploaive Thic_nes_
......... _Gr o._/rt_._ In.
I 5 ,033
z 5 .o_
3 i0 .050
b I0 .092
5 15 .0_2
6 15 .i_5
7 5 .033
8 5 .o_o
9 I0 .O50
10 10 ,092
11 15 .097
12 15 .125
13 5 .O50
14 I0 .O92
IO "' .092
30 15 .125
31 15 .156
33 9o .156
34 30 ,190
35 30 , .i!)o
36 3O .190
37 30 .190
38 30 ,.190
39 30 .190
47 3O .]9O
Jolnt
Configurati on
Jolnt B
,Tont D
Joint D
_odified
Structure
wOlli_ tlC lYl/-I
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TABLE II.F.2.2
ACC:I_R_T_R _ AND ],CCATI(,::
Acc eler_ ter
_R_er
Di s_anoe to
Quad Bay Direction Shocksour_
_ . (i_c_e8)
A cceleromebe r Type
AI II I L 3
AI II I R 3
A1 II I T 3
A2 II I L 3
A2 II I R 3
A2 II I T 3
BI II II L 23
HI II II R 23
B1 II 11 T 23
B2 YI II L 23
B2 77 YI R 23
B2 II _ T 23
I II I L 11.5
2 II I T 11.5
3 II I R ll.g
5 III II R 23
6 II II L 31.5
? II IX T 31.5
8 II IX R 31.5
9 I II R 31.5
IO IIl IX R 31.5
Ii IV II R 31.
12 II III R Id.._
13 IX IXI L 5X.5
n nz T _A.5
15 II III R 5_,_
16 _ III 11 _1.5
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco ?225
Endevco 2225
Endevoo 2225
Endevco ?.225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Endevco 2225
Er@evco 2225
Erdevco 2225
Endevco 2225
E_evco 2225
End6vco 2225
Endeve_ 2225
End6vco 2225
Zndev_o 2225
Endevco 2?25
womu L_C J?@tJ'
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TABLE "[I._".:_'.L
STATISTICAl, RI'ISPYN:;EIIATA I_'}_OMF,(_.;ATJr'I:Lr ,'i _!, BAY I ANU F;AY II
1/30CTA VhZ
FREQI_;NCY
200
250
320
_oo
5o0
630
8oo
10o0
I75O
16oo
2OO0
25oo
3200
4OO0
50oo
63oo
8OO0
LOCATION i_
2_ 5O% 79L '/;'t
105 161 2il8 h(/)
176 256 372 617
317 414 540 792-
420 _tJO 721 1065
"_ 9O2 I074 1381
111o 1491 2oo3 3o63
1769 2373 3183 48_8
1523 1939 2469 3495
2726 328O 3947 5152
2781 3514 hhhl 6219
3878 4844 6050 8332
3639 4669 5992 8579
3366 4289 5465 774"/
3796 4633 5655 7534
4213 5255 6556 9012
3603 4538 5717 79n
2478 3%19 3925 5463
3),0
li61,
680
1072
I_I_
].OO6
691o
6r&o
7413
LOCATI ON A
5o_ 75_ 95_
_6? 930 1921
"179. 1280 2657
1061 165_ 3137
.I/,87 2063 3305
2024 2636 3855
3906 5O74 7396
84"15 io491 I/,168
7866 9318 .I_1891
8:,66 988_ 1.2159
s?9'; IO_,24 123_$ 15776
lO?O_t 12920 16359 22975
13293 17720 21622 35728
I4268 19288 2607_ hO240
13847 19298 26895 43367
13725 17626 22636 32445
12372 16466 21915 33068
10336 13_5o 1776.3 26225
iOR_ L_¢ S?47 2
I.(..,_(.KtlEEIJ M1%%11 E% t9 5F"Ac f (..r)M!'AIN f
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TAJ_I,},:I].F.2 ._;
TF_T DEVIATION EXFR_SS_£IJ AS A RATI{_ FO_ I_CATI(;N: A AND B. BAY ] AND BAY T]
1/30CTA_£ LOC,ATT_,N B L(W;ATI(_ A
F_EQUENCY I_atlo Ha t,i o }_atlo F_atio
 ;o/25, ';o12% 9G/ o
75/50 7, /5o
200 1,53 2,_ I,(_ 3.42
25O 1,45 2.b8 1,66 3,45
320 1,3o 1.91 1.56 2,96
400 1,31 1,9_ I. 38 2,22
500 1,19 I. 53 1.3 1,91
630 1,3h 2,o5 I. 3 I. 89
800 1,35 2,05 1,23 1,66
IOO0 1.27 1.8 1.I_ I._I
1250 1.21 1.57 1.15 1.52
16OO 1.26 1.77 1.18 1.5"I
2000 1.25 1.72 1.27 1.78
2500 1,28 1,84 1,33 2,02
3200 1.27 1.80 1.35 2.O9
4000 1,22 1,62 1,39 2,25
5000 1,25 1,71 1,28 1,8_
6300 1.26 1.76 1.33 2.O1
8000 1,26 1,75 1,31 1,94
-%_..%
b
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[[.F.3 CONCi,uSZONS
The Transfer Table has a nu.mbe;' of limitations which make it undesirable
to u:i_,,a:_ a py_ :_hock te:_t facility. The:_." are: the Transfer Table
response Ls dependent on the F_eometry of the table, the maxh,n_n attainable
shock doe_ not produce a :_ufficlent overtest to qualify equipment for all
events, the size of" equipment ,qh_,:bmay be tested on the Transfer Table
is limited to a lO-inch cube, and since many unknowns still exist as to
the e_a b rature of pyro shock, it is undesirable to try to 3JJ_ulate the
shock event by artificial means. The Transfer Table has some limited use
in development testing of small equipment when the shock severity is
within t_e range of the Transfer Table capability.
Since the Barrel Tester duplicates the actual vehicle structure and the
booster separation Joint to a considerable detail, the shock response
bears close resemblance to the actual vehicle response to booster separa-
tion. As _uch, the barrel is especially adaptable to qualifying equipment
for the booster separation, shroud separation, and horizon sensor fairing
events. The Barrel Tester has also been used successfully to qualify
equipment for other events such as pin puller actuation. A study which
was conducted to determine the repeatab£1ity of the barrel tests indicates
that the Barrel Test levels are repeatable wlthizJ a factor of ].7 in, Bay ]
and within a factor of 1.55 in Bay II based on the 25th and 75th percen-
tile shock spectrums. The Barrel Tester is capable of qualifying vehicle
equipment regardless of size as well as many substructures such as pods,
guidance modules, and subsatellltes. The Barrel Tester has been used
continuously over a period of 2ire years since _ts aev_lopment to
successfully qualify over 119 separate items of equipment.
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SECTION III
SUBJECT:
GEN _L ANALYSIS
I
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SECTION ! I!
SUM ,v ,_
This section is subdivided into two subsections A and B. Subsection A is a
r_vi_w of the analysis performed in Section II. It is intended to ?rovid_ a
general view of these analyses and point out some areas of interest.
Subsection B presents a statistical analysis perform_d on pyrotc;chnic shock test
data to estimate repeatability and confidence level attainable for fu_l scale
vehicle tc_;tir_.
The subject_ treated by the ana],ysis perfor1_d in Section II are:
a. Shock attenuation versus distance from the shock source.
b. Shock reduction as a function of the shock source configuration.
c. Repeatability of the shock environment from several tests.
d. Effect of the amplification factor "Q."
e. Comparison of 1/3 octave and narrow band shock spectrums.
f. Prediction of shock levels based on experimentally determined
attenuation curves. (Comparison with actual levels).
g. Attenuation provided by specimen mounting brackets and isolators.
It will be noted that the above analysis are only intended to define trends and
Dolnt out areas of interest. The purpose of this compilation was to collect,
organize and prasent p_Totechnic shock data, thus the major effort was d_voted
to this end.
An effort has be_n _nade to define areas _here more investigations appears to be
needed in _der to advance the State of the Art so that better shock load _e-
d_ction and i_proved design of strucbures and ec_lp._nt may be achieved.
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SECTION III-A
GENERAL ANALYSIS
SUBJECT:
INDEX SUMMARY OF ANALYSI_ PERFORMED
IN ^ _oE_TION II
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I_'EO'I_ONIIr_-A - S____ - Index of Analyses Yezformed Lr, Sectlon II
aEC'_O,N I[I-A.I - _.....
In view ,of the b,_Ik of this report, an L_ex of analysis was found nec-
essary to provide casiec cross r_:_ference. _le following list followa
the g:_neral organization of the report and indicates t_ type of analysis
p_z'for_d in each section.
I
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SEJ._ION III-A.2 - List of Types of Analysis Performed in Each Section
SECTION II-A - _;eparation Joints
Report No. 606A - Section II-A.I
Analysis Ferformed:
a) Error introduced by reading narrow band data in 1/3 octave bands.
b) Correlation between flight and ground tests.
c) Need for reviewing component susceptibility to pyro shock.
_eiDo.rt No. 674 - Section II-A.2
Ana/_sis Yerformed:
a) Shock attenuation versus distance from shock souse.
b) Improve confidence in flight vehicle through full scale testing.
c) Environment severity for both fairing jettison ald booster separation
sy_ terns.
R_por_t No. 768 - Section II-A.3
Anal/sis Performed:
a) Shock reduction wrsus small changes to standard Joint configuration.
b) _fect of isolators on shock reduction.
c) Effect of brackets on shock reduction.
_Report No. 790 - Section ll-A.h
Anal._ is _e rformed:
a) Shock reduction versus Joint configuration for redes_._ned bo_Jster
sQpar ation 3ystems.
5
,, I . + •
uIAY_ _yu3
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY REPORT S_-1385 _2_2
t o. lo8o - Section zz-A.5
Analysis Ferformed:
a) Shock reduction through us:_ of a strap cutber syst_m.
b) Shock attenuation versus distance from source.
20 Aug 1969
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Report No. 13hO - Section II-A.G
Analysis Ferformed:
a) R_peatability of shock environment.
b) Comparison of i/3 octave with narrow band shock spectra
c) I.prove c_)nfidence in flight vehicle through full scale testing.
_qt_No. 1377 - section II-A.?
Analysis Performed:
a) Shock attenuation versus distance from shock source.
b) Shock attenuation as a function of f_equency.
c) Effect of the amplification factor "Q."
d) P_pe_t?+bility of the shock envlror_ent.
e) Accumulate data for mapping the shock environment of a new vehicle
system.
SECTION II-A.8 - General Analysis of Section II-A
Analys is Performed:
Section II-A.8.2 - Shock reduction versus separation joint configuration.
_ection II-A.8.3 - Attenuation versus distance from oscillogram data.
Attenuation versus distance from shock spectrum da_a.
Application of shock attenuation data.
Section II.-A.8.L - Repeatability of the shock environment.
r OIll.l _C 97@T 2
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SECTION II-B - Fairing Jettison
,, J m
Report No. 79h - Subsection II.B.i
Analysis Performed:
a) Repeatability of the shock environment.
b) Attenuation versus jo int configuration.
Report No. 867 - Subsection II.B.2
Analysis Ferformed:
a) Improved r,;sults based on modified Jetti,_on mcchanism development pro-
gram (Fin puller operated).
R_ort No,., ]_53 - Subsection I[.B.3
Analysis Perfor,_d:
a) Final flight fairing configuratlon(explosive nut operated).
b) Attenuation versus distance from shock source.
SECTION II.B.4 - General Analysis of Section II.B
Analysis Her formed:
a) Attenuation versus Joint configuration - Standard Configuration from
Section II.B.1 - Pin Puller-Spring Release System II.B.2 - Explosive
Nut Spring Release System II.B.3.
SECTION II.C - Pin Actuators
Report No. 1315 - Sectlon. l_.C.l
Analys is Performed:
a) Froof of satisfactory c_mrtsst for flight qualification.
 port No..i 3q - s,o n u.c.2
Analysis Ferformed:
a) Force limiters, energy absorbers, elas_omer isolators for pin actu_-
tor_ _hock lev_l reduction,
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
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Repeatability of the shock environment.
Pin puller analytical model.
Shock levels produced from two _ifferent t_pes of squibs.
SECTION II.C.3 - General Analysis of Section II.C
Analysis Performed:
a) Vibration isolators appl:_ed I;o pin pullers.
Payload qualification.
SECYION II._O - Qualification of Dxternal Fod for _ro Shock with Barrel Tester
Report No. L29 - Section II.D.I
Analys is Performed.
a) _ock level mapping survey.
Re_ort No. ;_!:7- Section II.D.2
Analysis _'erfor_T_d:
a) RepeatabiLity of the shock environment.
b) Shock level mapping e u1"¢ey.
bECTION II.D.3 - General AnalFsis of Section II.D
Discussion regar ,_g shock transmission path through t/le structure.
SECTION II.E - Equipment Tests _'erformed on Barre_l Tester
Report No. 3_3 - Section II.E.I
Ar_ lys is _erfo rmed :
[ti2n_tion provided _y brackets and isolators.
b) Repeatability of the shock environment.
Repo_,t No. h56 - Section II.E.2
Analysis Performed:
a) Attenuation _ovided by box r_unting brackets.
b) Po,,reatability of the shock ent_ro_Lment.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
_eport No. 535 - Section II.E. 3
Ana _ys is Ferformed:
a) _hock amplification produced by a honeycomb pane]
b) Repeatability of the shock environment.
.=o_°j2_C/A955903 :
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Repozt No. 5h)- Section II.E.h
Analys i_ Ferformed:
a) Effec_ of trar_missibility through secondary structure.
b) Effect of rech/ced explosiv_ charge and joint thickness.
Report No. 5h7 - Section II.E._
AnalYsis _erf or_e d :
a) Attenuation _rovlded by specimen mounting bracket.
b) }%epeatabilit7 of the shock environment.
___2ort No. 562 - Section II.E.6
Analys is i'crformed:
a) Attenuation provided by box mounting bracket.
b) Repeatability of the shock en_ironment.
S_TION II.E - General Analysis - Discussion Only
SECTION II.F - Develop_nt of Fyro Shock Test Facilities
Report No. 832 - Section LI.F.I
Analysis Ferformed:
a) Variation of environment with tester mechanical parameter.
Repo_ 8)1 -Section I[.F.2
Analysis Performed:
a) Barrel enviror_ent compared to the vehicle envlrom.ent.
b) Effect of joint characteristics and explosive content on shock levels.
c) Repeatability of the shock environment.
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SECTION NO. III.B
GENERAL ANALYSIS
SUBJECT •
TEST DEVIATION, CONFIDENCE LEVELS, AND
PREDICTION OF SHOCK LEVELS FOR FLTLL SCALE
VEHICLE FUI.T.RING SEPARATION TESTS
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SECTION III. B
SUMMARY
This section presents the results of a statistical analysis performed on pyro-
technic shock data. An estimate for test repeatability is obtained and used to
analyze the confidence level attainable for full scale vehicle testing. In
addition, a method for predicting shock levels for similar joints is derived.
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III.B.I INTRODUCTION
Presented in this section are the results of a statistical analysis per-
formed on pyrotechnic shock test data. An estimate for test repeatabilit 3
is obtained, and is used to analyze the confidence level attainable for
full scale vehicle testing, in addition a method for predicting shock
levels for similar jo_ts is derived.
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III.B.2
L
DISCUSSION
III.B.2.1 Pull Ring Separation Joint Pyrotechnic Shock Test Deviation
The variation of pyrotechnic shock data at any given point _m the struc-
ture was exempted by perfomuing a statlstical analysis of shock spectra
derived from test data. The conclusions of this analysis are based on
the assttmption that all variation was due to differences in the excita-
tion event and not in subsequent data analysis, etc. This excitation
can vary in frequency content between tests, so that even for the same
apparent peak amplitude input (i.e. peak g's), the structure may be
excitated differently, resulting in different shock spectra for the same
location. This fact is used to deFive two estimates of the expected
deviation. The first estimate is obtained by examining the variance of
the shock spectra response at one point on a structure for ;:2 tests, and
the second estimate is obtained _y analyzing the responsa at 22 locations
on one structure for two tests.
Presented in Table III.B.I is the basic shock spectra data for one accel'
erometer location on the LMSC barrel tester which was monitored auring
22 py_-otechnic qualification shock tests. Using this data, a log-normal
distribution was fitted to the 22 points for each 1/3 octav_ frequency
band, and the corresponding logarithm_means and deviations were obtained.
Table III.B.2 lists the results of this analysis. The results are also
plotted in Figures III.B.I to !II.B.3. The actual distribuZions for the
500, I000 and _.000 Hz 1/3 octave bands are plotted in _±gure III.B.4 for
5he axial airection and are typical of the kind of fit that can be
expected.
Since a log-normal distribution is assumed, the deviation can beet be
expreesed as a + db deviation about the nominal value. This is tabulated
in Table III.B.2 and presented g_aphically in Figure ll-f.B.5 as a func-
tion of frequency for each of the ax_s.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY T- C/A95590]
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Data from 22 measurements monitored during two pyrotechnic tests of a
vehicle was used to derive the second estS_nate of the variance. The
ratio of test 1 to test 2 shock spectra levels for each acceleromet_r
location was obtained and a log-normal distribution fitted to these
ratios for each 1/3 octave band. Table 17!.B.3 presents the basic data
_and Table III.B.4 tabulates the results. Figure II/.B.6 is a plot of the
16, 50 and 84th percentile levels (log-mean and _ one sigma levels) of
the ratio as a function of frequency.
As before, the deviation is expressed as + db, and is plotted in Figure
m
III.B.5. This second estLnmte shows close agreement with the previous
estimate. Examination of ?L_nAre III.B,5 indicates that the deviation is
independent of frequency except at the lower frequencies in which the
deviation is higher than for the rest of the s_ectrum. The majority of
the points lie between 2.5 and 5 db.
Figures I!I.B.I, III.B.2 and III.B.3, which are plots of the 5Oth percen-
tile and + I sigma shock spectrums, show that the radial spectrum would
comprise most of the envelope spectru_ The deviation for the radial
spectrum from Figure III.B.5 is mostly less than 4 _b. It is therefore
concluded that a deviation of + 4 db (1.59 factor) is a conservative
estimate of the distribution that can Je expected from pyrotechnic shock
data.
!II.B.2.2 Confidence Levels for Full Scale Vehicle Se_Iration Join____t
P2rot_c_nic S'}'lo'c_' Tes£s
The results fr_ the preceeding section were used to establish th6 _est
requirements and confidence levels for pyrotechnic shock qualification
testing.
In the ensuing analymis it is assumed that nominal flight lewls can be
derived, and that overte_ting is to be per:'ormed by detonating the
pyrotechnic device on an actual fllght-type struct_u_e.
ILOCKHEED MISSILES & SP,_(ZE COMP_,NY
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Four parameters may then be used to determine test requirements;
1. Overtest factor - that factor by which the overall shock amplitude
is increased by varying the shock test parameters.
2. Qualification level - that level, relative to the nominal shock
a_plitude, which is considered adequate for qualifying equipment
for flight. (SEE PARAGRAPH III.B.2._)
3. Confidence level - the degree of confidence, expressed as a probabil-
ity, that qualification levels have been exceeded at least once.
8. Number of tests - the number of detonations of the pyrotechnic event
on the structure.
Overtest levels may be established by addi_g a constant factor to the
nominal level, or by relating it to the amplitude distribution expec-
ted for flight. For the present analysis two overtest levels are
assumed; 6 db above nc_4nal (factor of 2 on g's 0 - P) and 95th percen-
tile. It is assumed that the _msponse has a log-normal distribution
with a deviation of + _ db as derived in Section III.B.2.1. Therefore,
if the normalized nominal value is 1.OO, the corresponding overtest
levels are :
Percentile db Factor
93.2 6.o 2.00
95 6.6 2.15
The confidence level for a s_le _st, or, equivalently, the probability
of exceeding qualification, is ftu_ctlon of the overtest factor used in
test.
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Assuming a log-normal distribution, i.e., a normal distrlhution of
logarithms
where :
(3=
Z =
× =
l-- m
_=
log-msan
log-deviation
standard normal distribution
P (exceeding qual level)
overtest factor - additive constant (In a) for
log-normal distribution
randm_ variable, shock level
specific value of random variable
subscript for the ith percentile
subscript for qua! le'_l
mAbscript for test level
subscript for nominal level
> XqSthen P - P xt _
where f (in Xt) - N( _t, @t )
An overtest factor (a_. for testing ca8 be exprm_d as
_t " _n +Ina
"
1
2
3
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_pres ing th_ overtPst
Leve !
l_vel as a percentile alue - i ° _f the no_Li_usl
inXq - Zi 11 n
rand re-arranging the test parameter into a standard normal random variable
F - F [in xt >_ ZiOn + _(n] 6
1p . p In t" _t _ Zi('%nL-i-t
subs -.ituting 3 and 4 into 7 leads to
- + in a) ZiOn " in a-]
F . p In xt (_n ;_
_ -
3
. ÷ :Lna)
w_re In xt (_n is _ (O,l)
Us _-: the fact that the deviation is 4 db (].59 factor Orpn " in 1.59 "
O.46_), and
Z_3.2 " 1.492
- I._6
P is derived as a function of -a- from tables of the standard normal distri-
bution, and is plotted in Figure II,B.7 for the two overtest levels.
As can be seen in Figure III.B.7 the confidence level for one test is low
unless a large o_ert_st can be achieved. Since _t is impractical to achi_v_
overtest values greater than two (see Section [I-Y.B.3), a multiple firing
test program _A_t be considered.
The confidence lev_l for _nltiple tests was derivmd from. the binomial die-
tribution and yields the relation:
_j - I- (I- P1)j
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where
J = nt'_ber of bests
Pl = corfidence level for one test
Pj = co1:fidence level for J tests
Figure III.B.8 plots the number of tests required as a function of the
overtest factor, to achieve a confidence level of 95 percent for both of
the over_est levels. A large number of tests, however, is not con-
sidered desirable, and based on engineering Judgment, a ma_un of three
tests on one structure is established as a limit. The confidence level
for two and three tests is shown in Figure II!.B.9 and indicates the low
level associated with reasonable overtest factors.
As previously mentioned the above analFsis was perfcrm_d using two fixed
values for overtest levels. These over_est levels may be
reduced to obtain higher confidence levels. _gures III.B.IO and III.B.I_
cross plot the confidence level as a function of ovBrtest levels for
-._rious overtest factors for two and three tests and _Jndlcate the trade-
off associated with these two parameters.
Si_ce high confidence leveL_ c_nnot e_sily be obtained by performing
pyrotechnic shock tests on flight type structu2_, this type of test _o-
cedars is considered le_deslrable for qualifying equipment for flight.
Instead a separate facility, such as the IHSC P_rrel, which can produce
a larger overtest factor, should be used.
!II. B.2._ Prodiction of Peak O Shock Levels of Similar Full Ring
Separation Joln_s ......
i
Da_a from the barrel tester was used to predict peak g levels when explo-
siv_ size and Joint thickness are varied. This data was especia_j_K suit-
able since it documents the same accelerommter locations for a series of
tests in _hich the two essential parameters _ varied: Joint thickness
and number of grains per foot. Table III.B.5 lists the basic data (peak
g's recorded for each accelerati_ time history).
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Various attempts were made to determine an empirical relationship between
the test levels. The be.t results were obtained from this analysis by
comparing the average ratio between tests for similar Joints to the non-
dimensional parameter:
_here
thickness of Joint
number of grains/foot
The average ratio was obtained by ratioing the levels between tests for
each accelerometer and obtaining the arithmetic mean of this sample.
This data is tabulated in Table II-!.B.6 and plotted in Figure III.B.12.
Examination. of Figure YYI.B.12 indicates that an expression of the fo_m
f"
"dbere f - average factor between tests
fits the data reasonably well. I_ is important to note t.hat a large
amount of scatt_,r is considered reasonable because of the deviation
expected per "J..-,tas described in Section II.B.2.1.
Further a_aly_i,_,indicated that a better fit could be obtained by alter-
ing the above eo_ression to
w_e_
f II
K - correction factor dependent on grain size ratio
rOW_ L_C |?1_
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Table III.B.7 presents the K values which were determined based on the
above test data. Plotted in Figure III.B.13 is
and shows the Iz_rovsment achieved with this alteration.
The above expression indicates th_ relative insensitivity of shock levels
to the parameters examined. Thus, as mentioned in Section III.B.2.2 it
is difficult to obtain large overtest factors without changing the Jcint
design.
Of interest is th_ accuracy _-ith which this empirical relation can pre-
dict peak g levels for a givmn accelerometer location when grain size and
thickness are varied. This was accomplished by ratlolz_ the actual
factor between tests at each accelerometer location to the predicted
factor for identical Joints. This data is plotted in Figure III.B.SJA as
a frequency distribution for octave bands of the grain and t_Ickness
ratio. Figure III.B.l_ shows the close agreement between predictions and
actual data which can be achieved by the above method for extrapolating
data.
A similar comparison was made by compm_ing the predicted ratio to actual
ratio for two dissimilar Joints, using the above relationship. The
results are plotted in Pigure III.B.15 and show that a shift in overall
levels occurred because of Joint design and in addition that a considera-
ble increase in deviation is noticed. Thus the above extrapolation
technique i_ not considered applicable for predicting shock levels for
Joints of diseimilar design.
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III.B.2.4 CONSIDERATIONS FOR QUSLIFICATION TESTING
In the present S'_ate of the Art, the establishment of qualification
t_st criteria is defamed Ln a different manner by each contractor.
In order to provide a common basis for the definition of _hese criteria,
o:nepossible procedure is presented on Figure III.B.16 which shows
_ a compact form the various parameters and their relationship.
I'OAlll LIC IltY-i
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IIi .B.3 CONCLUsIOnS
An esti,mte of ± db (1.59 factor) deviation was derived from shock
test repea+ability. Based on this estimate, it was show%q that high
confidence level testing on flight type structure is undesirable be-
cause of the large number of tests, and/or large overtest factors
necessary (Figure III.B. 8).
A method for predicting shock levels for similar Joints has been
derived using Joint thickness and explosive content as parameters.
The r_sults of this analysis indicate the difficulty in obtaining
large overtest factors without redesigning the Joint.
Until the Industry establishes some suitable guidelines for the
establlshm_._t of pyrotechnic shock qualification criteria, this
area remains dependent on the experience and. on the methods of each
individual Contractor. Therefore, it appears zmcessary to provide
a common basis for establJ_hlng qualification criteria. Figure
III.B.]6 shows one possible method.
Although the analysis shows that it is difficult to obtain high over-
test levels in testa using flight hardware, it is, however consider-
ed that performing flight level testing significantly improve con-
fidence in the ability af the vehicle to survive flight.
o!
h_
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__ AND DEVIATI(N _ BASIC SMOCK
$1_CTRUM DATA FROM FULL SCALE VEHICLE
TESTS
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
RATIO OF TWO TE_TS
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Frequency 50th Deviation
Ban d Feroentile _dB
i
50 1.1_ 5.35
63 1.135 6.39
80 1.066 _._5
i00 .972 3 ./44
125 1.27o- 3.92
160 I.187 2.94
200 1.123 3.64
250 1.181 4.01
320 1.230 2.54
400 1.055 4.24
500 1.169 3.92
530 I.016 2.52
8OO .987 3.4_
i000 .978 2.36
1250 1.030 4.33
1600 .962 2.73
2000 .970 2.91
2500 i.003 2.74
3200 1.080 22 .I3
2oo0 1.0_7 2,59
50oo i.o88 2.71
6300 1.039 3.81
8OOO 1.084 2.28
!oooo I.O4_ 3.86
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i1 •
-_1||!! : li_ iilt_tt
,<11t1_ il_i ltlltl_
.l!li_t i!l! II_litl
Joint
B
Test
Ratio
CALCUI_TION (l' _ O RATXGS
Grain
Ratio
Thick-
r,eSS
Ratio
K
2/I L.O0 1.515 1.515 L.O0 1.15
3/1 2.00 1.515 2.303 .95 1.25
h/l 2.00 2.68 5.36 .95 1.62
5/i 3.00 2.68 8.04 1.0O 2.00
6/1 3.OO 3.78 11.34 i.OO 2.24
3/2 2.00 1.00 2.00 .95 1.20
W2 2.00 1.84 3.68 .95 1.47
5/2 3.00 1.8;_ 5.52 1.00 1.77
6/2 3.00 2.50 7.50 i._ i.96
h/3 !.OO 1.8h 1.8h i.OO 1.22
q/) 1.50 1.84 2.76 i.OO l.hO
6/3 1.50 2.50 3.75 I.OO 1.55
5/h 1.50 1.00 1.50 1.00 1.1.5
6/a 1.50 1.36 2.Oh 1.00 1.2Y
6/_
30/29
31/29
33/29
31/29
l.O0 1.36 i.36
1.5o 1.36
1.5o 1.70
3.00 1.70
3.0_ _.o/
2.04
2.55
5.1o
6.2i
l.CO 1.25
2.OO I.O5
2.00 1.52
1.25
2.gO
3.0L_
2.00 1.00
2.00 1.22
1.00 1.22
2.O0
2.t_
1.22
31/3o
33/3C
3a_3C
1.0
1.00
I.O0
1.5o
1.5o
1.00
1.5o
1.5o
1.5o
i.5o
1.00
33,'_I
31/31
_137
i.i!
1.27
1.3"7
2.5_
2.76
i.08
2.04
2.17
1.90
2.02
1.07
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Actual Actual
Ratio of --'if---
Averages
1.O7 .93
1.33 1.o6
1.58 .98
1.62 .81
2.26 I.O1
1.27 1.06
i.49 1.01
1.53 .36
2.12 !.O8
i.20 .98
1.27 .91
i. 72 I.ii
1.03 .91
l.h3 1.12
l.h2 1.28
1.5o 1.18
] .37 1.00
2.76 l .07
2.82 1 .o2
o. 9h .88
1.92 .9u
i.88 .87
2.12 i.ii
2.i0 i.Oh
l.Oh .97
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TABLE Ill. B.7
VALT_..S TO BE [_D FOR ("K") CO__RECTTON FACTOR
GRAIN SIZE
OF BASELINE
JO/.NT
5, iO
5, 10, 15
I GRAIN SIZE
OF PREDICTED
JOINT
iO
15
30
0.95
i. )0
1.50
NOTE: If Grain sizes are equal K - 1.00
&-...
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II!.C CONCLUSIONS
The analyses presented in this report is intended to add clarity
to the enclosed pyrotechnic shock data, these analyses
form a background from which can be grasped the work which may be
done in order to derive full benefit of the available data.
LMSC is of the opinion that the Pyrotechnic Shock Data Compilation m_st
not be an end in itself but must be expanded in order to further the
State of the Art up to a practical point. Section VII of this repot;
is devoted to some LN_C's recommendations for further Pyrotechnic Shock
study.
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SECTION IV
SUMMARY
This section is devoted to IMSC,s methods for deal_ng with pyro shock. Included
are a brief discussion of the history of s_ace vehicle Wyro shock studies and the
characteristics of the pyro event. This is followmd by the various approaches
wh_ ch LMSC explored toward a solution of the pyro shock problem. Briefly con-
sidered were equipment modification and analysis while more emphasized discussion
evolved out of consideration of shock isolation and testing methods.
Shock mounting has been one of the more successful solutions her_ at LMSC and the
shock mountir,g technique which is used is explored in relation to design consid-
erations and performance.
The need for a test method whereby equipment could be qualified for the pyro
shock environment prompted LMSC to investigate the feasibility of various test
methods. To establish test criteria which wo_ld provide the basis for choosing
a te_t facility, measurements were made on flight vehicles both in-flight and on
the ground. Various types of test facilities were then evaluated to determine
which facility was best suited to equipment qualification. Among the test
methods and test facilities considered were: tall scale vehicle tests, shakers,
drop _nd impulse testers, transfer tables and barrsl testers.
The barrel tester best slm_lated th_ vehicle environment and a test program wa:.
initiated to produce a facility which would meet LMSC neeGs. Once the barrel
test facili_;y was completed, & test program was devised which would produce
qualified equipment.
C_er 125 separate items of flight hardware have been qualified by the barrel
tester in the past five y_ars.
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Iv.I.o T_STO_Y
The pyrotechnic shock _nv_ror__ent .hasbeen present in military vehicles
since the introduction of armament.. _cently, explosive devices have been
used in space vehicles to perform such functions as staging, nose fairing
ejection, valve operation, antenna erection, satellite separation, and the
llke. Explosives have been used in primacord, Jet cord, pin pullers, pin
pushers, and squib operated valves to perform these functions.
High reliability, low weight, and a long shelf life are advant_ges that
make these devices applicable to many designs. A disadvantage, howmver,
is that they use explosives which have rapid burning rates and produce
hi&h shock input to the vehicle structure.
The shock environment generated by the detonation of explosive actuated
devices has been overlooked as a potentially damaging environment in many
ec_lipment specifications. Failure to recognize this potential equipment
hazard has in many cases been rationalized on the basis of the short time
history of the event and the flexible structure over which the energy must
be tranmuitted to reach equipment. In some specifications, when the
enviror_ent was known, unrealistic test criteria were adop_md because
suitable testing facilities were not available.
CHARACTERISTICS OF PYRO SHOCK
The immediate effect of a detonation occurs within the first few micro-
seconds when stresses are produced in the structure in the vicinity of
the pyrotechnic device. The stress waves are quickly transmitted through-
out the structure and, as they are attenuated, the original impulse energy
in the detonation is converted into vibrational energy in the structure.
This latter effect occurs approximately 500 microseconds after the
detonation.
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A second source of shock occurs when the detonation forces rapidly frac-
ture vehicle structure, bolts, or nuts during a stage or nose-falring
separation. This fracturing of metal is follow_d by a third source of
shock which occurs when the expanding gases fro_ the detonation, or the
release of stored tension or compression forces, produce rapid structural
distortions near the pyrotechnic device. The combination of these shock
sources (and possibly several additional eouyces) produces what is con-
sidered the pyrotechnic shock envlron_ents.
The description of a pyrotechnic shock envlrorm_ent required definition of
excitation that is considered urs_easurable (or measurable only by highly
specialized laboratory techniques) as well _ :itation that is measura-
ble by ordinary instrumentation techniques.
IV. 2.I Unmeasurable Shock
|,=
This shock is in the form of stress waves and is characterized by a ',Jump"
or discontinuity in the parameters of the materials. In most isotropic
structural materials, shock waves will develop during propagation of
c_pression waves above the yield point of the material. Shock waves will
not form, howewsr, nor be maintained, during propagation of tensile
stress, no matter how great that stress. A shock wave induced by a
pyrotechnic separation device can cause a Jump in pressure in the detona--
tion area to several hundred atmospheres in a few nano seconds.
Unmeasured shock is beyond ordinary instrumentation capability of laboza-
tory uest equipment, but can c_,_se damage to equipment and vehicl_
structure.
IVo2.2 Meaen_rable Shock
_asurable shock can be definad as a high amplitude, cce_lex vibration
transient which decays from a maximum amplitude to I0 percent a_plitude
in a_roximately IO milliseconds. The general characteristics of the
complex _bration transient are peak s.._plitudesreac_Lng I0,000 g's And
higher with a _r_dcainant frequency betnen 2,000 and 8,000 Era. S_.m}.It.an,-
eously present with the high frequency vibration are the sevmral lower
aw_litude and lower frequency components necessary _o cce_lete the cc_@lex
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v_bration transient. Although this shock activity level is present within
5 to lO inches of the device, shocks cf lower amplitude are present
throughout the vehicle.
In general, t_,stresults indicate that oscillogram transients and shock
spectrum frequency distribution show significan% reduction in the amplitude
of the shock as the distance from the shock source increase
[V.3.O APPROACHES TO A SOI_TION OF THE PYR0 SHOCK PROBLEM
IV.3.1 E_uipment Modification
Sometimes, the only practical means of solving a shock problem is by modi-
fying the equipment. The following are some typical modifications:
• Place relay circuits in an energized rather than de-energlzed state
during shock to decrease the tendency toward relay chatter or transfer.
• Increase command-circuit time constants to prevent activation from
control circuits that display short duration chatter and transfer
characteristics.
• Use t_mers to unlatch relays suspected of accidental latching during
the shock event.
Equipment modifications add considerable flight confidence, although this
is not considered as a method of equipment qualification unless the modi-
fied equipment is _ibsequently shock-tested,
IV. 3.2 Anal_is
Stress wave propagation in solids is very difficult to analyze because of
the nonlinear stress-strain relationship of materials during plastic
behavior above the yield point. High speed computers which have been
e_loyed to handle numerical techniques have yielded solutions to the
one.-dimensionalwave propagation problem. Experimentally, techniquse have
been developed to gather data to establish stress wave parameter relation-
ships (Hugoniot curves), obtain damage threshold levels, establish data
about damsge mechanism and strain rate effects, and to veri_> the solutions
obtained by the analysts. Various workers have recently attempted to
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obtain a solution to the two-dimensional problems; however, data of real
value to the design engineer are not readily available.
!V.3.3 Shock Isolation
There are basically two methods of isolating pyro shock. It maybe iso-
lated at its source or susceptible equipment may be isolated from the
source.
Isolation at the source is accomplished at LMSC by either shock mounting
the source as has beon done with pin pullers, or by redesign of the shock
generating n_echanlsm as has been done by various LMSC programs in emsrclses
which reduced the shock from separation Joints by redesign of the Joints.
Source shock isolation of pin pullers as well as other squib activated
devices is doc_nented in another section of this report.
!V. _.,.3.1 Shock Mounts
An isolation scheme which has proved to be an effective met,hod of improving
equipment performance dur__ng a shock event is shock isolation by means of
_hock mounting. It is, however, only a means of improving equipment con-
fidence unless the mount is shock-tested in combination with the equipment.
IV.3._.I.I Potential Shock Mount Problems
Commercially available shock mounts generally will do an excellent job of
isolating equipment. _re are several considerations, however, in addi-
tion to shock isolation itself. Among these are the follc,_ing:
Installation frequency
!nst_llatlon space
Weight
Heat dissipation or _Dsorp_ion
._quipment alignment
Universal application
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Installation Frequen____Z.
Vehicle structural vibrations, which range from a few cycles a second to
more than I0,000 cps, have been analyzed and incorporated into qualifica-
tion test specifications for all equipment.
Equipment installation frequencies that coincide with structural frequen-
cies will usually cause equipment flight vibrations in excess of qualifi-
cation levels. Before installing chock mounts on equipment that have
_revlously been qualified when hard-mounted to a structure, several cal-
c_iations are necessary to determine the installation frequency. _hen
these calculations indicate frequencies close to @angerous flight vibra-
tions, ahake tests or pull teets are necessary to check the inst=llation
frequency.
Installation Space
Discovery of a shock-sensitive component often entails the installation of
a shock mount where adequate space is not available. Shock mounts should
therefore be as small as possible, and should require l_ttle additional
installation space.
One of the objections to the extensive use of sL_eck mounts is the resulting
increase in spacecraft weight. Wherever possible_ therefore, eq_Lipment is
qualified for flight without shock mounts.
Heat Dissipation or Absorption
The amount of heat dissipated or absorbed by equipment must be controlled
so that operating temperature limits do not exceed qualification levels.
A shock mount, when used on high-heat-producing equipment, adds to the
thermal problem by acting as an nsulator. Shock mounts, therefore, are
to be avoided in these cases except where equipment is scheduled to operate
for short periods only. A moderate amount of equipment-produced heat may
be dissipated by the use o_ _lexible conducting straps between the equip-
me_t and th_ vehicle struct_u-e. Such strafe are feasible, however, only
for _,quipment +,'natproduces a limited amount of heat.
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Equipment Alignment
Alignment of equipment which contains optical or tracking syst_m_ is diffi-
cult when combine_ with a requirement _or shock mounting. This e_ai_nent
is costly, often one of a kind, and requires maximum shock protection with-
out oeing subjected to the abuse of testing. The shock mount must Eaintain
accurate dine_:sional stability once aligned and simultaneously provide the
possible shock reductio_
Universal Application
Although less important than performance, universal application is of con-
sideraole importance from a cost-reduction standpoint. Each installation
should therefore reqaire a minimum of modification to equipment and to the
vehicle, as well as a minimum of analysis and testing prior to use.
[V. 3.3.1.2 General LMSC Shock Mounting Tecnni_e
The type of shock-mount technique generally used at IMSC f_r equipment
prote(:tion is shown in Figure IV.1.
The mount configuration consists of two silicone rubber washers and a length
of plastic shrink tubing. The washers isolate the equipment package mount
ing flange from the vehicle structure. The shrink tubing placed around the
mounting bolt completes the isolation of the equipment from the vehicle
structure. The washers are semi rigid, and are in the %0 to 60 durometer
range. The installation is completed by use of a gage to control the
compression of the washers from an initial 0.12% inch to a 0.090 inch
thickness.
This configuration, in addition to providing good shock isolation, has well
satisfied requiremsnts relative to structurel vibrations, space limitations,
weight, equipment alignment, and universal application.
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Heat dissipation requirements, _nen not excessive, are solved by use of
conducting straps similar to those used with standard mount systems.
Vehicle structural vibrations have not presented any significant problems
since the weight and installation configuration of most eq,liDmcnt produces
installation frequencies between i00 and 200 cps. This frequency range is
ideal for separati_ig equipment vibrations from major vehicle structural
_ibration while the installation acts simultaneously as a typical vibration
isolator for tme higher frequency vehicle vibrations. Considering the
v_brations generated d'_tring the py_°otechnic shock, it also is reasonable
to predict substantial reductions of the measured pyrotechnic shock. With
respect tc the unmeasured portion of the pyrotechnic shock environment
(i.e., stress waves in the structtu-e) it is theorized that the shoc_ reach-
ing the equipment will be significantly attenuated by the impedance
mismatch between the vehicle str_cture and the rubber mounts.
IV.3.3.1.3 Shock Mount Performance
Although the concept of the simplified L_SC shock mount seemed practical,
the mounts were subjected to pyrotechnic shock tests before being accepted
for vehicle use. The equi_nent tested was a small package containing
several relays that controlled functions in the vehicle _idance system.
Two tests were performed with and without shock mounts. The equipment was
instrur_entsd with vibration transducers to measure the shock during both
tests_ In addition, instrumentation was placed on the facility to ensure
that shocks generated during both tests were equal.
The equipment was activated in its functional mode and all control circuits
were monitored by an oscillograph which was capable of detecting cha_ter
or transfer in the order to bOO #sec. The performance of the shock m_tknts
was then evaluated in terms of the reduction in the measured shock and in
terms of improved equipment opera+ing performance (which is also a _unction
of the unmeasured shock).
1
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The results from the mea_red portion of the spectrtun are shown in _Igure
_V,2 as a reductioh of the shock spectrum response and also as a reduction
of the peak amplitude of the transient v_bration. The results in both
forms of data analys_s clearly indicate _ubstantial attenuation of the
shock environment.
The results of the functional portion of the test progr_ are more signifi-
cant thar_ the shock spectrum reduction since improved f_ctional performanc_
is the only justification for the use of shock mounts. _igure IV.3 shcws
an oscillograph record of the relay chatter and transfer characteristics
when tested _dth and without shock mounts installed on the e_li_nent
package.
_Ahe shock mount represents an excellent method for protecting equi;Tmsnt
agairst the effect of a pyrotechnic evsnt and thereby improves its perform-
ance. Equipment modification has also proved useful. However, LMSC
experience in this area has indicated that testing is the most reliable
met_lod of assuring equipment flight qualification.
!V.3.h Testing
In general, commercial type _hock isolators can be used to obtain protection
from the explosive environment. The e_tensive use of isolators in space
vehicles, however, can be extremely costly in terms of installation area
and payload capability. The requirement is, therefore, to _arant_ that
the equipment package or c_nporent wiil perform satisfactorily, unprotected,
in the Fyro÷_chnic sh _k environment. Since the nature of the on_oronent
has defied quaiification by analysis, th,s only practical solution was to
devise a test to sirra]ate the p_Totechnic environment=
IV.3.h.! Data Acquisition and Deflnltior ! ___ Shock____o.m_ent
EV. 3.h. 1.1 Measuring ProKram
Before a mlalificatlon test envlro_mnt could be specified, it was rmquired
that env/ronmental data be obtained from the flight v_hlc!e during the
shock event. A measuring program was initiated to obtain shock msasurement,
over the entire vehicle st_cture during _ typical _tagin_ separation.
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The two part program required that an extensive data sample be taken during
a ground test program concurrently with specifically duplicated mea_qlre-
ments from two vehicles in flight. A correlation study performed on the
ground and Fli_ht test data showed that the shock environment occurring
in near vacuum conditions was duplicated at a_nospheric conditions
(SectionII.A.-). It was, therefore, established that the shock environ-
ment could be simulated realistically at atmospheric conditions.
!nstr_mentation used ak_ring the ground test progTam consisted essentially
of sh_k t_pe piezoelectric accelerometers and an FM magnetic tape -ecorder.
All shock data were recorded at 60 ips. The data reduction to oscil!ograms
was obtained by playing the tape system back at 15 ips into a recording
oscillogram which c,Jntained a 2500 cps galvanometer. The recorder p_per
speed was I00 ips which rendered vibration data to 10,0OO cp_. i?_e total
instrumentation system capability w_as I0,000 cps.
Nose Fairin5 Separati)n
Data was collected on the pyrotechnic shock environment as _,,iate<_ with
removal of the vehicle nose fairing. The data obtained i_ :l_ _ified and
is not included in this report. The nose fairing was separated by
I0 graln/foot MDF located circumlferentially and longitudinally aroland 5he
fairing. Acce!erometers were located throughout the forward equipment r_ck
and the data obtaine_ f_:_ those locations ware analyzed with the shock
spectrum routine.
Vehicle/Booster Separation
The shock environment associated with the separation of the vehicle from
the booster by means of the primacord Joint was described by tha tests
doctunented in Section !I.A._ and II.A.6. During these ground tests,
measurements were :,rodeon the engine cone skin, engine mounting ring and in
the for,_ard equipment rack. Additional meastuements _re made during
_ight to substantiate the validity cf these ground test measurements
(';ection r[. A.I).
'q
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Horizon Sensor Fairing Jettison
Test _ata for the 'Jorizon zensor fairing Jettison are contained in %ecti_r_
7Y.A.2. _e data were obtaine_ from a _,round test of the stan,L_r4
fairing e/ection sjr_tem mo_+_d on the forward rack section. 'lqnelata
fron thi_ test described the forward rack envlronm_nt which is a
result of the horizon sensor fairing ejection.
TV.3.h.2 Data Analysis Methods
Once the shock event was recorded, it was necessary to convert the trans-
ient st_cture response iDto equip_:ent qualification test criteria. The
methods of shock 5pectra analysis were used to show the response cf hypo-
thetical mingle degree of freedom systems to the shock transient.
iV.B.k.3 Development of Test Criteria
_-_om the onset of the investigation of the pyrotechnic shock environment,
major interest was focused on the development of a test capability by which
equipment qualification could be established. It therefore became neces-
sary to establish tentative criteria for equi_nent qualification.
T.he criteria were based on a comparison of the peak g levels over the
frequency _pectrum from 200 to lO,O00 cps and on a graphical integration
of the shock spectrum curve in each octave band. An acceptable qaalifica-
tion test was achieved when the following requirements were satisfiec:
• The peak acceleration at any frequency on the shock spectr_un curve of
the flight mea_Lr_ment would not be exceeded by more than a factor of
2.5 at the sane frequency d,_n_ing the qualification test.
• The octave band areas for the test should exceed the same octave band
area obtained from the flight dat_.
• The c_mplex _.bratlon transient should be similar in peak amplitude,
shape, and total duration to the actual vehicle measurmments.
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The pyroter'hnic shock qualification criteria were established for various
equipment lo,:ation areas in the vehicle during _ose fairing separation,
vehicle_%ooster :_eparation and horizon sensor fairing jettison. The
criteria are stated i:_ tetras ot _sponse area (g's x cps) ver_s octave
frequency bands.
IV.3.4._ Test Facility Y_quirements
Once the vehicle shock environment due to the various pyrotechnic devices
_hich are flown was identified, it wan necessary to develop a testing
facJlity with the capabi!_t_ of generating an environment that would fh_ifi]
the three pri]ae objectives of the test criteria. It was also fe.lt that if
the objectives were met, a realistic simulation for the pyrotechnic shock
en_ror_nent would be available.
The requirements for the testing facility were that it b_ capable of pro_
vlding a pyrotechnic environment that simulated the pyrotechnic separation
of the vehicle£booster and _ose fairing. It should, in adaibion, be of a
design and constructi _n representative of the vehicle and the environment
should be created by the detonation of pyrotechnics similar to those used
in flight.
1V.3.4.5 _ooslng a Test Facility
With the definition of the criteria, it was possible to consider the test
methods which would be,_t satisfy the criteria. The several N_ethods
included:
Full scale vehicle tests
Elec tr'odynar_Ic shakers
Drop and impulse testers
Trar sfer-table syste_
Barrel tesher system
i
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!V.3.L. ! ]ul! ::_::.!e _ I
D]I! scale te:;_:.:: w_re t:;, : ' "' ,_, 'e : -;.: :£r.erati:'._- "::e pyroCecbni_
S._;(3Ct_. O,_;'Y!!';]'.'!_?:_ 4,. _']]q ...., .'] _" L', _! 4. t__n '. _,r;j_t '• _, _,WC!'zclr_ ,%f'(; ';e:'J oy_o[;sive
• _ r- I
• : +_ _.:.':!red '_ver_r:ot can proveand tl;'e <on:<_-t::_:. :hrth,;:-:: :[.r]_ L,ci" J ;.Yd _' -
q ........ ,. .... ";c_-- "_- ' ..r. ] [ i A . n _': ;;';on, these te;ts do
not allow t'qex-Lil!ty i:: : Y' :tit;t'.ru, ' <d';':,u'_tLon:: of equipment ;,ff,.ich
occur confiin_aily on sate 1l-re pr'o%_rar._;, rcr these reasons, it wr_.sdeter-
...... *:,- for the upper sta_emined that in general, t._n -e +_ ',_._ _i' ,:.-,%::, .._........
vehicle sy_;tems sh_ald allow for :,_'::*::" of indizidua] _,omponents.
rm t,hc p:',.;e._t .]t,'_t'-o _',_....' _,'-,t_'t. <-' ...... " :ic ',.: ",in-_:: ':" :'=-:,::.t 1,.'v. 1:3
app..am:, Z':nwevor'_ ,,",,_ b_,_ :_ [_:'u,:t _q,. r'm;..o:] :' [>cr, ,::!:__" r-.W;L.;;; c,' :'!d<'nr; .
IV. 3.k. :_.2 Shakers
_akers were ,mable to sati_:'y t_e re_ztrements of high peak _cceleration
and transient vibration wavefom . Th:r, meth_,,J of testing i<: ;eldor: used
at rmMSC.
U{._.L.:)._ !rVop an, d ImF_]se Te.ters
Drop and km_ulse testers _,ich were e_merc:,]ly avai]mble ,ve._'enot used
because tkey produce severe overtests in the lower frequencies and are
difficult to control to the desired test ,_;pectru_.. The rigid test fixtures
and t.h_ nonpyrotecnnic shock so:zrce also diz,:ourage the!z- use.
TI7.3.L.5.L Transfer-Table System
transfr:' table %v<_t__. wa:_ developed to produce a _-omp]ex -¢:,,hrationon a
drop te_÷er without produni::_ ex,--essive low frecr_ency d_nage to _ipmen*,.
&,e Se,',ti,)n]T.F.l. "D.e fial',le,-onsisted of _ flat aluminum plate (3 x 12
x I; inche_). Attached a!onr each of the fi-ae!Te inch 3,des were suppoz%
leg:; (9 x I0 x 12 in,,'hes), r'he legs, in turn, were fastened to the orih_Inal
lar_:e mas_ which was f'mni ;':eJ with the basic drop machine.
!
k__ - ...................... -_
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The meamaring techniques and instrumentation used to obtain the flight data
were duplicated during the development of the transfer table. Although
the objectives orig_nal!y speclf_ed were reasonably accomplished, there
existed several additional secondary considerations which required evalua-
tion before the final selection of a testing facility. They were as
foll_s :
I. '['he inabl]ity of the transfer table to produce an ovBrtest of the
maximum vehicle environment.
2. The degree of control over the amplitude of the shock environment was
limited.
3. The size of the test component w_s restricted to approximately that of
a ten inch cube.
h. The 6xcitation at the test equipmer:t interface is dependent on the
mode shape of the table. Small components would, therefore, be less
affected than large.
5. The stmulation of a pyrotechnic explosive event by a drop table was
not from a pyrotechnic s_n_ree.
_rv.3.h._.5 Barrel Tester
Although the results obtained from the transfer table _mre encouraging, the
limitations which were present suggested that another approach could possi-
bly improve on the e_rlronmental simulaticn. The second approach (the
barrel teeter) was an attempt to duplicate the elzvlronment by similarity.
The slm_larlty existed between the diameter and skiz, thicknesses used on
the barrel tester and flight vehicle. The similarity of the flexibility
between the two structures would provide for essentially the same path for
the pyrotechnic shocks to travel to component packages while the transfer-
table structure was a relatively rlgld plate. In addition, the ,_c_uism
of excitation would be similar to that in the vehicle systmn in that both
would use explosivBs and fracture a metallic separation Joint, while the
environment at the transfer table resulted from the imwulsivm loading by
the drop tester table. See Figure IV.5 for details of the barrel testier.
A shock generating Joint was develope<! whi cb -_:!d :_nction repeatedly
without degradatLon in perfo_s_ _ an_! ,'_:_e ,{erie< w,_s '_Lm__!ar to .',he
flight vehicle staging joint (see :]ecc:_w r.[._:). !%e barrel env!:'or_n+
was ther. evaluated to dete_'ine if the rec:_:'e_em_'.: speetfied in +_h_ _e_t
criteria could be accomplished. 7t wa_: :d_o _ecessary to dete_,_mine i_ the
barrel could improve on the limitations :_f ti_'.etransfer table - i.e., the
degree of control over the shock _-mlt', _de ar:_ _ize of components which
could be tested. The barrel a!re_dy acc,_r'mlir;ked the sL_!ation of the
shock by exr,losives.
The control over the shock amp!_:t,_Je L:_ ,_bta!ned by positionin_, equipment
along the barrel stmlcture a:.d b:," !)le proper c,)mbin:_t!on of' explosive_ ant
separation joint tfjckness. <e:er:_! te_._:_ oer:' ,_.,'._i showed t_-{t varying
the _plitudes did not chang_e the _,ra_._:_e:+ vl!,z.ztlnn shades. The trans-
ier,t vibrations mea,{ured were also _shc_.. to i,,=:;L_3!ar to vehicle fiight
data,
_e shock ervironment created by t_e barrel te_ter was f_n(l t_ be very
s_i!ar to the vehicle d_ta. ,_i<,mes 7T.F. _ and 7T.F.9 _ompare the flight
environments to the barrel environments as det; rmi_ed from 22 ",f the most
recent barrel tests.
IV.3._._;.6 Comparison of Ra_rel '?ester and Trcn3fer Table
7he envlrorznerts generate@ by the barrel tester and transfer table w_re
both reasonabl_, si_latlons of the flight event, a_ Lnltlally required in
the test criteria. The inability to pr_4_ce an overtest for the _m
flight shock, tb_ limited amplitude control and the artlficla] generation
of the explosive shock proved to be the primary decidinz factors in the
selec+ior cf the barrel tester over the tran_,fer tah!e a_ a standard quali-
fication fa_li_y for equipmen'. "he tranq!er table, a_'_hou_-h not
m:a]f_tcatlon to_!, _s p.e:,_,_,_y 'n_ . eq,_i:,_ent !eve_o_ent
"est_.r',g and c(:,rrelat:.,_n r," ; !!._.
• II
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_V. 3.)_. A Establishin_ a Test Pro_r&m
[V.3.1_.%.I Creation of a _:roteeknic :_loe2 S0ecifiqaticn
It was felt that f,arther developr_ent of the b,rrr,_ te:_t_::"w,'ui: rer;ult in
an e,¢eu closer atta_ent of "he -tared _-_'_,
.... ,.... g)_s; bower r, the
simulation was judged adequate +,o be_n qu_iifica_ ion of equipment.
Since the only acceptable existing faci!ity for pyroteci:_ic shock testing
at IMSC wa: the '"carrel tester," the crite-_a were direc:ted to tha +
fac_!ity. The limits of the nr_teria were dete_ned b7 the necessity of
achieving an overtest of the flight en_iromment while remaining ,_ithin the
capability of the testing facility to genera_,e the environment. A
pyrotechnic shock specificatio_ <;ham_e notice was written to _ncorporate
that environment into the environmenr_al _pecification. ½gure i-J.i:shaws
the vehicle zones and the appropriate unvironmentai test area on the b_rrel
tester for the various pyrotechnic events.
YV.3.h.6.2 Barrel Test Procedure and Test Methods
The following msthods and procedures were established to qualify _quipm_nt
for pFTo shock on the barrel tester:
Equipment Installation
Test equipment should be mounted to the test fixture on metallic bracket_
with a minimum installation fre@lency of the bracket and equipment assembly
of 80 cps. When equipment packages greater than 20 pounds are tested, a
bracket installation frequency of [_0 cps w_ll be accepL;able.
Equipment should be mounted in each test bay in the most practical forward
position, i.e., in the position closest to the pyrotechnic joint. When
actual equipment brackets are available, they should be used for the quall-
ficatlo_ testing. The installation frequency stated above is then waived,
with the bracket stiffness the_ bein_ detez_ined by design to withstand
the ascent vibration and acceleration environment.
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Qualification Test Frocedure
It is necessary to perform two tests t_ qualify each equipment package.
T_he test environment shall be determined by the environmental conditions
created by either the booster separation, nose fairing separation or
h_ri_on sensor fairing Jettlsrm, ,_hichever is applicable. The tes _s shall
be performed with the equi_uent centered in the ,host forward position of
the require_ test bay. The second test shall be performed with the equip-
ment in the same location as the first, but rotated 180 ° on its mounting
bracketry. For large components which cover the _mJor portion of the
mounting panel, the entire panel may be rotated 180 ° for the second test,
The equipment should be located in either Bay ! or BayYI of the '_arrel
tester" d_ring qualification testing. The applicable testing bay and
qualification enviro._ent applicable to the various vehicle locations can
be determined fro.-.Figure IV.4.
Equipment Operation
The flight condition of the equipment package during the ocourrence of the
flight shock events should be duplicate_ during the qualification (e.g.,
operating or in a "hot" condition). Monitoring instruments sh_Lld be pro-
vided for electrical and elect_'omechanical equipment to determine inter-
mirtent operation during the shock event when such operation is detrimental
to the vehicle flight. The equipment should be subjected to acceptance
tests, performed in accordance with specification procedures, immediately
prior bo and following the shock tests.
Test Instrumentation
Instrumentation is to be provided during each shock test to determine the
envlronmmntal simulation. The instrumentation should consist of E_vco
2225 or.equivalent shock type transducers. The transducers should be
fastened in three _tua!ly perpendicular axss to a one inch cubic alumimmm
block. The block, in turn, is fastened to location A on the '_arrel tester
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(see _zgure TV.5) for testing in Bay I ann ]oci_ticn _ for testing in Bay _I
The instrumentation locations speci£ted _re adequate for testing with
equip_ent located in only one _iadrant or with equipment in all four
quadrants of each test bay.
The one-cubic-inch blocks are to be bolted and bonded to the barrel stric-
ture with the transducer axes orientated longdtuddnally, radially and
tangentially w_th respect to the 'barrel tester."
Data Analysi_
The shock data obtained during each test should be analyzed according to
the following procedure:
1. The data from each accAlerometer is to be subjected to a shock spectrum
analysis using a s_tem damping = 2 percent or Q = 2%.
2. The shock epectrum analysis should cover the frequency spectrum fram
200 to 6_LOO cps.
3. The shoc_ spectrum curves obtained from each _f the three shock trans-
ducers located at point A or B are to be combined into a maximum
envelope (co_posite) shock spectrm_ curve.
k. The ar,,a undo- the composite shock spectrum cun've should then be com-
_uted in octave bands from 200 to 400, kOO to 800, etc. up to g!i_ cps.
5. The ca_wuted area in octave bands frc_ step k _uist then be compared
with the a pp!icable test environment in Figure IV.4 depe_;dlng on _he
test conditions (booster separation or nose fairing _eparation, etc.)
and equipment location (_gure IV._). This cc_parlson will determine
_gther th_ e_ui_ment has been subjected to a shock level of sufficient
_agnitud_ to establish qualification.
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Shock Susceptible Egui_uent Considerations
Not all equipment is cnn-iderad to be susceptible to the shock environment.
Where the equipment is not susceptible, the pyrotechnic shock requirement
may be waived.
Equipment which is considered to be susceptible to the pyrotechnic
environment generally includes the following: electrical equipment,
elmctromechanical equipment, mechanical equipment containing delicate
subassemblies, and mechanical equipment containing nonmetallic elements
_uch as ceramics, epoxies, phenolics, lenses, silicates, etc.
Design Consideration
The pyrotechnic shock criteria were intended only for _m]Ification teJting.
In no way were these criteria to be interpreted by equijment design and
development engineere as a means for determining loading conditions for
prime equipment packages or subassembly structure.
Conversion of pyrotechnic shock criteria into design L_ads is presently
beyond the state-of-the-art. Attempts to design structure for pyrotechnic
shock will unnecessarily weight-penalize equipment packages.
IV._.4o.7 Barrel Teste r Maintenance and Instrumentation
_.3.4.7.1 _alntemm_
To achieve the necessary repeatability of the shock spectrum, all the
fasteners must be torqued to specified values before each shock. This
technique is necessary to maint_ .n surface-to-surface contact pressure at
each Joint such that the shock transmissibility is ,_onstant from shock to
shock. The torquing of the magnesium-thorium ClAm_, screws ensures an equal
shear level around the periphery of the barrel so that the shock front is
symmmtrical at all locations around the barrel.
To minimize the damage to the explosive heat, a hardened steel insert strip
is fastened to the aluminum head. Tkis insert ,strip has a groove into
which thl MDF is in_alled. With each successive sh_ ck, this groove __dens
to the point where the shock le_l falls below acceptable standards. The
loss of level as a result of t_his condition is avoided through the use of
• "Oil!l.t LI_IC 17@7 ;I
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records which plot each shock in shock level values taken from the pro-
cessed data. Through mcnitorin_ of this plot, it was established that
30 tests is the opt_z_um number of tests which may be conducted before
the insert requires replacement. Another record doe lments the complete
histo_- of the tests by date, environment provided, failures and accumu-
lated shocks of the varicrus parts of the facility.
IV.3.h.7.2 Instrumentation
On a given shock test, six (6) Endevco _ _7_2p transducers are used to moni-
tor the shock. They are set up in triaxial configurations with one set
of three (3) as the primary data source and the second set as backup.
The most prevalent problem with these measurements is a tendency of the
transducers toward random zero shift on the higher !evol shocks. Thp
major part of this zero shift ca; be removed in the data pre u_ng,
although at additional cost.
Great care is exercised in the installation of the transducers to ensure
maximum response. Light oil is applied under each transducer to aid in
the surface-to-surface coupling. Torque checks ar_ made before each
shock on each transducer.
The transducers are coupled to solid state voltage amplifiers through
20 feet of M_crodot cable. The amplifier output is then recorded on
l_-track tape recorders. Calibration of the system is accomplished by
relay switching the transducer _ct and injecting a simulated transducer
signal of %0 percent and lOO percent of range at 1COO cycles.
IV.J.h.8 Update in Barrel Test Methods and Procedures
The Lockheed Pyrotechnic Sho_k Facility, _ow in its fifth year of opera-
tion, has been used for over 2%0 separate shocks which have been applied
to a variety of aerospace flight equipment.
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IV.3.4.8.i Design ChanA_e_s
The only significant change In the barrel structure has been the r_Kiesi_n
of the separation Joint in which a cutting edge has been added at the top
of the separation ring. The llfe of the separation Joint was previously
limited by both the life of the Joint explosive cavity and the life of the
ring which was bergen 20 and 30 tests for both. While the explosive
cavity is relatively easy to replace at s_all cost, the ring required
extensive time to repSmce, at a much greater cost.
By the addition of a hardened steel cutting edge to the ring, the ring llfe
was extended fr_n 30 firings to w_ll over 200 firings. _his was accom-
plished without decreasing the barrel performance.
IV.).4.8.2 Test Criteria
There have buen no changes in the test criteria. _ther flight data has
verified the environments which were established in the developmental phase
of the barrel tester.
IV,2.4.8.) Data Frocessi_
Although the barrel tester has had several minor modifications to i_ve
its capability, the most significant change in the total testing technique
has been the incorporation of a computer program for analysis. This
analysis has resulted in c_pletaly automated data processing for the
qualification test. The end product is a print-cut sheet stating the
_Aalification status of tha equipment and t_ degree of ov_st obtained.
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SECTION V
SUMMARY
This section contains a brief description of the instrumentation in use at LMSC
for acquisition and data reduction of pyro shock environments.
Three LMSC laboratories are equipped for pyro shock testing: Santa Cruz Test
Base (SCTB) and Bu±Idings 102 and i0_ at the Sku_ale main plant. Due to some-
what different capabilities of the laboratories, the data acquisition systems _ry
in details but the data processing system is co_on to all.
Siz_e each section of the co_llation contains a descriptiorA of the accelor_meters
installed on the speclzen, only the general data acquisition and data processing
systems are described here.
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V.1 INTRODUCTION
The data aquisitlon systems in use at the various LMSC Laborator_.es are
basically identical. They differ only in details and type of equipment.
Except for one _pecial amplifier in use at SCTB all test equipment is
commercially available. Frequency response curves of the data aqulsition
systems are presented in this report. For more complete data about this
equipment, manufacturer documentation should be consulted.
All instrumentation in use by LMSC Laboratories is l_riodically calibrated
by the Standard Laboratory. It is maintained at all times within
manufacturer specifications.
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V.2 DISCUSSION OF PYRDTEC_D';IC SHOCK TEST INSTRDMENTATION
V. 2.1 C_ne ral
This discussion follows the general arrangement of test data reduction
systems: ac:_clerometers, data acquisition and data proce_sing, which are
dealt with separately.
V.2.2 Accelerometers
Each subsection of Section II of this report contains a description of the
specimen instrumentation llst_g the type of accelerometers used and their
locations. For rapid reference, Table V.1 gives a llst of the subsections
and the laboratories where the tests were performed. Table V. 2 presents a
list by _mnufacturers of all types of accelerometers which were used at
LNSC for pyrotechnic shock tests.
V.2.3 Data Acquisitlon _stems
The basic data acquisition system amplifies the sigT_al provided by the
accelerometers and storp_ it on an analog magnetic tape. On-llne plotting
of oscillograms is also normally available. A schematic of the data
acquisition system in use at SCTB is presented on Figure V.1. Si_utlarly
that of the Sunnyvale laboratories is shown on Figure V.2. SCTB has
replaced the Glenlte FhlOM by a LMSC (SCTB) solid state A.C. amplifler.
Tbls new amplifier has characteristics similar to that of the Glunlte FhlOM.
_rstem frequency response _rves are shown on Figure V._ and V.5.
All data recording is via magnetic tape recorders operating at 60 inches/
second.
V.2._ Data Processing System
The data processing system is shown on Figure V.5. The analog tapes pre-
pared by the data acquisition systems are processed to prove.de either
oscil!ograms or digital time plcts and shock spectrums.
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The production of oscillograma is a purely analog process which provides
plotted records with optional filtering. The analog magnetic tape which
was recorded at 60 inches/second is played baGk at 15 Inches/second into a
playback amplifier which in turn drives a galvanometer and a CEC (Consoli-
dated Electronic Company) recordlr_ oscillograph. The galvanometers used
in the oscillograph .re either No. 361 or 362 made by CEC and the o_cillo-
graph is model 5-119 also made by C_C. The 1/4 playback speed plus the gal-
vanometer and magnetic tape recorder characteristics must all be considered
in establishin_ the fzmquency reoponse of the oscillogram data.
The production of shock spectra and digital time plots involve digitization
of the analog tape which i_ transcribed on a binary tape compatible with
the Univac 1108 computer inp_t_ The computation is performed on the Univac
1108 by the special program LMSC 2W7006 whose output is a tape for __uput
into the Stromberg-Carlson 4020 plotter.
Program IJ_BC 2W7OO6 has provision for dm_a corrections such as piezo crystal
shift. All reduction is normally performed for a i00 points with variable
bandwidth to cover the range O to IO,0OO cps.
V. 2.5. S1_na.]. to Noise Ratio
The data acquisition and reduction systems in use at LMSC are capable of
proctucing high signal to noise ratio data. Since each test presents its
own peculiarities the slgnal to noise ratio varies between some limits.
However, the data presented in this Compilation was selected for a
ratio which probably exceeds 95% in most cases.
_ere oscillogram dat_ is presented, aore acourate approximation may be
obtained by measuring the traces prior to and durlr_ shoc_.
! Ollll _.141C Illl?.l
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V. 3 CONCLUS]DN
The data acquisition and data processing systems in use at LMSC for pyro-
technic shock dat_ rednction has been developed through several years of
operation. It is reliable and provides high quality data.
The standard data red_ction system is based on a i00 points representation
with variable bandwidth covering the range 0 to lO,O00 cps.
In order to satisfy the requirement of thi_ contract, the standard I00 point
data was read from plots at the specified 1/3 octave center frequencies.
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Table V.1
LMSC PYROTECHNIC SHOCK LABORATORIES
Section
6o6A A.I
674 A.2
768 A.3
79O A.4
lO8O A.5
13hO A.6
1377 A.7
794 B.I
867 B.2
1353 S.3
1315 C.I
1336 C.2
429 D.I
4h7 D.2
353 E.I
456 E.2
535 E.3
5h3 E._
547 z.5
56_ _.6
832 F.I
837 F.2
Laboratory
Flight Test
SCTB
SCTB
Sunnyvale - 102
Sunnyvale - 102
Sunnyvale - 102
Surmyvale - 102
SCTB
Sumlyvale - 102
Sunnyvale - i0_
Sunnyvale - 102
SCTB, Sunnyvale - 102
SCTB
SCTB
SCTB
SCTB
SCTB
SCTB
SCTB
SCTB
SCTB
Sum.Jvale - 102
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Table V.2
LIST OF ACCEKgROMETERS USED IN PYROTECHNIC TESTING
Manu fac ture r Model Number
Endevco 2220
2225
2223
2951
Glenite 312 TMV
A 3Z_ TM
Kistler 802
Columbia 2231
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SBCTION M0. VI
SUBJECT,
PYNO SHOCK FAILURES
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SECTION VI
SUMMARY
Out of 119 items of equipment which have been tested over t_ last five years on
the Barrel Tester, i0 percent experienced failures which were traced to design or
manufacturing defects. 13.5 percent ef the 119 equipment iteme tested di_p.layed
relay chatter. In most instances, simple modifications to the faulty components
enabled the equipment to perform satisfactorily when subjected to subsequent shock
tests.
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VI.1 INTNO_CTION
In the course of the five years in which the Barrel Tester has been in opera-
tion, over 119 individual equipment items have been subjected to qualifica-
tion pyro shock. The importance of the Barrel Tester as a qualification
teat facility becomes obvious when the fail_re history of that equipment is
reviewed.
The barrel test en_nts which are used to qualify equipments for various
vehicle pyro shock events have been shown to be very similar to the shock
environments caused by those vehicle events. Procedures are carefully out-
li_,ed and rigidly adhered to to assure the best duplication of the flight
_stallation and flight environment and at the same time provide a qUAlifi-
cation test which is practical, easily performed, and lh_ch will qualify
equipment £or any location in a mshlcle z_ (i.e., aft rack, engine cone,
£orward rack, etc.) such t_t relocating previously qualified equ_t
within a vehicle zone will not necessitate requallfication of that eq_nt.
Thus, failures which occur _ pyro testing on the Barrel Teeter are
realistic failures which would have had a good probability of occurring in
flight and possibly aborting a mission.
Invironment levels in Ba_ 1 and Bay 2 of the barrwl a_e described in
details in section II.F.2
, I i ,- ,• - I iJ , i ii,,, ,nlll , n
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VI.2 D_CU_ION
m l
Out of 119 pieces ot equipment tested, 12 (lO percent) experienced failures
whicl_ could be traced to design or mmxfact_ri_NK defects (see Table VI.I)
and 16 (13.5 percent) displayed z_lay chatter.
The specific failures are listed below. The rcmber deei(naticos nay be
referenced to the accompanying tables and My be used along with the test
results to obtain additional inforBatic_ on the barrel shock en_nt to
which the equipment was subjected, the e_t weight, the natural fre-
quenc_ of the barrel equl_ent mount ina_llatien, the manner in which the
equipment was s_n_ed to the barrel, arL_. the e_ caei_ type.
J (1)
A bonded internal circuit board separated front its mountings d_ one of
th_ shocks to which this box was exposed.
TM Tra 7 Circulator Bracket (8)
a test of a transmitter and _Y Circulator, the circulator, which was
bored to the T_ Tray_ broke loose. The circulator was bolted to the tray
and the test continued.
KF Circulator Bracket (i_)
Thr_e bonded brackets with .ass 8imtla_ore mrs '_es_od. The bcmding vms
a_d un_r e_lcal laboratory oonditiona. Of the three bmcket_, _vo
bo_ broke d_ the shock. Those te_ are _o_s_te_ la _ dstall in
Sec'_t.on ZZ.]_.3 (Report No. 535) of _ o_ptlation.
?_e t_itter was operated for this rut. _ t_ shook t_ tr_-
•itt4r t_r_.ed off. T_e tran_tt4r alAc_ic svlt_h olr_ait failed,
m_kri_ the tr_x_tter ino_ratiw. T_ c_ oir_tt _ _odified to
maintain 8 constant "CN. _Itege which eli_te_ th4 problem.
" I' I l' I In n
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EaEitel Solar Aspect .Sensor (20_ 21 _ 77m 1.01)
This device is constructed with • glass window which covers • light-sensitiv_
cell. In the first shock t_ glass cracked. This problem was alleviated by
replacing the hard-bond_ cement with • soft epoxy. The second shock broke
loose an electrical connection to the li_t-sensltlve cell. On the third
shock, one of the internal wiring comrsctio_s separated.
106 Control Actuator 4,36)
The Control Actuator was mounted directly to the barrel panel. The shock
failed the mechanical attachment (staking) of the mothball in the casting
which dislodged an •ctuator hearing frcB its mounting.
RY Switch (37)
The center pin of an RF c_ctor came loose during shock. The test had
been contacted without the mating co[mector installed. On a repeat test,
with the mate installed, the RF switch pas_ed without failure.
:2 Tr n=atter (9@)
Thiz transmitter has • weld case cover. A poor weld opened during shock.
It was re-welded and the txansmitter retested satisfactorily.
Mod _ Velocity Hk_lr lll_)
The Velocity _ter pulse output rate shifted beyond the specified tolerance
when it was exposed to a low-envlrorment shock. The Velocity Meter was
shock-mounted and successfully qumllfied.
Chatter
The sixteen cases of relay chatter were detected with Look_ed-c_ei_d
chetter detectors which were set for indication of chatter in excess of
i0 a_croaeoo_. The 302 J Box (113, _, 115) and 708 J Box (97, 108, ].09)
both required double shook mounting of the b_s to survive shock without
chatter. See Sectisn IV for the shock _ design.
' | i i m,
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VI.3 COHCLUSIONS
The failures which occurred dur_ the barrel tests are typical of _he type
of failures which occur during pyro shock events. The barrel tests located
_hese failure modes and eliminated flight hazards. In most cases, simple
modifications e_abled these equipment iteBe to perform satisfactorily.
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Table V=.I (Con&.) S_RV OF ?TRO SHOCK TF-qT8 MO_T I TYPE ,RF_gL_3
. , L I
| i =i i i .i • ml i
79 Type _V Trane_ttte= x ?.0 _ x x x
80 h _T Relay x O._ _ x X X
81 6 PDT Relay X Oo_ I_5 x X •
82 h PDT _elay x 0.12 _5 x x •
83 Hydraulic Po_r Pack x 9,0 _ x x z
8h Suldsnce J Box x 10.0 96 x X X
8_; _TV x 9.0 60 x • •
86 Ma_ne%om_er • 1,5 126 x • x
_7 M Senoor X 0_ 230 x • X
8B _coder 9 x _.0 119 x x •
89 703 J _ox x 5._ 130 x x •
90 706 J BOx X 7.6 12_; x x x
91 702 J Box x 5.1_ I_5 x x
CLV • 12.0 90 x • •
93 Transmitter Type 12 X 12.0 I_ x X X
701 J _ox x 8.0 109 x x x
P_ 705 J Box • 3.5; 90 x x x
707 J Box z 2,1_ 125 x Z x
708 J Box x 0.7_ x _ x
709 J _ox • 3.0_ 1,07 x x x
_ Receiver l! x 3.00 93 x x
11°° _z s_t_ x o.75 8.3 x x x
' 191 Digital Solar S_or • J O.T_ _$0 r x X
7.0_ _i_Ital Solar Electronics x 2._ 230 x X •
103 601 J _ox X 8.0 112 x X x
I_ 605 J _ox x %0 ]20 x • z
105 Rate Oyro x _.0 120 x • x
106 2_6 ProOfs-mot 2 • 7.0 II0 x • •
107 2_6 Protract 1 x 6._ 107 x • x
I_ 708 J Box x 0,_ x _ x
109 70_ J Box • 0._ 160 x z
110 _de Control J Box z 11,0 1_O x x x
llq A_p ?_our Meter X 3o0 180 X x •
112 _._ Hour Sen_or x 1.0 200 x x x
113 _92 J ._ox x _.0 I_0 x x •
]lh )0_ J _ox r. 5.0 x x x x
iI_ Y)_ J _ x _.O • x x x
!16 Decoder _ x 8,0 _ x X x
]IT _oe_t _l.e_* J _Iox 8.0 130 • Z x
:I_ Si_,] Co_ditloner t x _,0 20T x • x
i19 Hod /TA Velocity Motet [ 6,0 _0 X •
-- H,, • . . •
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lTable _I.I (Cont.) SU_4ARYOFPYROSHOCKT_STS
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T?_E
I
hn Aft Safe A:-_ J Box
_I _ Flight Control J Box
4_ PcM 3
_3 FWD Safe Arm J Box
Time Delay Module
h_ Relay" Driver Module
_d_ Flap J %'Jx
_7 C Rand Transponder
48 Sequence T" .mr
4@ Hultlcoupler !6
50 Solar Array J Box
Earth Sensor
_2 Af_ Safe Arm J _ox
5_ _harze Controller
_5 Commsnd Rel_y
56 Pc_
_T i Tran_Itter
_8 i .Baseband U
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6°I Af_ evro J _x
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71 _ T.V'_ 9 _eaeon
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SECTION VII
SUM_/ARY
This section covers LMSC's recommendation for further studies in the £ield nf
pyrotecknlc shocks. The areas in which additional pyroshock studies are needed
extend beyond the limits of this Compilation Study.
Under the limitations of Contract RC9-L3031, LMSC could not take full advantage
of the available documentation. Further analysis of the compiled data is
desirable.
It is LMSC's opinion that further work is r_eded in sever_i areas, particularly:
data Analysis, equipment internal environments, component analysis and testing.
Some of this work can be performed with the data available in this compilation
while other investigation would _qui _ further experimental and analytical
effort. It is obvious that complementary work of t_Is nature would provide
_or a s_Lilicant advance in _he State of the Art.
This section of the report is devoted to examining several areas wh_re further
a_utlytlcal and experimental effort should be applied.
N w, , --
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VII.I iNTROD_(CTION
Having over ]0 years of experience wlth the design, use and testing of
py_technlc dewlces s Lv_SC feels qualified to issue a set of recommenda-
tions regarding the use of the Pyrotechnic Data collected under this com-
pilatlon. The experiemme acquired during the past i0 years is sufficient
to provide adequate design guidelines when applied by _ry experienced
_rgonnel. However, the preseat State of the Art is not supported by
sufficient analytical foundation. The present State of the Art :_ con-
fined to a number of specific type nf structures and pyrotechnic devices.
A mor_ precise and more generalized knowledge of these phenomenon is
essential to provide a basis for further advances in this important field.
. ,,, • ., ,.
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G_N _RAL REC OMME_DATI_S
Vii.2.1 Generalities
LMSC's recomm_.ndation for further Pyrotechnic Shock Studies can
be conveniently subdivided into four main areas of interest:
namely : Data Analysis, Equipment Analysis and Testing, Component
Analysis and Testing, Analytical Methods. Recommendations
pertinent to each of these four subjects are treated in detail
below.
Vii.2.2 Recomm_ndati an Regardir_ Data AnalYsis
The brief ana/ysis conducted on the data mhich was collected and
organized during tlz[s co._pilatlon was intended primarily to point
out trends and substantiate specific test concluslons. These
objectives were however, accomplished without using the majority
of the data which is contained in the compilation. The data
which was not used is however, considered essential to a more
thorough study of pyrotechnic shock _.nvironyents for equipment,
shock transmission predictions, both on a peak "g" and sl_ck
spectrum basis, repeatability of te_.t data, optiC.zing test
programs, tests methods and design reco_endatlons.
All shock dst_ contained within this report was digitized from
plots on a GERBER reader, punched on cards and computer plotted.
This process, although relatively simple was ti,_e consuming be-
cause a variety of different _hock spectrum formats required fre-
quent re-setting of the data reader. The process involved in
_,adlng data in the standard format which is used by Martin
Marietta Corporation and I/_5C w_Id, however, be a relatively in-
exp_.nsive task. The total volume of data available from the
combined study would then be available on puqched cards or stored
on tape or in a conputer memory for rapid statistical analysis,
trend evaluation, attenuation and tranBmlssion studies_ normallz-
il_, etc. Existing computer programs at LMSC would accom-
plish the majority of the effort;however, some additlonal simple
calculating and plotting programs would be_ needed to complete
LOCKHEED MISSILES 6 SPACE COMPANY
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th3 study_
Observations in the presented data trends Kith respect to shock
spectrum predictions show that significant structural modal re-
spor.se is interacting with the local high frequency vibrations
present in the vehicle frame. It iz recommended that analysis
be conducted on the basic shell and tm_ss structures in an at-
tsmpt to better understand vehicle shock transmission charac-
teristics. T,he most expedient practical solution will probably
require some combination of exper_meabal and analytical results.
This technique, when prown on existing data can then be con-
fldently extended to new vehicle configurations.
Equipment Analysis and.. Testing
There exists little information throughout the industry on shock
_nvironnents internal to equipment such as electronic boxes, even
though the failures occur at the component level. The LMSC
Barre _ Tester can be used to conduct a series _ equipment tests
over a wide range of shock levels in order to accumulate suffi-
cient data on box inte_al environment. This information, when
ar_iymed and scaled to vehicle shock enviro_,_ents covld be used
for box design improvement, establisbmmnt of component environ-
ment and bestiag methods for compor_nt qualifications.
A second part of this effort would involve testing of the equip-
ments cn _tandayd d_op teeters and shaker systems to ascertain
the effeot of testing speoimen subJec_ to _frotechnic shock
environ_mnt on more conventional tester sys+_ems.
,, i i ,n I
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VII .2.4
VI[.2.5
Continued
the statistical failure rate of these kinds of components when
._ubjected to a vjro shock environment. For example, a group of
relays subjected to shock levels of increasing intensity on the
Barrel Tester would provide an excellent sample since detection
of their charact_ristlcs would be in the form of increasing
chatter or transfer versus increasing shock level intensity.
The statistical data available from this kind of testing would
be useful in establishing proper overtest factors for qualifica-
tion test programs utilizing limited test samples. As was sug-
gested for the equip,_nt testing, these components should also
be subjected to more ccnventional testing te_hnlques to deter-
mi_e failure zute correlation under non-pyrotechnlc shock en-
vironmont 2.
Pyrotechnic shock azlalysis presented in this compilation are
entirely based on oscLllogramBsl_d shock spectra. However, al-
ternate methods of analysis should be investigated to detemlne
whether additional information could be extracted from the data.
The Fourier Transform has received some attention a_ LMSC but
more experience, is needed to define its method of application
and interpret its results.
i i ,
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VII. 3 CONCLUSION
The Pyrotechnic Shock Data Compilation provides a large amount of
well organized documentation. However, full benefit cannot be derived
from this data unless it is more thoroughly analyzed. Drawing from
experience in this field, LMSC recommends that fUrther investigation
and ar_lytical effort be applied in the following areas:
i - Transmission of shock through various types of structures -
Influenc r of normal modes.
2 - Shock attem.ation versus distance from shock source for various
types of structures.
3 - Internal box enviror_nents at components and the mounting brackets.
- Alternate methods of simulating pyro shock and correlation with
known vehicle environment.
5 - Evaluation of attenuation devices such as isolators_ force
limiting brackets, e:_rgy absorbers, snubbers, etc.
6 - Statistical analysis of failure rate from components which are
shock sensitive (Relays, diodes, etc.)
7 - Other methods of analysis such as Fourier Transform.
Such investigations would provide for significant advances in the State of the
Art so that oetter shock load predictions and improved design of structures
and equipments may be achieved.
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SECTION V III
GENERAL CONCLI;S ION
• , m
Conclusions presented in this section cover the field of pyrotechnic shock in
order to point out the areas of significance. The following generaJ conclusions
are a su_m_ry of the conclusions presented _z each section of this report.
I. Although pyro shock environment has been considered extremely _,_ortant by
Lockheed Missiles & Space Conpany for a number of years, the severity of th_s
type of event has been so_ewhat underestimated by the industry at large. It
is hoped that this compilation will help in placing this important phenomena
in proper focus.
e The 1/3 octave band data reduction method imposed by contract No. RC9-439031
is considered by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company as an unconservative
approach to the processing of shock _pectrum levels. The method in standard
use at Lockheed Missiles & Space Colony u,es I00 points with a variable band-
width range from 0 to i0,OO0 cps.
3. Reasonable estimates can be made with respect to shock attenuation versus
distance on a peak "g" basis.
_e Predicting shock spectra as a _unction of distance from shock source is
subject to considerable error. Additional analysis which includes higher
structural modal response will probably be required to improve predictions.
5. It is possible to design separation Joints which can significantly re_ce
pyrotechnic shock envlronments.
6. Significant changes _I both explosive content and aeparation Joint thickness
are required in order t, show appreciable changes in _hock levels.
e P/rotechnic shock sp4ctra are generally repeatable to + 4 db when either
several locations are considered during two tests or when one location is
consJdered for several tests.
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SECTION VIII
G E N E R _ L C 0 N C L U S I 0 N (Cont.)
8. Full scale vehicle overtesting is impractical, if high confidence levels are
required, because of the necessity to use either larger explosives with
corresponding strengthening of the structure or a large number of nominal
level tests.
Since each contractor defines overtesting on the basis of his e_perience
and methods, it would be desirable to provide for a co_on definition of
this criterion. One possible procedure is pre. _ on Figure III.B.16.
9. In the present state-of-the-art, full scale whicle testing at flight levels
appears to be a practical method of increasing system confidence.
lO. Drop tables, shakers, transfer tables, etc. are generally considere_by
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, as inferior methods of pyrotechnic shock
simulation.
i]. Overtesting for pin actuator shocks can be accomplished by performi_
several tests using higher explosive contents squibs.
12. The Barrel Tester facility in use at Lockheed Missiles & Space Company has
been demonstrated to be a reliable method for qualification testing of
equipment.
13. The shock environments produced by falri_ deployment systems have been
si&u_lficantly reduced by using pyrotechnic devir_ms to release _rings rather
than directly propelling fairlngs with the explosive charge.
Ih. The mounting brackets used for ins_alllng equlpm_At are shown to be signif-
icant pTroshock attenuation devices.
15. Stiff elastomer type isolation gys_s which do not slgniflcantiy lower
equipment installation frequencies are gocd shock atte_uator_.
16. Appropriate modifications to electrical equipment can significantly reduce
problems associated with relays and other sensitive oo_.ponents (e.g., ener-
gized versus non-energized, etc.).
REPRC)DUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR.
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SECTION Vlll
,m
GENERAL CONCLUSION (Cont.)
m , u ,, | ,
b.
The failures experienced during equipment testingwere not unexpected. In
the case of electronic equipment, some failures were such that they could
jeopardize flight safety. Simple m_difications, however, enabled these
components to perform satisfactorily.
As ito n_me implies, this compilation presents a large amount of pyrotechnic
data. It is Lockheed Missiles & Space Company's opinion that, to derive full
benefit from this compilation, further investigation and analysis is needed
in the following areas.
Transmission of shock through various types of structures. Influence of
structural modes.
Shock attenuation versus dist_uce from shock source for various types of
structures.
c. Internal envirora_ent cf components such as boxes. Shock levels reaching
internal parts and effects of bracmts.
d. Alternate methods of simulating Dyro shocks and correlation with known
ve_icle environment.
e. Evaluation of attenuation devices such as isolators, force limiting
brackets, energy absorbers, snubbers, etc. from shocks generated b:,pin
actuators.
f. Statistical analysis of failure rate from components which are proven %o
be shock sensitive (relays, diodes, etc.).
g. Other methods of analysis such as Fourier transforms.
Such investigations would provide for significant advances in the state-of-the-at
so that better shock load predictions and _mproved design of structures and equip-
men_ may be achieved.
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